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DRUGS ARE TRAFFICKED FROM 
CANADA TO THE U.S. 

This article was transmitted to a major Montana 
newspaper who had contacted the AP to research an 
article published in on February 1, 1996. I can 
attest that most of the info in the article is absolutely 
true. Hove, Jeanne Wolfe, Richard 
Hobbs, editor of the Chinook can be contacted 
and will give you bits of info; nobody knows about the 
article. Please be advised that my identity cannot be 
disclosed at this time but I am from Montana. MAC 
MAN 

P.S. Please try to get this out to as many people as 
possible. 

Date sent: Fri. 2 Feb 1996 23154152 +0200 
From: 05 lS@main.infotel.bg (cts 272807920) 
To: Subject: article from 

Follows the text of the article published on the 1st 
February in my paper, the monthly 

Yesterday I was approached by the local corre- 
spondents of AP. But they are very unprofessional and 
even do not know where Montana is. Because they have 
problems with the translation from Bulgarian into En- 
glish they will be “checking the reliability of the news- 
paper”. What idiots-they should check first of all the 
article but they do not have the slightest idea about 
those things. More that that, one of the local AP people 

is connected to the money laundering through an insur- 
ance institution. That is why if there is some interest 
please contact me directly. At the end there is a short 
CV of mine just for the record and if there are some 
questions. Contact me by fax/phone 01 l-359-2 72 80 
79 or my office.01 l-359-2-87 21 78. Please have in 
mind that I have already some expenses and further 
information should be paid. 

Sincerely yours: Krassimir Ivandjiiski 

by Krassimir Ivandjiiski 

disclosures, published for 
the first time incriminatory information about the traf- 
fic of drugs in the state of Montana /USA; local offi- 
cials are involved; the scandal can shake the entire 

North America. 
The following disclosures were made with the as- 

sistance of tens of people in the U.S., Canada and 
Europe, fighting against drug trafftcking and interna- 
tional terrorism. Today some of them are not alive. 
Others continue the struggle, and have seeked (sic) the 
cooperation of In this way we 
assist the FBI, CIA, and Interpol. When we speak about 
the biggest enemy of the modern world-the Mafia and 
narcotrafftc, there are no former enemies. There is a 
present human interaction. The following lines have 
been written wearily and tiresomely. But that is exactly 
what the tight with drug traffrcking looks like. 

The north-central American state, Montana, has 
for a long time served as a principal channel for the 
drug traffickers passing from Canada into the United 
States. The small American cities on the Montana- 
Canada border-Libby, Conrad, Havre, Chinook, and 
Sidney-have. long been well known to the federal 
agencies as depots and destinations in the smuggling of 
heroin, cocaine and marijuana from the Canada-based 
Sicilian, Columbian, and Chinese Mafia. They execute 
their operations from Vancouver, in Canadian British 
Columbia. From there the Mafia directs its criminal 
activity within USA and Latin America. 

The strategy of the drug traffickers is simple. The 
border of the state of Montana, famous for its clean 
environment, and untouched national parks and game 
reserves, stretches vastly and is almost unguarded. The 
traffickers also utilize the lack of border surveillance of 
the Canadian (sic) and Canadian border provincial 
governments. But more important to the Mafia is the 
availability of police protection from corrupt state and 
local government connections. 

Sidney, Montana 
From a closed police investigation in 1991, insti- 

tuted by the police commissioner in the town of Sidney- 
Richard Hobbes linked the former deputy county attor- 
ney Phillip Carter and police detective David Schettine 
in large-scale Montana smuggling operations since the 
early 1980s. The drug operations in Sidney are also 
associated with the mysterious deaths of at least three 
people, who have known about the traffic and have 
cooperated with the FBI in its investigation: Jerry 
Herd& Michael Wolfe, and Bruce Madsen. Michael 
Wolfe is alleged to have told acquaintances that he will 
be murdered by David Schettine shortly before he was 
found burned to death across the North Dakota border, 
not far from Sidney. Other numerous witnesses have 
been harassed and falsely arrested after it was found 
that they had given information to the Montana crimi- 
nal investigation bureau and the FBI. 

Havre-Chinook, Montana 
Since the 1980s the former Chinook County Attor- 

ney Donald Ranstrom has been linked to a large scale 
crime operation involving tons of cocaine and mari- 
juana. Eye witnesses from the Chinook area have re- 
ported to the FBI that they.have seen attorney Ranstrom 
unload hundreds of large packages of cocaine from a 
private airplane at the Chinook airport. Confidential 
information obtained recently has attributed statements 
to two Montana state prison inmates, Mr. James Wilson 
and Mr. David Bone that they had been directed to 
execute Chinook drug dealer Richard Cowan and his 
wife Bernadette in 1987. The killings occurred after 
the couple had threatened to go to the police to expose 
the drug operations in Chinook. The Cowans advised 
their friends that if anything should happen to them, “It 
would be because attorney Donald Ranstrom had or- 
dered it.” The conversation was recorded and has been 
made available to the FBI in the United States. 

Attorney Dan Ranstrom is also closely associated 
with a president of Chinook’s Montana Bank branch. 
The Montana Bank has offices through the state, and 
has been fined for its role in bankrolling the Kurth 
family drug operations. Two former employees of the 
Chinook, Montana Bank have provided information 
given to the FBI regarding money laundering opera- 
tions of drug profits by Mr. Bill Larson and Donald 
Ranstrom. To date the information has not lead to any 
arrests in the U.S. One theory is that attorney Ranstrom 
has used his influential contact with popular republi- 
can governor, Marc Racicot to obstruct any investiga- 
tions. 

Libby, Montana 
Libby-Eureka, in northeast Montana, has for a long 

time served as a drug depot, sent by the Sicilian Mafia 

of Joseph Bonanno from Canada. After a clandestine 
landing strip was established in the region, for planes 
shipping the drugs, local Montana Highway Patrol 
Officer Michael Remz began to stop the Bonanno ve- 
hicles over a three-month period, until one day he was 
found shot dead by his patrol car. To date we have no 
information whether Bonanno has abandoned the drug- 
smuggling operations at the Libby-Eureka landing strip. 

Lambert, Montana 
Clinton Mullen is the owner of a successful busi- 

ness in Lambert, Montana. During the spring of 1994 
he sought the legal advice of Sidney attorney Phillip 
Carter. In his off& Carter approached the Mullen 
family to haul drugs from Los Angeles to Sidney, 
Montana. Mullen declined the offer. Carter warned 
Mullen that he would make life for him “A Living 
Hell”. Soon after, the Mullen firm was vandalized and 
burglarized, and the local police would not assist the 
Mullens. A few weeks later the Mullens were stalked 
and attacked outside a nightspot. Mr. and Mrs. Mullen 
placed reports with the local Police that an attorney and 
close friend of Phillip Carter, Gary Ryder had ordered 
the attack while in the nightclub. More than eight 
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ferent international political and economic institu- 
tions, covering high-level meetings and conferences; 
co-president of the political movement “National Move- 
ment for Neutral Bulgaria”; available for consulting, 
marketing, coordinating, investigative, investment ori- 
ented communications and projects through Eastern 
Europe. 

Please note: This message has been anonymized on 
request of its sender. If you would prefer not to receive 
anonymous mails from this machine, please contact 
postmaster@bi-nodezerberusde and say so. For fur- 
ther information regarding this service, please send 
mail to remailer@bi-node.zerberus.de with subject 
‘remailer-help’. 
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witnesses gave statements under oath to the local police 
confirming the Mullens’ story. The Montana attorney 
general’s office was called in to investigate the reports 
and did not clear attorney Ryder. At the same time the 
Mullens made their report Mr. Gary Ryder harassed the 
Mullens, the ir (sic) witnesses and their attorney Mr. 
Arnie Hove at the local police station, Afterwards the 
Mullens hired a private investigator from Phoenix, 
Arizona to gather information. He travelled to Sidney 
in an unmarked car and found that he was followed by 
a police car, when he went to talk to witnesses. One 
witness, Anita Tomalino, received threats on her tele- 
phone that if she continued to talk, she would be killed. 
A recording of the threats made on the answering 
machine, was given to the FBI. By this time Clinton 
Mullen had retained Circle, Montana attorney Arnie 
Hove to sue Phillip Carter, Gary Ryder for attempted 
murder and robbery. During the same period Hove 
began to provide information to the FBI about attorney 
Carter and other individuals involved in drug opera- 
tions in Sidney and eastern Montana. Both Hove and 
Mullen are now being sued in civil court by attorney 
Ryder. Hove has complained privately that he is now 
targeted in the Montana supreme court’s commission 
on practice by Ryder, to lose his license because Ryder 
is on the commission on practice board. 

Helena, Montana 
Helena is the state capital of Montana. Here Gov- 

ernor Marc Racicot has a residence. Before the gover- 
nor election in 1992, Racicot had been Montana Attor- 
ney General. It is from his office that the order to 

ignore all signals of drug trafficking in Sidney, Chi- 
nook, Lambert, Havre, and Libby was issued. After- 
wards Racicot was elected state governor. Despite 

numerous witnesses who came forward with informa- 
tion Racicot advised news reporters he could find no 
evidence implicating those suspected of drug traffick- 
ing. During the investigation more than 20 witnesses 
were arrested on questionable charges. They were 

threatened by attorney Carter and Police Officer 
Schettine. Several witnesses died under mysterious 
circumstances. News stories by newspapers in Billings, 

Butte, Miles City and Chinook have implied that there 
may be a Helena influence protecting the drug opera- 
tions. Racicot is a popular politician in Montana. Few, 
however know Racicot’s history of substance abuse. He 
explains it by admitting he is a recovering alcoholic. 
Other information will also indicate long time involve- 
ment with attorney Donald Ranstrom and Phillip Carter. 
Marc Racicot has expressed privately his ambitions for 
the republican nomination for vice-president in 2000, 
despite that beneath his governor’s window passes one 
of the biggest drug channels. If in the near future the 
expected arrests take place a national scandal will erupt 
in Montana, which will lead to the destruction of one of 
the big drug channels from Europe to Canada through 
the USA, Mexico and Columbia... 

A big tragedy is hidden behind these statistical 
sentences. The tentacles of the “octopus” pass from 
Canada through the vast in, territory, but inhabited by 
only 800,000 people, state of Montana. Because of its 
beauty and nature, it is desired by the American mil- 
lionaires. But the octopus has already nested its lair 
here, and expects new victims. For the first time in the 
history of drug trafficking, through this publication, 

truly assists in the destruction of the global 
narco-web. For understandable reasons, we have not 
published all the information that we possess. 

Krassimir Ivandjiiski, publisher of 
and other newspapers, born 1947, 

master of science international economic and diplo- 
matic relations, journalist since 1972, author of more 

Office of the Governor 
State of Montana 
April 25, 1996 

18631 N. 19th Avenue 
Suit 128-200 
Phoenix, AZ 85027 

I have been sent a copy of Volume 1, Number 1, of 
a publication entitled On the front page 

of the issue is an article by Krassimir lvandjiiski, 
purporting to describe drug trafficking in Montana. I 
also understand that the article is accessible on the 
Internet. A number of libelous statements and 

defamatory untruths are included in the article, includ- 
ing statements that I have a history of drug abuse and 
that I am a recovering alcoholic. 

By this letter I am demanding a retraction of the 
article’s contents, an explanation for its publication, 
and a reason why further legal action should not be 
taken against you and your newspaper. 

Sincerely, 
MARC RACICOT 
Governor 

ApriI 29, 1996 

Governor Marc Racicot 
Office of the Governor 
State of Montana 
State Capitol 
Helena, Montana 59620-0801 

From what I understand the 
article has also been published by a wire service in 
England, a publication in Vancouver, B.C., in Austra- 
lia, and has been extensively republished on the internet. 

The thrust of the article is that there is unchecked 
political corruption in Montana involving drugs and 
law enforcement personnel. The conclusion reached by 
journalist Krassimir Ivandjiiski is that you have had 
personal knowledge and/or culpability in the covering 
up of investigations while you were Attorney General 
and during the course of your term as Governor, and 
that you have either ignored the reports or actively 
participated in the suppression of the witnesses. 

Prior to publishing the article one of our staff 
researchers contacted sources in Montana which cor- 
roborated key premises of the Ivandjiiski article as to 
drug trafficking around the Havre area and the Sidney- 
Fairview-Lambert area. Our researcher, who has in- 
vestigated extensively the Bonanno crime family op- 
erations in Arizona, also contacted investigator Michael 
Roe after he obtained a copy of the second report which 
was transferred to the FBI in Montana. Investigator 
Roe was adamant that his contact in the Montana 
Attorney General’s office told him that you had given 
specific instructions that the files be ignored. Numer- 
ous other individuals in Montana also very freely gave 

similar accounts. 
It is clear to that you 

should answer some questions regarding your role in 
the investigations: 

(1) Did you not approve of a complaint made by 
Sidney attorney Phillip N. Carter to the FBI, after 
affidavits and witness statements emerged, claiming 
Sidney attorney T.R. Halvorson attempted to illegally 
wiretap or employ electronic surveillance on the office 
of Phillip N. Carter, allegedly to gather information 
concerning Mr. Carter’s supposed involvement in drug 
trafficking? 

(2) Did you not personally prosecute Chinook 
Police Chief Bernie Brost, after he had begun an inves- 
tigation of then Blaine County Attorney Donald 
Ranstrom? Did you as, required by law, disclose to the 
defense exculpatory information that Police Chief Brost 
had allegedly observed, along with several other local 
policemen, drug flights into the Chinook airport, which 

were allegedly destined for and supervised by Blaine 
County Attorney Ranstrom? 

(3) Were you not ultimately responsible to super- 
vise the 199 1 investigation of alleged drug allegations 
made originally by Sidney City Councilman Richard 
Hobbs? Did you in fact know that investigator Dan 
Skultetich advised many of the witnesses he was “not 
interested in any incidents beyond three years old”, 
concerning the targeted lawyers and law enforcement 
personnel? 

(4) Did you not personally investigate allegations 
of criminal wrong doing against Blaine County Attor- 
ney Donald Ranstrom in Chinook, Montana and in so 
doing refused to question or interview many of the 
witnesses? 

These are the most fundamental questions raised 
from the information which we have received and 
which we believe you are personally and ethically 
responsible for. You have apparently used your 
“prosecutorial discretion” for the advantage of per- 
sonal friends and as a result enough bodies have accu- 
mulated to cause you problems. 

The carried a front page article 
Re: “Drugs Are Trafficked from Canada to US” by April 14, 1996 about the Wolfe-Madsen murders in the 

Krassimir lvandjiiski, Top Secref-Bulgaria Con& S’d I 
dential, February 1, 1996. 

ney area. The bodies were found in North Dakota, 
1.1 miles across the state line. According to the article 

Dear Governor Racicot: 
you are in receipt of petitions from area residents with 
2,555 signatures requesting a look at the deaths. Since 

than 2000 publications and several books, head of the publication of the article in 
international department of the largest former Bulgar- I am in receipt of your letter of April 25, 1996 to 

ian official newspaper, head of offices for Central demanding a retraction of the 
we have received overwhelming responses from East- 

Europe /Prague, Warsaw, Wien, and Africa/Addis reprinted article we published from the February, 1996 
ern Montana concerning the deaths. Mr. James Horrack 
h as made an affidavit advising that Mr. Michael Wolfe 

Ababa, Harare, speaks English, Russian, Polish, TOP by Krassimir told him he was fearful attorney Phillip N. Carter and 

(sic), Spanish, Bulgarian; used as a consultant by dif- lvandjiiski. I am surprised that You have contacted Officer David Schettine were going to kill him. Michael 
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Wolfe wrote a similar letter to his mother, and he told 
at least four friends that he “would be murdered by 
David Schettine” only days before his death. 

We have also found that James Horack was inter- 
viewed under pretext in a most unusual fashion by 
Deputy County Attorney Gary Ryder in February, 1995 
before Mr. Ryder left the Sidney area. Newspaper 
accounts from the indicate both the 

Wolfe home and their attorney’s office were burglar- 
ized during the course of their inquiry into the death of 
Michael Wolfe. 

Our newspaper, like most small newspapers, does 
not have enough resources to turn over every stone. But 
we know that voluminous documentation supports the 

We also know attorney Arnie 
Hove of Circle, Montana has additional independent 
material corroborating similar drug allegations made 
in Sidney, Lambert, and Fairview against Phillip N. 
Carter and David Schettine. We are aware that libel 
actions have been filed against at least ten witnesses 

who have had the courage to come forward. Most of the 
actions have not been prosecuted which means they 
were likely filed to shut up the witnesses and warn the 
press not to get involved. We are aware that many of 
the Sidney witnesses who gave statements to the Mon- 
tana Criminal Investigation Bureau were then pros- 
ecuted by Mr. Carter and Mr. Ryder assisted by Officer 
Schettine. 

We are aware that Lambert trucker Clinton Mullen 

and his wife Rena testified under oath that they were 
approached by Phillip N. Carter to haul drugs for them. 
They respectfully declined. They were subsequently 
beaten outside a Sidney nightspot and numerous wit- 
nesses claim that Mr. Carter’s close friend Gary Ryder 
instigated the beating. Shortly afterward while the 
investigation into the beating had not been resolved, 
County Attorney Ryder prosecuted Clinton Mullen on a 
ludicrous felony theft charge, and then after the charge 
was thrown out in District Court, Mr. Ryder appealed 
the decision to the Montana Supreme Court where it 
was also disregarded. Mr. Ryder is now suing Clinton 
Mullen and his former attorney Arnie Hove for alleg- 

edly ruining his “reputation”. 
We are aware that two Montana prison inmates 

have implicated individuals around Havre including 
Donald Ranstrom, in the murders of Richard Cowan 
and his common law wife Bernadette Doiron. We are 
aware that reports of drug flights to Lambert, Montana 
were ignored in the investigation made by your office 
when you were Attorney General. We are aware that 
your investigator Dan Skultetich told Sidney City Coun- 
cilmen Richard Hobbs that an eye witness admitted to 
using illegal drugs with attorney Carter while he was 
prosecutor. We are aware that the resultant report 
stated effectively that “no evidence of criminal involve- 
ment was found”. We believe this statement is false and 
calculated to protect a drug ring and a series of killings 
linked to several attorneys and police officers in Mon- 
tana. In the course of the investigation, a number of Cowan-was on the orders of Mr. Ranstrom, the Blaine - . . - . ..>. -..a.. 1 . . 

County Attorney. In conversations that I have had with 
Mr. Harshman he states that Mr. Wilson will testify 
that he and Mr. Bone killed Richard Cowan on the 
orders of two local drug dealers, brothers by the names 
of Pete and Fred Dion. These two people are alleged to 
be the people who run the narcotics for, and under the 
protection of, Mr. Ranstrom. Mr. Wilson now states 
that everyone knew that Ranstrom was running the 
narcotics but he has no personal knowledge. 

Mr. Lloyd James Wilson: Can be contacted through 

his attorney Mr. Harshman. Currently serving his 
sentence at the Montana State Prison at Deer Lodge, 
Montana. See section above under the heading of Mark 
Harshman. He is alleged to have killed Mr. Cowan to 
keep Mr. Cowan quiet. Mr. Cowan had a court hearing 
and had bragged to friends that he was not going to go 
to jail and that he had threatened Ranstrom with expo- 
sure if Ranstrom didn’t help him. 

The pattern of lawsuits and harassment of wit- people that I interviewed indicated to me that they did 

nesses by the suspects will not be tolerated by the world not want to get involved by testifying against Mr. 

press. will not be bullied Larson as they were afraid of the subject as he was 

Governor Racicot. We stand by Krassimir Ivandjiiski “protected” and Mr. Larson was alleged to be involved 

and believe his article to be a well researched, well in any number of things including: (1) The laundering 

written product of good journalism. We take your of drug money through his bank. (2) Personal drug 

threat seriously and we intend to make sure no person usage. (3) Conspiracy in the murder of two people in 

in Montana is allowed to suppress the news of the drug Chinook-a man by the name of Richard Cowan and his 

trafficking and killings. will g irlfriend Bernadette Doiron who were killed on or 

publish continued articles concerning clear official around January 21, 1987. Two people were convicted 

duplicity in the “Hi-Line Murders”. We offer you an in the killings, Lloyd James Wilson and Robert Henry 

opportunity to publish your response to the above in- Bone. (4) The subject was alleged to be involved in the 

quiries and the Ivandjiiski article. In the event you do transportation of narcotics. In the course of my inves- 

not respond within ten days of the date of this letter we tigation this investigator found two people who will be 

assume that you do not further dispute the assertions in invaluable in helping in any investigation you may 

the Ivandjiiski article and this letter. We will print your decide to conduct. Both of these People know the 

reply uncensored. potential witnesses and can help get these witnesses to 
talk to you. They also know where these witness may be 

Very truly yours, contacted. These two people are: 

Ron Paulson (1) Mike Perry: Mr. Perry is the editor of the 

newspaper. Mr. Perry can be con- 
tacted at 406-357-2680. Mr. Perry can be of immense 
help in substantiating the material relative to this in the 
ChinooklHavre area of Montana. 

(2) (Name Withheld): Mr. (Name Withheld) is an 
THIS IS THE FIRST OF 45 AFFIDAVITS AND attorney in (Location Withheld) Montana and can help 

REPORTS CIRCULATING AROUND MONTANA with the witnesses in this area. (Name Withheld) can be 
CONCERNING THE MONTANA DRUG SCANDAL. contacted at 406XXXX 

THE KEY DATES ARE THAT THE ROE INVESTI- 
GATION BEGAN IN SUMMER OF 1992. THE IN- 
VESTIGATOR WAS MET WITH UNUSUALLY AC- 
TIVE SURVEILLANCE...THE WOLFE-MADSEN 
MURDERS OCCURRED MID-DECEMBER 1993 
PRIOR TO THE SECOND REPORT’S SUBMISSION. 

NOTE: The following document has been scanned 
from the original. Certain names have been omitted. 
Some scanning errors may remain. 

ROE INVESTIGATIONS 

To: Mr. James Wilson, Federal Bureau of Investi- 
gation, P.O. box 2647, Great Falls, Montana 59403 

February 2,1994 

Re: Alleged Criminal wrongdoings in the State of 
Montana. 

Dear Sir: This is the second report that I have put 
together regarding the above entitled matter. Our first 
report, according to Mr. Alexander, did not reach you. 

This investigator first became involved with the 
following investigation in the summer of 1992 when I 
was hired by a Mr. Russell Haugen to investigate civil 
complaint that he had against a banker in Chinook, 
Montana by the name of Bill Larson. Mr. Larson is the 
President of the Chinook Branch of the Bank of Mon- 
tana. 

GENERAL ALLEGATIONS 

In the course of this investigation the general 

allegations were that Mr. Larson is and has been in- 

volved with a man by the name of Don Ranstrom who 
is the Blaine County Attorney, in the importation, use 
and sale of narcotics, in the murder previously men- 
tioned, and in laundering funds for Ranstrom & the 
other people involved in the narcotics operation. Much 
of the information we report here is very dated and the 
statute has run. However if you interview these people, 
most will tell you that the people involved are still 
involved and these witnesses may be able to lead you to 
current involvement. 

I will not go through a step-by-step, day-by-day 
record of my investigation but will list the people you 
may wish to be interviewed and a brief overview as to 
what they can testify to. In the interest of brevity we 
will not include anything as to the civil case we first 
started with unless it has something to do with the 
alleged criminal activity. 

POTENTIAL WITNESSES 

Mr. Mark Harshman: Chinook, Montana, (406) 
357-311. Mr. Harshman is the attorney for Lloyd 
James Wilson, one of the men who pled guilty to the 
murder of Richard Cowan. From other witnesses this 
investigator was led to believe that the killing of Mr. 

Mr. Robert Henry Bone: Mr. Bone has kept quiet 
about his involvement until just recently. Mr. Bone is 
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now, I understand, willing to talk about the killing of the Chinook Bank, run by Mr. Larson was “the dirtiest BACKGROUND. INFORMATION. & 
Mr. Cowan and Miss Doiron. Mr. Bone is also willing bank she had ever seen.” She initially quit the bank ALLEGATIONS 
to state that he ran packages of either dope or money because of the improprieties she noted because she IN SIDNEY. MONTANA 
from Mr. Dion to Mr. Ranstrom’s house prior to the didn’t want to be involved. 
killing of Mr. Cowan. Mr. Bone states that he realized Mr. Bernie Brost: Mr. Brost is still living in Mon- This investigator was sent to Sidney, Montana in 
who the man was that he delivered the package to (Mr. tana and can be contacted at 406-765-15 lg (sic). I an attempt to substantiate charges that a former County 
Ranstrom), after he and Mr. Wilson had been arrested would contact Mr. Brost either through Mr. (Omitted) Attorney (and now City Attorney) by the name of 
and taken into custody and they were [taken to Mr. or through (Omitted). In my interview with Mr. Brost Phillip Carter was involved in the illegal harassment of 

Ranstrom’s home after his arrest. It is this investigator’s he came across as very honest but very paranoid. Mr. a man by the name of Clint Mullen Jr. and was as well 
understanding that he is willing to testify to this and Brost stated that he was the former Chief of Police in as being heavily involved in illegal drug traffrcking in 
more concerning the drug dealing in the area of Havre Chinook, Montana and that as such he attempted-to do the Sidney, Montana area. This investigator was hired 
and Chinook and can indeed provide more information his job in a professional and honest manner. He stated by Clint Mullen Jr., through his attorney, Mr. Arnie 
on the activities of the Dion brothers and others, possi- that he had started an investigation into the possibility Hove who is the County Attorney in Circle, Montana. 
bly including Mr. Ranstrom. I would suggest that the of illegal activities, possibly involving drugs, on the Mr. Clint Mullen Jr.: Clint lives in Sidney, Mon- 
first contacts involving Mr. Bone might also be made parts of various people in Chinook, including Mr. tana with his wife and son and can be contacted at 408- 
through Mr. Mark Harshman. Larson, Mr. Ranstrom, Chinook Police Officer, Alan 708-3327, and 406-798-3680 (h). Mr. Mullen owns a 

Mr. Jamie Sharples: Mr. Sharples is a Jeweler in Delk and others when he was called into the office of trucking company by the name of 
the town of Chinook and was, and may still be a major the mayor and fired for no reason. Mr. Brost stated that Mr. Mullen is a hard working individual who, except 
drug dealer in Chinook. Mr. Sharples recently in- he knows of two other police offtcers who have been for a few minor brushes with the law enforcement as a 
formed Mr. Mike Perry, editor of the fired, forced off of the Chinook department because of teenager, has led a rather normal life. 
that he (Mr. Sharples) would be willing to go under- their investigation into the activities of some of these Mr. Mullen informed this investigator that he had 
cover for the “feds” to nail the Dions, Ranstrom, an- people. He stated that an Officer Jim Wagoner and no problem with the law until after he was approached 
other drug dealer by the name of Gail (Pegleg) Schulte, Officer John McCraken as well as the former Chief of by Philip Carter, then County Attorney in Sidney at 
and others involved in the drug trade in Havre and Police Jerry Liese were fired for attempting to investi- which time Mr. Carter suggested that Clint haul drugs 
Chinook. Mr. Sharples may be having current prob- gate Ranstrom and Larson and another man by the for him around the country. Clint refused and Carter 
lems with law enforcement and may be looking for a name of Kurt Hebbelman, whose father John Hebbelman informed him that he (Carter) could make Clint’s life a 
way out. I would suggest that you contact Mr. Sharples Jr., owns a flying service in Chinook. According to Mr. living hell, at which time Clint told Carter to “go to 
through (name omitted). Brost these officers observed a man whom they believed hell”. 

Mr. Bernie Goldman: Mr. Goldman is a former to be Mr. Larson pick up a briefcase from a person Since that time Mr. Carter has interfered with Mr. 

attorney in Missoula who was caught and convicted of identified as Mr. Hebbelman, at the Chinook Airport, Mullens’ business, filed law suits against him, and 
possession for resale and who became a government and delivered this briefcase to the residence of Mr. according to Mr. Mullen may be the person behind the 
witness against several of his former associates in the Ranstrom. The transfer of the briefcase took place in physical assault against Mr. Mullen that happened at a 
drug business. According to statements of several the early morning hours and the airplane landed in the Sidney bar by the name of The Triangle Club. Owned 
witnesses, Mr. Goldman dealt with and has evidence dark, with no landing lights on. They felt this was very by (Name Omitted). This assault may be important to 
that would incriminate both Mr. Ranstrom and another suspicious and instituted the investigation that eventu- you because if indeed it was instigated by members of 
attorney by the name of Phillip Carter who lives in ally got them fired. Brost then informed this investiga- the County Attorney’s office, it would be a major 
Sidney, Montana. Mr. Carter is the former County tor about the conversation he had with Kelly Sawyer violation of Mr. Mullen’s Civil Rights, and abuse of 
Attorney in Sidney and is the owner of a bowling alley (See enclosed addendum “A”, the data given this inves- power, by those involved. 
in Havre, Montana which, according to witnesses, has tigator by Mike Perry). This subject states that he has The assault took place in the morning hours of 
been used as a meeting place to set up drug deals. There documentation to prove much of what he has said, but September 12, 1993 when another member of the County 

are allegations that Mr. Carter and Mr. Ranstrom are also indicated that he is very worried about possible Attorney’s office in Sidney, a man by the name of Gary 
tiedtogetherin thedrugbusiness. It ismyunderstandingthat retaliation against himself by Mr. Ranstrom. Ryder was in the Bar when Mr. Mullen, his wife Rena, 
Mr. Gokirnan is now in the Witness Protection Program. NOTE: PLEASE STUDY THE ENCLOSED AD- her mother Cathy Berglund, Cathy’s half-brother Darryl 

(Name Withheld): (Name Withheld) DENDUM”A” REFERRED TO ABOVE, GIVEN THIS Berglund and Clint’s brother Clay walked into the bar. 
XXXXXXXXXX lives with her husband, XXXXX on a INVESTIGATOR BY XXXXXXXXX FOR ADDI- After Mr. Mullen and his friends sat dawn in the bar 
XXXXXXX of Chinook Montana and she works as the TIONAL PERTINENT INFORMATION. they noticed Mr. Ryder going from table to table and 

XXXXXXXXXXX in Chinook and is one of the assis- Darrel And Ramona Doney: They can be contacted pointing to and gesturing at the Mullens party and 
tants to Bill Larson, President. In my interview with thru Mr. Mike Perry in Chinook, Montana. They have laughing. He was approached by Philip Carter, then 

XXXXXXXX she was very guarded in her answers as to personal knowledge of the people involved in the drug County Attorney in Sidney, at which time Mr. Carter 
any improprieties on the part of Mr. Larson. trafficking and the murders in and around Chinook. suggested that Clint haul drugs for him around the 
XXXXXXXXXX is very loyal to the bank, but detests Mike Perry: Mike Perry can be reached at the country. Clint refused and Carter informed him that he 
Mr. Larson, After interviewing her for some time she in Chinook, Montana at 406-357- (Carter) could make Clint’s life a living hell, at which 
stated that she knows for fact that Mr. Larson has been 2680. Mr. Perry’s address is P.O. 80 9 (sic), Chinook, time Clint told Carter to “go to hell”. 
involved in any number of illegal or improper activities Montana 59523. Mr. Perry has been investigating the When the bar closed, a group of people who Mr. 
involving the bank, and states that she has these impro- various allegations of improprieties in the area of Ryder had been talking to and to whom he had pointed 
prieties documented, but refused to allow this investi- Chinook for the past 11 years. Mr. Perry has many out Mr. Mullen to, jumped Mr. Mullen and his brother 
gator to see these documents and stated that she was people, in addition to those above, who are willing to and attempted to beat them severely. This group of 
saving them and, as soon as she retired from the bank, talk and testify. For example, Mr. Perry has informa- people were Sidney area residents and include the 
was going to use them to “get” Mr. Larson. At the time tion on a man by the name of Harshaw who allegedly following: 
of my interview with XXXXXXXXX she stated that the killed his girlfriend and then killed himself. Mr. Perry (1) Monte Schade who lives in Sidney and is a 

Bank Auditors were auditing the bank and that Mr. has one or more people who maintain that Harshaw was former football player for Montana State University 

” Larson was “scared to death” about something. She killed on the orders of (Name Omitted). and the Canadian Football League. Mr. Schade is 
also states that several years ago another banker in There is also a man by the name of Rocky Kaliousa alleged to be very close to Mr. Ryder and to Phillip 
Montana was arrested for laundering money and that who committed suicide in the Havre City Jail, who, Carter as he is currently attempting to become a Proba- 
this banker died shortly after his arrest when he fell according to some of Mr. Perry’s sources, was killed to tion Officer in Sidney, Montana. 
down a mountain and that Mr. Larson became very keep him quiet. Although Mike Perry is a newspaper (2) Marty Schade (Monte’s brother) is a college 

paranoid after this incident and began to worry so much man he can be counted on to help and at the same time -student and works at the Yellowstone Mercantile in 
that he actually lost his hair. If the information I have maintain his silence about any investigation. He can be Sidney and lives at 302 Pleasant Avenue, Fairview, 
received is true and there is a weak link in this opera- totally trusted. In the course of my investigation, there Montana. 
tion it would be Mr. Larson. It is this investigator’s were allegations that several other County Attorneys in (3) Guy Meldy who lives in Sidney at 815 4th S. W. 

opinion, based upon what have been told that a thor- Montana were involved with Mr. Ranstrom in the and is the athletic coach at the Sidney High School. 
ough criminal audit of this bank branch might well narcotics business. The assault was witnessed by the following people: 

uncover any of the alleged wrong doings by Mr. Larson. Based upon information received we also conducted (1) Cathy Berglund, Rena Mullens’ mother. She 

I also believe that direct contact by yourself with an investigation in the Sidney, Montana area and inter- resides at 621 4th Street, Sidney, Montana. She states 
XXXXXXXXXXX would force her to bring forth any viewed several people who state as follows: that the Schade brothers started the fight without warn- 
documentation she has. (Name Omitted) is an attorney in (Omitted). And ing by just walking up to Clint Mullen Jr. and hitting 

XXXXXXXXX: (Name Omitted) worked for the can be contacted at (Omitted). His address is (Omit- him without saying anything. 
Bank of Montana at Chinook and now resides in the ted). Much of the following information in this report, (2) Darryl Berglund, Rena Mullens’ half brother, 

Salt Lake City, Utah area. She stated to Mike Perry that comes from, or as a result of (Omitted). states he did not see what started the fight but looked 
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over and saw three men, the two Schade brothers and 
Guy Meldy on top of Clint Mullen Jr. 

(3) Dan Miller, who lives with Darryl Berglund in 
Sidney, states that he did not see who threw the first 
punch, but saw the fight and saw three men on top of 
Clint Mullen Jr. 

(4) Anita Tomalina can be contacted a; 406-482- 
5 142. She works at the in Sidney and 
lives behind the She states that she saw 
the three men jump on top of Clint Mullen, in the 
parking lot of the Triangle Club and start to hit him. 
She stated that she did not see Clint do anything to start 
the fight and in fact she saw Clint backing up and 
telling the three men he did not want to fight. Please 
note that after talking to me Ms. Tomalina went home 
for lunch and found a message on her answering ma- 
chine from an unknown male telling her that she had 
better keep her mouth shut about the assault on Mullen 
or she woul‘d be next. The only people who could have 
known that I was talking to Ms. Tomalina were the 
Sidney Police Department who had me under surveil- 
lance 

Please note that on the last day of my investigation 
in Sidney, Montana, this investigator approached the 
.sheriff of the county who was very angry and upset that 
I attempted to interview one of his deputies without his 
(the sheriffs) permission. After discussing the situa- 
tion with the sheriff, the sheriff cooled down and 
explained that he had nothing against me, but had no 
use for the Mullens’ attorney, Arnie Hove and was very 
bitter about being named as a defendant by Mr. Hove in 
a lawsuit against the county. Eventually, the sheriff 
adopted the attitude that he would cooperateany way he 
could but, as the County was a Defendant in the lawsuit, 
he felt that the County Attorney should be present at 
any interview with he or his deputy, Mr. Rankin. It was 
at this point that I first found out that a lawsuit had been 
filed by Mr. Hove on the part of the Mullens against the 
County, on alleged prior bad acts, prior to the assault. 

Mr. Jack Lorenz: This investigator met with Mr. 
Jack Lorenz in Sidney, Montana. Mr. Lorenz can be 
contacted at 406-747-5600 in Fairview, Montana. Mr. 
Lorenz stated that he has evidence of drug involvement 
on the part of Mr. Carter and a Sidney detective by the 
name of David Schettine. He stated that would only 
give this information to a Federal Agency, as he knew 
better than to trust local, county or state agencies. He 
stated that he had firm evidence of wrong doing. 

Mr. Andy Hollom: Mr. Hollom was, many years 
ago, a very close friend of Clint Mullen Jr’s brother 
Clay Mullen. Clay and I attempted to locate Mr. 
Hollom at his family farm outside of Sidney but could 
not locate him. It appeared that there was no electricity 
at the farm, but there was ample evidence that someone 
was living there. We spent a great deal of time looking 
for Mr. Hollom as it was generally acknowledged that 
he has worked for Mr. Carter selling drugs. The people 
we spoke to who knew Mr. Hollom stated that he had 
stated this on more than one occasion but stated that 
Andy was in hiding because he was afraid of Mr. 
Carter. 

XXX-XxXx. This investigator had a detailed conver- 
sation w&h this individual and he stated that he is a 
former ‘drug user and pusher. He states that he is very 
close to the drug community and would be willing to go 
undercover for a federal agency to purchase drugs from 
Carter and other “dirty”‘police officers in Sidney. He 
stated he would only work with a federal agency as he 
did not trust any of the local or state officers. He stated 
that his reason is that he now knows how stupid that 
drugs are and he is seeing younger and younger kids 
starting to use dope and it has to stop. 

Billy Joe Mullen: She lives at MCR 84, Box 3, 
Lambert, Montana and is the sister of Clint Mullen Jr. 
She states that when Mr. Carter was the County Attor- 
ney he was buying her drinks in a local bar when he 
knew that she was only 16 years old. 

ADDITIONAL GENERAL INFORMATION 

In the course of this investigation we talked to and 

interviewed many other people, who either refuse to 
give any information or who talked to us with the 
understanding that they would not be called on to 
testify and stated that they would deny even talking to 
this investigator if approached by an attorney or a law 
enforcement agent, regardless ofthe circumstances. Be 
advised as follows. 

Mr. Arnie Hove has a secretary who we met with in 
the presence of Mr. Hove. The secretary did not give 
this investigator her name but stated that she, her 
husband and children live across the street from a man 
by the name of Kenny Phillips. Mr. Phillips lives at 
HCR 57, Box 4018. She states that Mr. Phillips has a 
weed control business with a Sidney Police Officer by 
the name of Smitty and that one week a month Mr. 
Phillips drives to Louisiana and returns and that, after 
returning, 20 to 40 people drive into Mr. Phillips’ 
driveway, every day for “days on end”, walk up to the 
door, stay 2-3 minutes and come out with a brown bag. 
She further states that several days after his return she 
has seen this police officer by the name of Smitty drive 
into Mr. Phillips’ driveway go up to the door, talk to 
Mr. Phillips and then, leave with a larger brown bag. 
She states that “everyone knows that Smitty and Mr. 
Phi 11 ips are in the drug business together”. She states 
also that her children play with the Phillips children 
and that her children have told her that the Phillips talk 
about drugs all the time. This potential witness states 
that she is very scared and does not want to do anything 
that will get Smitty or Carter after her or her family. 

There are a number of people in the Sidney, Mon- 
tana area who are alleged to be drug dealers working for 
Mr. Carter, including the following: 

1. Darby Dahl, Stockman Bar, Sidney, Montana. 
2. Keith Stouts who recently moved to Klackamas, 

Oregon. 
3. Terry Browneil Lives in Sidney at Lincoln & 5th 

S.W. 
4. Sam Simard, lives south of Sidney. 
Enclosed herein is a report this investigator re- 

ceived from Mr. (Name Omitted). This report was 

Hollom and that he has been involved in drug dealing 

We spoke to Andy’s brother-in-law, Randy Schleve 

all of his life. According to Randy, Andy was present at 

in Williston who stated that he grew up with Mr. 

a raid at his (Andy’s) uncle’s house when the “Narcs” 
broke through the door and arrested Andy’s uncle and 
would have arrested Andy also except Andy ran through 
the back of the house and disappeared into the night. 
Randy states that Andy is OK, but is really spooked at 
this point and stated that he may be up on the Indian 
reservation letting things “cool off’. 

We will not detail this information as we are attempting 

completed by Darrel Chenoweth and details informa- 

to reduce duplicate information that you have been, or 
should have been, given by (Name Omitted) or others. 

tion on drug activity in the area of Sidney, Montana. 

The following is a list of names of people who came 

up in our investigation and their alleged knowledge or 
involvement with Philip Carter in the drug scene in the 
Sidney area. . 

Ron Welnel, Montana State Prison, Deer Lodge, 
alleged to have been a dealer for Phillip Carter. 

Ron Transrud lives in Grassy Butte, North Dakota, 
parents live in Scoby, Montana, has information that 
will tie Phillip Carter to drug activity in the Sidney 

area. 

We also spoke with Andy’s sister-in-law Gaylee 
Hollom who is married to Andy’s brother Bill. She 
stated that she would try to get a message through to 
Andy to call this investigator. However. we never did 
receive a call from Andy. 

(Name Omitted): Mr. XXXXXX is a photo journal- 
ist and lives in Sidney. He can be contacted at 406- 

Lonnie Boschee, works for Holly Sugar in Sidney. 
Alleged to have drug information ties to Carter. 

(Name Omitted), lives south of Sidney, 406-482- 

8605, allegedly involved in drugs with Carter. 
Ms. Terry Lee (maiden name Alanouette), lives in 

Denver, Colorado, has ties to Carter. 
Allen Burke, lives 204 11 th Ave. S. W., Sidney, has 

alleged ties-to Carter and drugs. 
Wendy Valle, a card dealer from Canada, lives in 

Miles City, Montana, has information on Carter and is 
willing to go undercover to nail Carter. 

Becky Tyler, her husband works for the County 
Dump and she is a (omitted) in Great Falls, Montana. 
Has information on Carter. 

David Linde, Sidney, Montana, 747-5039. Info on 
the drug scene in Sidney. 

John Welnel, owns Triangle bar, his brother Ron 
Welnel is a prisoner at Deer Lodge. 

“Taco” Oliveras, at Deer Lodge, has direct tie to 
Carter and drugs. In conclusion, regarding the possible 
violation of Civil Rights on the part of Mr. Carter 
against Clint Mullen Jr: 1 ran a check on the civil suits 
filed against Mr. Mullen, many of them involving Mr. 
Carter and we find that in the 16 civil suits we uncov- 
ered, there is no affidavit of service on file showing that 
Mr. Mullen had knowledge of the suits in 8 of these 
suits and the files in two more show service by regular 
mail. Mr. Mullen claims that he was never notified of 
these lawsuits, until after judgement had been entered 
against him. The suits with no affidavits of service are 
as follows: DV93-OOS, D03-042, DVG-121 Dval-aDo 
DY92-02tt, DV92-063 DVS2-075 andD’193-019. The 
two suits where service was shown by mail are l)V93- 
034 and DVgl-124. If indeed there is a pattern of 
harassment and denial of due process this could be part 

of that pattern. 
There were many other people, as we mentioned 

before, who were interviewed but refused to talk to us, 
or denied knowledge of any wrongdoing. We have not 
detailed the conversations with these people. 

We will discontinue this report at this point. If you 
have any questions, please do not hesitate to call. 

Sincerely, 

Michael W. Roe, Phoenix, AZ 

Speech 

18631 
85027 
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Editor’s note: Article 1 of this series appeared in 
The number two definition given in these dictio- 

Ekker has scribed over 168 Journals. 
the 6’4196 issue of CONTACT on pg. 7. We continue 

Mr. Horn, for. naries, as numbered above, are quoted below: 
example, demanded in her deposition that she tell him I. “2. devoted attachment to a person, principle, 
the subject matter of a11 those journals. I believe this etc.” 
gives you an idea of how far afield Mr. Horn strays from II. “2. an instance of an almost religious venera- 
subjects and issues relevant to the no-sale house case. tion for a person or thing, esp. as manifested by a body 
The subject of the meaning of the word “cult”, as well of admirers.” 
as “apocalypse” and “religion” in this example alone III. “2. a system of beliefs and rituals connected 
covered well over 18 typed pages of Mr. Ekker’s depo- with the worship of a deity, a spirit, or a group of deities 
sition, Volume II. There were a total of three volumes or spirits <the cult of Apollo> <the earth cult>.” 

for both Mr. and Mrs. Ekker, a11 costing $700 an hour IV. “2. a. A particuiar form or system of religious 
The above question was posed to Mr. Eddyjo Ekker to conduct, over a period of several days. worship; in reference to its external rites and 

by attorney for the defense, Steven Horn, and is re- I will present to you the definition of “cult” from ceremonies”. (This dictionary provided examples of 
corded on line 8 of page 297 of Mr. Ekker’s depaition, several dictionaries; not a11 agree in total, and several the literary use of the word.) 
Volume II, in the lawsuit brought by the Ekkers against are not detailed in explanation. Mr. Horn used “2. b. Now freq. used by writers on cultic 
Santa Barbara Savings and Loan, Santa Barbara Finan- which was on a lap computer available ritual and the archaeology of primitive cults.” (see 
cial Corporation, the RTC, Mr. Mitchell (the auction- during the deposition. He attempted to have it provide number one definition above from this dictionary.) 
eer), as well as some others. Ekkers are charging this the accepted foundation for the meaning of “cult”. V. “2. a group that devotes itself to or venerates a 
group with fraud for declaring that an auctioneer’s sale However, as most students are aware, the information person, ideal, fad, etc.” 
was held on their home, when it was not held. This can be very condensed and limited on lap computers. The number three definition taken from each of 
non-sale was to have occurred on 5/24/88, prior to any Therefore, to arrive at a better understanding, if pos- these dictionaries follows: 
involvement of the Ekkers with the Phoenix Journals, sible, I believe that several dictionaries are called for. I. “3. a sect.” (this ends the definitions in this 
the Phoenix Institute or George Green. The Ekkers did The number one, or primary meaning of the word, dictionary) 
not know George Green at that time. It has now been “cult”, in each dictionary I used, is as follows: II. “3. the object of such devotion.‘* 
eight years since the “no-sale”, and the Ekkers have yet I. III. “3. a. the rites, ceremonies and practices of a 
to have their day in court. They have not even been Pocket-size (1959): “n. 1. a system of religion; the formal aspect of religious experience.,. 
recognized in court, much less had an opportunity to religious worship”. 

” 
3. b. reverence and cer- 

present their case. At this point, May of 1996, Doris II. (1962): “n. 1. a emonial veneration paid to God or to the Virgin Mary 
or the saints or to objects that otherwise symbolize or 
represent them (as the crucifix or statue)-called also 
cuitus.‘~ 

IV. Devotion or homage paid to a 
particular person or thing, now as paid by a body 

or professed adherents or admirers.” (This ends the 
definitions provided in this dictionary.) 

A Collection of Research Articles which appeared 
noun in this dictionary.) 

The following dictionaries carry additional defini- 

in the weekly and Newspapers 

under the heading of from 

7/28/92 through 4127193. 

VOLUME I 

BY 

NORA BOYLES 

Order by mail or phone: credit card phone orders to l-800-800-5565 (Mastercard, VISA, 
Discover); Mail orders to Phoenix Source Distributors, Inc., P.O. Box 27353, Las Vegas, 
Nevada 89126. Please send $6.00 plus $2.50 for shipping & handling; Nevada residents, 
please add 7% sales tax. 

particular system of religious worship, with refer- 
ence to it rites and ceremonies’*. 

III. 
(1971): “1. religious practice: worship.” 

IV. 

The No-Sale Ekker Home Lawsuit 
(1989): u 1. worship; reverential homage rendered 

to a divine being or beings. as in sense 2).” 
V. 

(1995): “n. I. a particular system of religious worship, 
with reference to its rites and ceremonies.” 

V. “3. a. a religion or sect considered to be false, 
unorthodox, or extremist. b. the members of such a 
religion or sect.” (This ends the definitions for the 

tions as quoted: 
II. “4. a group having an exclusive sacred 

ideology and a series of rites centering around their 
sacred symbols [t. L: care, worship].” 

III. “4: a religion regarded as unorthodox or 
-spurious; also: a minority religious group holding be- 
liefs regarded as unorthodox or spurious: sect. 5: a 
system for the cure of disease based on the dogma, 
tenets or principles set forth by its promulgator to the 
exclusion of scientific experience or demonstration 6: 
a: great or excessive devotion or dedication to some 
person, idea, or thing <the cult of success>: 
devotion regarded as a literary or intellectual fad or 
fetish <the cult of art for art’s sake> b: the object of 
such devotion <square dancing has developed into 
something of a cult-R.L. Taylor>. c (1): a body of c 
persons characterized by such devotion <America’s 
growing cult of home fixer uppers-Wall 

(2): a usually small or narrow cirsle or persons 
united by devotion or allegiance to some artistic or 
intellectual program, tendency, or figure <as one of 
limited popular appeal> <the exclusive cult of those 
who profess to admire his esoteric verse> syn see 
religion.” 

The word “cult” is derived from Latin “cultus, 

meaning care, cultivation, culture, adoration. The 
French which is a past participle of 
means to till, cultivate, dwell, inhabit, worship”, ac- 
cording to information in the larger dictionaries. Cult 
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is actually a synonym for religion, and was used that 
way as late as 1925 according to an example of the 
Levitical (Jewish) Services under the word “cultic” in 
the You will note in the ‘number 
one definition for “cult” in the that 
the use of the word to mean “worship: reverential 
homage rendered to a divine being or beings” was said 
by them to be obsolete at the time this edition of their 

dictionary was published in 1989, contrary to the other 
dictionaries. This dictionary is published internation- 
ally and is one of the most detailed available. However, 
you see here the changes occurring in this dictionary’s 
use of words and their meanings. It will be very 
interesting to see what Webster does with the word 
“cult” in any new edition of their dictionary. Will they 
also obsolete the use of the meaning of religious wor- 
ship for the word “cult” and/or will it soon apply only 
to Roman Catholic services (the only “orthodox” reli- 
gion mentioned by Webslers)? In reading all of the 
“literary” examples shown which used the word, and 

which the dictionary editors used in turn to arrive at 
their interpretations of the meaning of the word, it 
becomes very easy to see how control of the media can 
bring about vast changes in culture, education and 
understanding over a period of a few decades. Mean- 
ings no longer derive from a root word, but from any 
usage of the word whatsoever. The word “cult”, or its 
derivatives, has been used to describe the Levitical 
services of the Jews, also the worship of the Catholics 
as well as other groups not now considered “orthodox”. 
This means that most of the religions with any history 
at all will have been called a “cult” at one time because 

the word is used as a synonym for the word “religion”. 
It appears that usage is now undergoing purposeful 

changes. 
Given all of the other meanings that have now been 

added to it, especially by one can sense that 
the word “cult” is presently being applied by them to 
those involved in external rites and ceremonies ren- 
dered to a divine being as well as “rites and ceremo- 

nies” of very different sorts (i.e., dancing, etc.). These 
definitions do not necessarily imply the meaning of the 
original Latin word, c&us. If one is to accept these 

definitions, one must conclude that all religions and 
any other groups or non-groups of persons having a 
shared interest or activity of whatever sort will sooner 
or later be categorized as an example of that particular 
“literary” usage. How can this happen? The editors of 
dictionaries are not constrained by any public, authori- 
tative overseer. Their only constraints appear to be the 
acceptance of their book by the paying public, and/or 
the people who pay their salaries. .One wonders, in 
regard to all of this, if the world is gradually being set 
up by these “international” entities to eventually view 
the one world religion as the only “orthodox” and 
accepted form, with all other groups or non-groups 
becoming classed as “cults”, now having become either 

_ a derogatory or meaningless word. Take time to read 
more closely those international dictionaries of Webster 
and Oxford. As Hatonn has stated many times, the 
“Elite” do tell us what they are about, we have just been 
too trusting and too’sleepy to really understand. Our 
culture (i.e., cultus) is fast being eroded before our eyes. 

Now that you know the definitions of the word 
“cult”, you will appreciate Mr. Ekker’s response to Mr. 
Horn: “There are many definitions of a cult so-“. At 
this point Ekker’s attorney, Mr. Elley, voices his objec- 
tion to Horn’s line of questioning. 

A long argument follows between the attorneys 
over the admissibility of Horn’s questioning, which 
Elley believes is of a religious nature and thus not 
appropriate. I take up again at line 11, page 301, 
Volume II of Mr. Ekker’s deposition. (Quote): 

MR. ELLEY: Your Honor, I think we’re going too 
far afield. If Mr. Ekker is a Christian and he believes 
that Christ was crucified and died on Good Friday is he 
going to attack Mr. Ekker for this religious belief7 Is 
he going to say it’s a fraud by disseminating such belief 
to others? 

MR. HORN: It’s not a fraud. That’s subject to 
belief. But there is purported statements made both in 
publications and under oath that there is this ability to 
communicate with extraterrestrials and communicate 
in the name of Jesus Christ. Certainly that opens the 
door. And Mrs. Ekker has testified ad nauseam about 
her ability to do that. 

freedom of religion and freedom of speech? This is a 
critical question for every citizen today. I believe Mr. 
Ekker gave a fine, reasoned response to Mr. Horn’s 
further (“irrelevant”) questions on the “apocalypse”, 
being “saved”, etc., starting on page 3 13, line 10 of the 
deposition. (Quote:) 

MR. ELLEY: I believe it does not open the door, 

Your Honor. I think that is exactly why we cannot 
continue to probe with this area. It has nothing do with 
whether or not that sale occurred on that date in May 
years ago. 

Q. Has Mrs. Ekker ever transmitted any message 
from Cmdr. Hatonn, Cmdr. Soltec or Cmdr. Korton that 
those who want to be saved from a cataclysm in which 
the end of the world might be destroyed should invest 
in the Phoenix Institute as a method or manner in which 
to be saved7 

MR. HORN: It sure does. If he has no credibility 
and the jury doesn’t believe Mr. Ekker then his lawsuit 
doesn’t succeed. 

A. Not to my understanding. 

MR. ELLEY: But, Mr. Horn, this country is founded 
on regarding religious matters and you cannot examine 
someone on religious-matters at trial and- 

MR. HORN: You seem to be focusing on the matter 
of religion. Cults can be financial as well. 

MR. ELLEY: I’m not aware of that. Is that in Ms. 

Webster’s dictionary? 
MR. HORN: It sure is. 

Q. Has Mrs. Ekker ever communicated a transmis- 
sion from Cmdr. Hatonn, Korton or Soltec anything 
about how to be saved when the end of the world or the 
destruction of the world might occur? 

MR. ELLEY: Are we talking about an investment 
club? 

DISCOVERY REFEREE: Why don’t we explore 
the definition of the word “cult”, okay. 

Q. BY MR. HORN: I’m going to show you a docu- 
ment, Mr. Ekker, that we marked as Defendants’ DD 
and the word “cult” there is defined. Please read it. 
(Defendants’ Exhibit DD was marked for identifica- 
tion.) 

A. Cmdr. Hatonn is one of the heavenly hosts 
otherwise known as the Host of the Lighted God Aton. 
A-T-O-N. As a Heavenly Host, generally speaking, 

Hatonn, Soltec and Germain, Korton are not solely 
interested in our physical bodies. They’re more inter- 
ested in our souls. There is a physical aspect. When 
you say “saved” I’m presuming that you mean saved 
having to do with the soul. There’s no saving the body. 
The body is going to go at some point in time. It’s 
imperfect. 

MR. ELLEY: I presume you’re referring, then, to 
possibly definitions 4 and 5 rather than definitions 1,2 
and 3. 

The word”apocalypse” is a biblical 
term from John. And while it may have been ill-advised 
for you to use it, it connotes, as you have further 
explained, the end of the world. Well, the end of the 
world has probably come and gone several times. One 
of them, possibly the more recent, would be the one 
characterized as Noah and his ark. 

THE WITNESS: I don’t see any financial relation- 
ship there. 

MR. ELLEY: I don’t see anything that indicates 
there is such a thing as financial cult as you indicated. 

MR. HORN: “A great devotion to a person, idea 

or thing, especially such devotion regarded as a liter- 
ary or intellectual fad. b: A usually small circle or 
persons united by devotion or allegiance to an artistic 
or intellectual movement or figure.” “Person, idea or 
thing.” 

MR. ELLEY: I don’t see any reference to a finan- 

cial cult. .I see reference to intellectual or artistic 
matters or literary. 

MR. HORN: It’s a small group of people who band 
together with certain ideologies or beliefs. I don’t want 
to paraphrase what the definition is, but- 

MR. ELLEY: That’s my point. Youjust did. You’re 
not interested in the primary definition regarding reli- 
gion. You’re interested in a non-religious cult defini- 
tion which would be 4 or 5. 

MR. HORN: I’m not sure I understand what you 
just said, but I’ve given this definition so that there’s a 
common ground for examination. 

DISCOVERY REFEREE: Why don’t we see what 
questions he would ask in this area and then I can rule 
on each individual question. (Discussion held off the 
record between the deponent and his counsel.) (End 
quoting.) 

“Cults can be financial” -so says Mr. Steven Horn, 
Attorney representing the Santa Barbara Savings and 
Loan, Santa Barbara Financial Corporation, the RTC, 

The problem as I view it personally-I’m not 
speaking for him. The problem is to provide for the 
human element for a period of time up until we have, 
shall we call it, an apocalypse or an end time. There is 
no relationship between lending money to the Phoenix 
Institute to purchase gold and, shall we say, the de- 
struction of the Earth. If you’re interested in why the 
Cmdr. Hatonn would counsel people to put a portion of 
their assets in gold at this time it would have more to do 
with the fact that the stock market is above 5500 and is 
at some point in time probably going to collapse. At 
least there are many, many economic newsletter writers 
making that same prediction. And it’s a well-known 
axiom in financial circles that when stock markets 
collapse the so-called hard assets, such as gold and 
precious metals, are a better store of value. So I think 
any attempt on your part to make a connection between 
the advice to invest in gold at this time is without 
foundation as far as apocalypse or the end of the world 
or that kind of stuff. They don’t connect. Purchasing 
gold at this time is-just makes good sense, at least 
with a certain portion of your assets. And that’s a 
business decision. (End quote.) 

I hope the judge takes time to read the above. With 
six volumes of depositions to cover, I believe this may 
be wishful thinking. One is left with the sense that one 
does not yet know, of course, the real or total purpose 
behind Horn’s line of questioning, especially in a case 
involving the non-sale of some real estate in May, 
1988. In my opinion, it is certainly curious that Santa 
Barbara Savings and Loan, and its affiliates, did not 
themselves sue the auctioneer, instead of including him 

etc.(! !) I wonder if Mr Horn’s clients know they can under what appears to be the umbrella of their own 
become known (for example) as the “financial cult” of defense. 

Santa Barbara Savings and Loan, thanks to Mr. Horn’s Bibliography: Deposition, Eddyjo Ekker, Volume 

“literary” talents? In a way, I believe Mr. Horn has a II, Case No. 214987 to be heard in Superior Court Kern 

point, according to some of today’s usage, in stating County, Bakersfield, CA; 

that “cults can be financial”. Money has certainly been nary, Clarendon Press, Oxford (1989); 

the object of worship for a great many people. How (197 l), G & C. Merriam 

about King Midas in his counting house? Or King Co., Pub., Springfield, Mass.; 
Solomon and his gold mines? Or the “cult” of the Random House, N.Y. (1995); 
international bankers? Watch for the next edition of 

s dictionary! Pocket-size Edition, Popular Library, Inc., N.Y. 
Also watch to see how this case unfolds. Will the (1959); Random House 

American people lose their constitutional rights to (1962). 
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Proclamation Of The Third 

International Christian Zionist Congress 
CALLED TO TASK 

After yesterday’s writing [on p. 2 I] I am called to 
task about several things and explanations are de- 
manded-and not too nicely so. I am told that “Well, 
YOU quote from the and other such reprimand 
for the writings which question “some” of the 
contents. Yes, like maybe most of it! Why? Because, 
partly, of the following information. 

Keep in mind that the Zionists are NOT the same in 
assumption as the Judean people. Zionists are not 
necessarily even of Israeli connections-but ALL are of 
Israeli alliance. This is an explicit statement which 
does not mean (i)srael for it indicates a State of Israel. 

Israel was taken FROM Palestine and VOTED IN 
as a State in about the year 1948 by the United Nations 
permanent member council of some five member-na- 
tions, two of which were totally communistic (And 
WHO birthed Communism?). 

Most of you objected when I pointed out that you 
are now declared by Congress to have a national reli- 
gion-under the Noahidic laws. This is FORBIDDEN 
by Constitutional LAW. BUT IT WAS VOTED IN 
AND NOTEVEN A WRITTEN VOTE WAS CALLED- 
ONLY AN ORAL MUMBLE WITH THE HALL AL- 
MOST EMPTY. Fine, if that is what you want, it 
should be what you get, but I wonder how many of you 
have any idea at all what it means? 

Ah, but now come the Zionists calling themselves 
Christian Zionists (two opposing words in meaning) 
and have their “Congress” meeting wherein a few 
words are changed and guess what you come out with 
for your world presentation: 

Received June 4, 1996. 

[QUOTING:] 

PROCLAMATION 

the’ of 

THIRD INTERNATIONAL 
CHRISTIAN 

The following Proclamation was adopted unani- 
mously at the Third International Christian Zionist 
Congress, convened in Jerusalem from February 25th 
to the 29th, 1996. 

We, the delegates to the Third International Chris- 
tian Zionist Congress, have assembled in Jerusalem 
this 29th day of February, 1996. This Congress coin- 
cides with the 3,OOOth anniversary celebration of the 
Jewish presence in Jerusalem, the Holy City of God. 
Confident in the favour of God upon our endeavours, 

we have convened for the following purposes; 
To join the celebration of Jerusalem 3,000; 
To pray for the peace of Jerusalem and to declare 

our firm position on the future status of the city; 
To demonstrate Christian concern for Israel and 

the Jewish People; 
To commit our fervent efforts to instruct and per- 

suade Christians and men everywhere of the revealed 
truths pertaining to Israel and the Jewish People in the 
Testaments of God as enlightened by the Holy Spirit; 

To deliberate on the positions and measures which 
we must take to assist Israel and the Jewish People in 
facing the challenges before them, particularly in re- 
sponse to the Agreements and final-status talks with 
the Palestinian Arabs, the bi-lateral talks with Syria, 
and the need for continuing Aliyah; 

To express our deep concern with and to. seek to 
address the increasing threat posed by radical Islam to 
Israel, to Christian minorities in the Middle East and to 
the world, while offering compassionate prayer for 
those millions of people now in the Islamic faith, and 

To determine the priorities for Christian Zionist 
efforts in the future. 

AFFIRMATION OF 
CHRISTIAN ZIONISM 

After careful consideration and prayer, we join 
with one heart and mind to declare and decree our firm 
belief that: 

1. The Bible is the inspired Word of God and is the 
basis of our faith as Christians following the teachings 
of our Lord and the Apostles and the source of our 
motivation as Zionists. 

2. God the Father, Almighty, chose the ancient 
nation and people of Israel, the descendants of Abraham, 
Isaac and Jacob, to reveal His plan of redemption for 
the world. They remain elect of God, and without the 
Jewish nation His redemptive purposes for the world 
will not be completed. 

3. Jesus of Nazareth is the Messiah and has 
promised to return to Jerusalem, to Israel and to the 
world. 

4. It is reprehensible that generations of Jewish 
Peoples have been killed and persecuted in the name of 
our Lord, and we chall,nge the Church to repent of any 
sins of commission or omission against them. 

5. The scattering of the Jewish People throughout 
the centuries of the Diaspora was ordained by the Lord 
as corrective, as were previous exiles, and redemptive, 
bringing of the one true God of Israel 
unto the Gentile nations. 

6. The modern Ingathering of the Jewish People to 
Eretz Israel and the rebirth of the nation of Israel are in 
fulfillment of biblical prophecies, as written in both the 

and 
7. Christian believers are instructed by Scripture 

to acknowledge the Hebraic roots of their faith and to 
actively assist and participate in the plan of God for the 

ingathering of the Jewish People and the restoration of 
the nation of Israel in our day. 

8. The Lord in His zealous love for Israel and the 
Jewish People blesses and curses peoples and judges 
nations based upon their treatment of the Chosen People 
of Israel. 

9. Concerning Jerusalem: It is the Holy City of the 
Jewish People and those of biblical faith. At the time 
appointed by God, Messiah will return to sit on the 
everlasting Throne of David in Jerusalem and will 
reign over all the world in righteousness and peace. 

10. According to God’s distribution of nations, the 
Land of Israel has been given to the Jewish People by 
God as an everlasting possession by an eternal cov- 
enant. The Jewish People have the absolute right to 
possess and dwell in the Land, including Judea, Samaria, 
Gaza and the Golan. 

Il. Christians should oppose all forms of discrimi- 
nation and prejudice (anti-Semitism) against the Jew- 
ish People and the Jewish State and should seek to be a 
comfort and a friend to them. 

12. God’s choice of Israel was a means to reach the 
world with His love, Word and redemption. Therefore, 
fulfilling the Great Commission is vital and flows out 
of our commitment to Israel. 

SENSE OF THE 
CONGRESS RESOLUTIONS 

Further, we are persuaded by the clear unction of 
our God to express the sense of this Congress on the 
following concerns before us this day: 

1. Because of the sovereign purposes of God for the 
City, Jerusalem must remain undivided, under Israeli 
sovereignty, open to all peoples, the capitol of Israel 
only, and all nations should so concur and place their 
embassies here. 

2. As a faith bound to love and forgiveness we are 
appreciative of the attempts by the Government of 
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Israel to work tirelessly for peace. However, the truths any QurAEanic text or early Muslim tradition. others, as the basis for our firm beliefs: 
of God are sovereign and it is written that the Land D. We condemn that radical view now ascendant 
which He promised to His People is not to be parti- within Islam which, by its own tenets, advocates vio- AFFIRMATIONS: 
tioned. It is our moral sense that Israel and the nations lence and Jihad (holy war) as a legitimate means to 
err in according favour and status to the current lead- spread the Islamic faith and advance the Islamic world 1: Deuteronomy 8:3; Psalms 119: 103, 105; Matthew 
ership of the Palestine LIBERATION Organization view. We find the most pernicious expression of such 4:4; Acts 2:42; 2 Peter 1:20-21; 2 Timothy 3:16. 
and in placing in their hands land and people that are radical views is the belief that a Muslim who sacrifices 2. Genesis 12: 1-3; Romans 11: 1-2; Romans 11:28. 
precious to God. It would be further error for the his very life to kill a Jew receives the reward of instant 3. Isaiah 7:14; Isaiah 9:6; Isaiah 53; Psalms 22; 
nations to recognize a Palestinian state i% any part of entry into Paradise. The practice of such beliefs poses Romans 15:l. 
Eretz. an increasingly unacceptable peril to Israel and a grave 4. Luke 24:47. 

3. To the extent the Palestinian Covenant or any threat to both the Muslim and non-Muslim peoples 5. Joshua 16: 1; Luke 21:24; Romans 11:28-30. 
successor instrument calls for the elimination of Israel throughout the world. These threats must be opposed 6. Jeremiah 23:3,7,8; Jeremiah 31:8-10,23; Amos 9:13. 
or denies the right of Israel to exist within secure borders in and challenged by all. 7. Psalms 80; Isaiah 4O:l; Isaiah 49:22-23; Isaiah 
Eretz Israel, it should be abolished. 7. While Gentile believers have been grafted into 60:10-12; Romans 11:17, 25. 

4. The Golan is part ofbiblical Israel and is a vital that household of faith which is of Abraham (the com- 8. Genesis 12:1-3; Joel 3:1-3; Matthew 25:36. 
strategic asset necessary for the security and defense of monwealth of Israel), replacement theology within the 9. Isaiah 2; Isaiah 11; Jeremiah 3:17; Zechariah 14; 
the entire country, no bilateral or multilateral agree- Christian faith, which does not recognize the ongoing Revelation 2:26-27. 
ments with Syria should give consent to, either ex- biblical purposes for Israel and the Jewish People, is 10. Genesis 17: 1-8; Joel 3:1-3. 
pressly or by implication, Syria’s continuedoccupation doctripal error. 11. Isaiah 40: 1; Zechariah 2:8; Matthew 5: 1-12. 
of Lebanon and oppression of its Christian community. 8. Regarding Aliyah, we remain concerned for the 12. Genesis 12: 1; Romans 9:4-5. 

5. Israel has the clear and lawful right to defend fate of imperiled Jewish People in diverse places, and 
itself. seek to encourage and assist in the continuing process a 

6. Regarding Islam, we express the following of Return of the Exiles to Eretz Israel. To this end we 
concerns with Muslim attitudes towards Jews and Chris- commjt to work with Israel and to encourage the [END OF QUOTING] 
tians out of a sense of compassion for the millions of Diaspora to fulfill the vision and goal of gathering to 
people who believe that they follow in the faith of Israel the greater majority of all Jewish People from Does anyone begin to see just how easy it really is 
Abraham by way of Islam, and with a commitment to throughout the world. to fool the world almost al1 the time? And, further- 
intercede for them, that the Spirit of Truth will reveal ,,., more, can you see how handy it is to have a 
to them the true nature of the faith of Abraham: 

4. 
PLEDGE BUT, can you also see that the greatest weapon you 

A. We are convinced from a biblical standpoint that have over your enemy is TRUTH? 
the Muslim concept of OAllaho is an anti-Jewish and Weorecognize that in making and declaring this This greatly reminds me of George Green and 
anti-Christian distortion of how God revealed Himself Proclamation, we engage fully in matters ofgreat weight George Abbott along with David Horton sending forth 
to the Patriarchs, Kings and Prophets of Israel, andhow and concern to the nations. As Christians we are the lies foisted off in their first legal pleadings. Then 
God has revealed Himself through our Lord. We find commanded to love the Lord our God with all our heart, those records written by themselves are used as if the 

these attitudes have their source in the portions of the soul, mind and strength and to love our neighbor as our first lies.were truth. Keep your eyes open, readers, for 
QurAEan which accuse Jews and Christians of having self. Bound by His Divine love, we are yielded to a you ARE now run as a subsidiary of Israel. 
falsified the revelation of God given in Scripture. ministry of reconciliation which yearns to reconcile Jesus, you see, is the NAMED entity to be head 

B. Those elements within the Islamic faith which humankind to our Creator and people to each.other. of the Illuminati and right on down the line. Remem- 
promote hatred of Israel and of Jewish peoples bring Therefore, we make this Proclamation with a sense of ber that the Jesus you think you get is NOT. Think 
spiritual bondage, evil and confusion upon themselves, purpose and destiny, and with pure conscience, know- carefully: What’s in a NAME? The above “sounds 
their followers and their nations. Christian compas- ing that the mercies of our Lord are ever toward us and good”? Look carefully; then weep for your world. 
sion demands that all Christians actively seek to free are available to all men everywhere, and that He will Remember that ..it is never the first cancer cells-that 
them from any such hatred towards Israel and the perform all that He has promised to.do. Therefore, we kill but, rather, the last acquired. However, of 

Jewish People. pledge the unwavering commitment of our lives and course it is the first one that is the deadly one for from 
C. The Islamic claim to Jerusalem, including its resources to accomplish the goals and purposes set that multiplying mutation comes all- the rest. It is 

exclusive claim to the Temple Mount, is in direct forth herein. absolutely within your rights and freedom to believe 

contradiction to the clear biblical and historical signifi- APPENDIX anything you wish but, if you take such as “this” above 

cance of the city and its holiest site, and this claim is of at face value 8s something about loving the neighbor 
later religio-political origin rather than arising from We rely on the following specific Scriptures, among and living in peace-forget it. 

. . 
is a unique and inspired newspaper for concerned citizens 

everywhere, though it particularly focuses on the United States because of 

this country’s special missioh in the affairs of the world. That is, “As goes 

the United States, so goes the world.” 

is a vehicle for Commander Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn’s most 

recent writings on important current affairs, plus those from other en- 

Light-ening sources, on matters critical to a responsible and informed 

public at this time of planetary transition and final days of battle between 

the Forces of Light and the “Evil Empire” forces of darkness. 

exists to counteract the manipulating lies and clever half- 

truths put out (on purpose) by the regular print and broadcast media 

prostitutes of the Satanic Elite controllers-parasites who are in the 

process of economically, physically, and spiritually collapsing this once 

great country (and actually the entire planet) down to a slave-state level of 

existence under their diabolical control plan called The New World Order. 

This newspaper, began life on March 30. 1993, risen, like 

the mythical bird, with great determination “up from the ashes” of its 

internationally acclaimed predecessor called 

in turn, beganlife in mid-October of 199 1, having 

evolved from an earlier newsletter called the 

which itself came into existence as a faster way to get THE TRUTH out to you 

readers than was possible withthemore substantial”book” format of the 

Much incredible ground has been covered so far in that mission. 

While the motto reminded all that “The TruthWill 

Set You Free”, the motto, displayed prominently in the masthead, 

takes that thought another important step forward and proclaims: 

The “Phoenix Project” is about those preparations needed-at body, mind and 

soul levels-to both understand and survive the great healing changes which are 

beginning to energize this beautiful little planet, now so frazzled and tortured from 

abuses of all kinds. We look forward, with great expectations, to the CONTACTing 

with all of you-a coming together that is rapidly taking place as the entire Phoenix 

Project “ground crew” continues to connect, solidify, and gain strength through 

becoming informed of THE TRUTH. Indeed, welcome aboard, friends! 

Editor-In-Chief, 
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Some Thoughts 0~ 

Free-Men USA, 
I do wonder, however, as to just how such narrow 

proclamations can be offered TO THE WORLD [as is 
presented in the article on p. 9 called “Proclamation Of 
The Third International Christian Zionist Congress”] 
when a handful of Freemen can’t sit and mind their own 
business in Montana, U.S.A. and, frankly, why a hand- 
ful of separatists in a land birthed on the freedom of 
being a separatist and religious “anything” is given 
that freedom in your very and cannot 
exist, much the less, express. I do not speak of law- 
breaking hoodlums-I speak of quiet people likeweav- 
ers of Idaho, etc., who build their cabins on remote 
hilltops and bother no one. But no, it is NOT alright to 
take from a neighbor or foist off on anyone or any 
neighbor that which is forced by your mouth or hand. 

You make a big fuss over “informed consent” and 
“informed rights” -have you any REAL idea of that 
which you babble? Until you informed, you have 
no “right” or “right to make consent”-FOR 

OTHER! YOU have every right to make your own 
errors or correct passage for SELF and NO other. And, 
furthermore, you WILL SOMEDAY STAND RESPON- 
SIBLE FOR THE FOOLISH ERROR OF BEING UNfN- 

Readers, you CLAIM to want “freedom” but you 
don’t want the responsibility of freedom. You want 
“freedom” only for self in your own perception. THAT 
is NOT freedom-that is wanting to control, in your 
own justified status of decision-maker-not respon- 
sible leadership. How many of you are like Dr. Leary’s 
suggested stance: “Turn on, Tune in, Drop out.“? You 
don’t have to have or use drugs to do any of these 
things. All you have to do to accomplish such nonsense 
is to simply be irresponsible in your own circumstance, 
stay uninformed, and bellow your opinions without any 
knowledge whatsoever of that which you spout and 
spew forth. 

I find the announcement about one ofthe Freemen’s 
neighbors who said: “We are Christian people up here 
and demand the laws be enforced. The FBI should go 
in there and blast those kooks off the map!” A Chris- 
tian like that, I would guess, would make a CHRIST 
awfully proud of His teaching success as to “right” and 
“wrong”. I would certainly like to meet the “preacher” 
of that man’s Sunday church. Well, you might say, 
“. ..but that man is a Mormon...” Oh, I thought the title 
of the Mormon Church was/is Church of 

Can’t you people make 
up your minds7 You want me to come there and pull off 
a pressure coup and make things right? How can you 
make things right when you people already think you 

- are right? No thank you-you do whatever you are 
going to do and leave me out of it. Certainly you do not 
want God-Creator to witness your Kali (total chaos). 
You don’t mind having “Jesus” witness your bloodlet- 
ting for you dumped your sins? after all, onto him and 
so he should certainly understand. However, and pay 
attention-that JESUS you crucify is NOT THE MAN 

OF GALILEE NAMED EMMANUEL (BY ANY SPELL- 
ING). THAT man of Galilee would be in that ranch/ 
farm bringing out the people and standing yv&t them in 
the courts to defend their “rights” or explain their 
mistakes. How many of YOU are willing to do that? 
Martyrdom? No, foolishness! If they be right, all the 
DYING in the world will not prove a thing, for after you 
are dead there is nothing to prove your truth-only 
myths about what may or may not have happened in any 
given experience. The people of Justus, Montana may 
well be totally right-but, if nothing changes in cir- 
cumstances, they are going to be DEAD RIGHT. 

These could be compared to little ducks on a little 
pond in example-distracting while the BIG ducks on 
the BIGGER pond do their own thing. The REALLY 
MEGA-ducks are enjoying the distraction while get- 
ting their own deadly games won or their artillery 
aligned to take the play. 

I trust that is updating the events at 
Justus on the phone line for things change so quickly as 
to be non-news by the time the paper is published. Peter 
Kawaja is now appointed a spokesperson for the up- 
dates of the Montana group and also there are daily 
updates in other writings. I hope you are being able to 
obtain those for 1 am unable to keep abreast of those for 
you. 

There is fear by the Government that there are 
documents which can support the group and bring 
down the FBI, in that “compound”. I like that term 
representing a 900-acre farm site. (Note also that those 
military armed war machines are now called Rescue 
vehicles.) Of course there are documents to prove the 
“right” of the citizens-not the least of which is called 
the 

Peter’s last paragraph in his “update” is the stun- 
ner, however: “I have heard that these people inside the 
ranch are not going to lay down if there is an assault, 
like WACO. So that has got the yella belly slime 
worried about their butts even though they are trained 
assassins with the highest tech/powered military hard- 
ware.” No, Peter, you are WRONG. They most cer- 
tainly are NOT WORRIED. They are simply waiting 
until you-the-people demand “law and order” to take 
them out and save face. You have to understand 
something: TODAY you don’t have to have a bloodbath 
to pick off the offending parties and call it suicide. You 
people are still in the handgun mentality while your 
enemy is in the technical age of mass genokide. If they 
want to show you “terror” they will accomplish their 
mission one way. If they want to hide their atrocities 
they will do it another way. I can promise you that, as 
it is going, the Freemen can’t stay in isolation forever 
and certainly the culprits of injustice can’t stand a 
FAIR trial or any other HEARING. Don’t you realize, 
readers, that one lobbed-in virus-tipped shell can take 
out Justus, Montana and everyone in the “compound” 
in less than an hour and it will be called Hanta-virus or 
something equally as silly? Then will be “an act of 
God” and you will all praise the fine leadership who 
isolated those poor people so they couldn’t spread that 

terrible patriot disease to you-the-people. 
But,.don’t I have enemies? I am asked this over and 

ovel;again and I repeat over and over again: NO! I only 
have opposition players in this game of expression, 
Why do Ecall it a game? Because all life in contradic- 
tion or confrontation is but a game of one idea against 
the idea of-another. I KNOW that “soul” is far more 
advanced and higher in existence than any PHYSICAL 

being and therefore I hold the ultimate weapons of this 
game. Since I demand nothing of anyone it behooves 

-my “so-called enemies” to help me so that I can STAY 
OUT OF THEIR AFFAIRS. It especially behooves 
them to keep their agreements WITH ME for I can be a 
most nasty opponent or a veritable bottomless con- 
tainer of agreeableness. I DO NOT COMPROMISE but 
Imost certainly DO NEGOTIATE-and YOU need to 
learn the-difference. 

I think you noted, as did I, the necessity of destruc- 
tion of a most important Arian missile launch yester- 
day. Hummnnn-and what, exactly, do you-the-people 

think was aboard that aborted flight save THREE sat- 
ellites? Don’t you notice that every Shuttle launch is 
accompanied before, during, or aher, by an Arian 
launch? _ Why do you think that would be? Ah, the 
intrigue with its myriads of distractions is seemingly 
endless. So be it. Ah, may you walk in beauty...er, 
well, may you 

hide. “But it has come to pass in the time of 
the Sleepers that there came to be no place to run and 
nowhere to hide-save in the Hollow of God’s hand and 
most living human beings know not GOD.“-an 

Ludwig von Mises in stated it very 
well, that elusive ever-changing illusion of stability, 
when he observed the following: 

THE LIBERATION OF THE DEMONS 

and 
and 

and interest 

no 

a 

on 

a 
had 

and 
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Maybe I should interrupt the ongoing Saggy of who 

Mad Cow Syndrome And 
and what you are and your origins, to offer you a rerun 
of an article by Dr. John Coleman on Mad Cow Disease. 

(QUOTING, April 1996:] 

"MAD COW SYNDROME" 

Thoughts On Responsible Action ‘61s ~M;E~YNG . 

Does the 6-6-‘96 mean anything? I am asked this 
quite often this month. Yes indeed, it it is 
6th, 1996. It had more meaning on 6-6-year 6! And, 
how many people do you know off hand with 6 fingers 
on their hands? Could it be that there is not a lot to 
attend on any such calculations-other than that the 
dead avengers of the LIVING are at work with their 
games and trickery to distract you? Satan chooses up 
“unlucky” and “lucky” days-GOD PRESENTS YOU 
A WORLD FOR YOUR CREATING! MAKE IT ANY- 
THING YOU LIKE. IF YOU COME UP WITH A 
CELEBRATION DAY OF THE ADVERSARY-PAY 
ATTENTION AND TAKE CARE OF YOURSELVES. 
THE BIG BAD WOLVES 
ING MORE AND MORE ASSAULTS ON YOU;THE 
GOOD LITTLE FOXIES AS THEY 
ON TIME FOR THEIR 

What do you have to look forward to in the remain- 
der of this decade? 100~to-200-mile-an-hour winds 
blowing almost constantly at that speed for days upon 
end. Growing crops will be all but impossible above 
ground. With the changing “pressures” there will be 

tornadoes unheard of prior to these days and they will 
be devastating for so much damage will be done by the 
wind as to leave the lands stripped. As the fields are 
devastated, the topsoil will blow for thousands of miles 
and fires will burn out of control and soil erosion will 
be appalling. 

By the way, you will wish you had not contributed 
to the mass murder of citizens of America. You have 
become the world’s most atrocious killers and mass 
murderers. Oh yes, YOU HAVE; you kill thousands of 
unborn babies every year as if it were birth-control 
cream. You have allowed the Constitutional Anar- 
chists to take America and become the greatest and 
most killers in history. 
You have killed deliberately, and for convenience, 
more people than either Joseph Stalin or Hitler-Stalin 
being responsible for far more murdering than Hitler 
ever thought about. Is it not nice for the Mothers and 
Fathers of the children? They don’t have to worry about 
a son or daughter being slain in battle for Freedom- 
they murder them in the womb or in the birth canal. Do 
you actually think Billy Clyde Clintonista and his 
butterfly, Billiary Bonnie Rodham, give a damn about 
your children7 They use children for the ritual pluck- 
ing of the virginal flower. 

Women’s RIGHTS‘? Right to choose? Freedom of 
CHOICE? Come now, ladies and gentlemen-youhave 
destroyed the RIGHT to have acceptance by GOD for 
youiactions-AND THAT, FRIENDS, WAS AND IS- 
YOUR CHOICE. When you can line up to have murder 
committed on your very own flesh and offspring- 
there is no level of non-caring left in which to sink. 
When you destroy your offspring for an illicit romp in 
the hay-you have gone about as far as you can go!! 

Elsewhere we report on the wildfire spread of 
infectious disease and the 

It is with this in mind that we report on the 
No, people, you have asked and I am going to following serious danger facing the citizens of the 

answer! have made this bed in which you now lie United States. 

and all the King’s horses (asses) and all the King’s The American people are great meat eaters, with 
men, cannot put the beds together again. So NOW, you more and more of it being consumed each year. Meat, 
want GOD CREATOR to “fix” it! No thank you; you as far-fetched as it seems, may be the next vehicle for 
did it-you fix it! a all the signs are there if we 

Why do I bring up abortion and make you feel want to see them. What makes for concern, is that so 
guilty? Because you are in the radiation belt-call it companies 
whatever you like and your babies are going to become 
blighted and will be unable to survive well even if you Recently, I had occasion to look at the range ofproducts 
let them be born. They will be sickly and mutated after made by Nestle; there was not one of them that 
a while from the terrible radiation of, YES, the Photon yet Nestle has a multi-billion 
Belt rays. Those added to the increased deliberate dollar turnover in the U.S. 
pulsing from the artificial frequency grid about your One of the companies to watch closely is Monsanto, 
planet. And don’t think the Elite Hogswill will suf- a major producer of 

fer-they will live out their days, most of them anyway, One of Monsanto’s 

in security bunkers feasting on your food put away products is genetically engineered 
against the days of your starvation. At the rate are 
moving toward the whirlpool of trouble-you are IN 
THE FAMINE STAGE and don’t even seem to take $1 billion, 
notice except to worry about your appearance and your 
waistline. You will relish having those fat pads in the Quayle’s 
not-too-distant future looming directly ahead of you. If a large 
you can’t grow food-you will starve because all the 
artificial “stuff’ you cram into your faces will become and 
the things that kill you. Remember Marie Antoinette their own brand of genetically engineered BGH ready 

who claimed that if the “rabble” didn’t have bread to and waiting. 
eat, in France, “let them eat cake”. I suppose she also 
said, as her head rolled forth on the block; “ . ..but I (IGF-1). which is 

needed those teeth to eat cake!“? There has been virtually no testinK of BGH and IGF, so 
Do I come to show the way through? Yes, but such that nobody knows what these do to the human body 

as George Green, et al., stole your “present” in stealing when ingested. The FDA’s Center for Veterinary 

your property, funds and equipment. You have had a Medicine is stacked with industry supporters who are 
loss for those first precious years on the farm, then the there to make sure that there is no 
farmer took the equipment paid for by one of your own 
readers, and then turned in the farm owner because he 
had a toilet in an extra room for use as a visitor 
bedroom. There was also a cemented-and-shored-up 

root cellar for storage and safety as the winds pick up 
and soon begin to form tornado funnels. These places YOUR FAULT 
are and were for grain storage rooms, safe from the MONEY the 
vermin-but he said they were without permit (and How safe is the meat we eat by the thousands of tons 
after all, readers, HE WAS A LICENSED CONTRA& each year? The answer lies in whether you are in the 
TOR AND THEREFORE KNEW BETTER?). While camp of the dairy and meat industry, orjust a consumer 

George Abbott buys his vodka and mix- will you have seeking the truth. Thus far in 1993, there have been 
had the funds to buy another month’s supply of grain? sporadic outbreaks of groups of people going down like 
Well, this is THE way it reads, people. Your choices ninepins 
have_ been expensive while those toadscontinue to try to need to keep in mind that there are thousands of cases 
destroy everything YOU HAVE WORKED AND where,individuals have taken ill after eating hamburg- 
SHARED FOR. This is the plight of the whole of the ers, who have not reported their condition to any au- 
WORLD, not just here in a small township where the thority charged with supervising the restaurant busi- 

dying lizards continue their efforts to stay alive them- ness. Nobody knows just how many people have been 
selves while feasting upon your bodies after sucking all infected, but Consumer Union reckons the to be 
the from your veins. 

While standing off the Freemen, the FBI alone is 
“very substantial”. 

Researching for this article was difficult;’ the in- 

stopping the growing of hundreds of tons of grain, not willing to provide-anything of a contrary 
cattle, and other products that only FARMS nature to its position, namely that the U.S. has the best- 
Freemen’s can produce. Remember this when your regulated food industry in the world. A colleague of 
tummy-aches and your children beg for food. Starva- me 
tion brings people into total CONTROL. information of great value, which gave a comprehen- 
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sive history of animal disease epidemics in Great Brit- and From 1980, animal meat and bone rendering com- 
ain, starting in 1955, when a strange disease struck panies in Great Britain their bone meal by 
flocks of sheep. using high temperatures and solvents-these chemical 

In 1985, research at the British CAB facility at solvents were never tested for their effect on human 
Porton Down, turned up information beings-they might well have been carcinogenic. But 

Re- The FDA and the USDA say there are no cases of the method was altered in 1985-lower temperature 
search was ordered because in that year, an epidemic of BSE among cattle in the U.S., but acknowledges cases and no solvents- when BSE came to the attention of 
scrapie appeared in cows. The researchers named the of what is known as “downer cow svndrome”-cows the British public. What is not clear is whether or not 
disease, bovine spongiform encephalopathy (BSE), be- simply falling to the ground, unable to get up, but the low temperature now being used kills the virus 
cause it appears like a sponge full of holes in the brains without any signs of “mad cow syndrome” which ore- suspected ofcausing BSE, or indeed, whether or not the 
of infected animals. The disease literally creates holes very high temperatures used before 1985 did actually 
in the brains of infected cattle and sheep, and As far as 1 was able to ascertain, it seems kill the BSE-causing virus in animal carcasses deliv- 

that about, in the U.S., at least, 100,000 cows die from ered for rendering. 
Since BSE first appeared in Great Britain in 1985, downer cow syndrome every year. One thing is certain: there is no doubt that the 1985 

government figures show that approximately 105,000 A report entitled “Transmissible Mink process whether 
cows have died from it. My source said, “The figure is Encephalopathy, Scrapie and Downer Cow Disease- caused by a virus or some other form, which allowed the 

as is usual in cases of this Potential Links”, prepared by the University of contaminated supplement to enter the food chain. Porton 
kind.” Generic research was immediately conducted by Wisconsin’s Veterinary Department, under the direc- Down scientists apparently did indeed convince the 
the pharmaceutical giant, Upjohn. Although the U.S. tion of veterinarian scientist, Richard Marsh, is one of Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries that contami- 
Government denies that there are any cases of BSE in the most important scientific papers of its kind in the nated supplements should be banned from human con- 
the United States, thus far the USDA has not proved its past decade. Marsh discusses the 1985 Stentsonville sumption and, in 1989, the ministry passed a prohibi- 
position, most probably because the disease appears to epidemic of mink encephalopathy where thousands of tion on human consumption of ruminant organs and 
manifest itself differently here. mink were killed by BSE. Based on experiments at brains. The ban included ruminants from “any even- 

My source told me: Mission, Texas and Ames, Iowa, Marsh says he be- toed hoofed cud chewing quadrupeds, including cattle 
“In England, cows infected with BSE stagger around lieves that BSE- and deer”. At the same time the ministry prohibited 

as if they had gone mad before dying, which gave rise infecting cattle the U.S., and he believes that in cattle feed supplements containing bonemeal rendered 
to the term ‘mad cow’ disease. Ministry of Agriculture Wisconsin, cows are dying cow from animal brains and organs-yet, strangely enough, 
and Fisheries reports describe the last hours before no prohibition on eating animal organs such as kidneys 
death as rushing around, weird movements that farm- What are the known causes of BSE and downer cow and livers was issued. 
ers described as ‘crazy, and very troubling to witness’. syndrome, what happens to the dead cattle, and are In spite of precautions, BSE began appearing in 
What have is an these two closely-linked diseases transmissible to man? cats, and quickly spread over Denmark, France, Ger- 

Let me turn again to the report I received from my many, Ireland and Switzerland. Thus, there seems to 
Following an outpouring of public anxiety, the British colleague. be a case to meet; in spite of the sterilization methods 

Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries claimed that _ “In a classified report, Porton Down stated that adopted in 1985-or perhaps because of them-BSE is 
research it had ordered showed that the disease was not BSE started when cows begin to be fed with protein not being contained and may very well have crossed the 
transmittable, because cows were a “dead end host”. high-energy supplements now known to have contained ocean to the U.S. 
What was NOT revealed to the public was that tests meat and bones from scrapie-infected sheep, rendered While Porton Down and the Ministry of Agricul- 
done outside of government laboratories proved be- into bonemeal. The purpose of high-supplement feed is ture and Fisheries insist that BSE is not a disease that 

a a to increase milk production in dairy herds, and for can jump the animal-human barrier, we need to remind 
and skeepl, maximum rapid growth in beef cattle.” ourselves that this was 
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visna virus, which when delib- 

Chemical and biological warfare 
laboratories, such as exist at Porton Down and Fort 
Detrick in the U.S., could quite well be experimenting 
in new CAB weapons involving transmission of BSE to 
humans. The possibility of this happening is not as 

remote as it may at first sound, given what we now 
know about how the HIV virus was first created, and 
then transmitted. 

In the U.S. the practice of making bone meal from 
meat and bones of dead cows is widespread and is, 
surprisingly, not considered a risk factor by the USDA 
and the FDA--this, in spite of the fact that BSE is 
known, as the results of experiments carried out at 
Porton Down--to have a 

Then rhere is the question of the 
actual virus that causes BSE. No one knows for certain 
whether or not the virus is passed on to healthy cattle 
in the feed supplements, or whether or not it really is 
destroyed by “sterilization”. 

FEEDING CATTLE WITH BSE INFECTED 
SUPPLEMENTS WHICH MAY, OR MAY NOT, ALSO 
CARRY THE VIRUS THAT CAUSES IT, IS THE 
MOST EFFICIENT WAY TO SPREAD THE DISEASE. 
THERE IS NOTHING AS YET TO PROVE THAT A 
NEW INFECTIOUS AGENT HASN’T ENTERED THE 
FOOD CHAIN. It is the opinion of a group of British 
veterinarians that a form of BSE is already present in 
human beings. This is based on research done into the 
death of a British farmer who died from Creutzfeldt- 
Jakob (CFJ), a virtually unknown disease outside of 
certain areas of New Guinea and Africa. CFJ is a 
human form of spongiform encephalopa. The farmer 
who died was accustomed to drinking milk obtained 
from his dairy cows, several of which had gone down 
with mad cow disease. (End of intelligence informa- 
tion.) 

Are Americans getting infected with BSE-CSJ? Is 
this whv so manv people are complaining of severe 
illness after eating hamburgers at fast food restaurants? 
Is E-coli bacteria the sole cause of their illness? After 

hard lobbying by Monsanto, the FDA’s Veterinarian 
Medicine Advisory Committee ruled that increased 
levels of bovine growth hormone and resultant use of 
antibiotics did not create a risk to human health. The 
ruling merely followed the line of Monsanto and other 
big pharmaceutical companies. 

Does such a ban on ruminants from cows that died 
of downer cow syndrome exist in the United States, or 
are people eating meat, liver and kidneys from diseased 
downer cows? Recently a major food processing plant 
in Oakland, California making beef hamburger patties 
and sausages was suddenly shut down by FDA and 
USDA inspectors. The plant was a major contractor to 
the U.S. Army. From the scanty news reports of the 
event, it appeared that the plant was processing meat 
declared unfit for human consumption. A few 
later, the plant burned to the ground 

The Food and Drug Administration’s Veterinary 
Medicine Advisory Committee lias approved BGH. Is 
it any wonder that strange illnessesare appearing much 
more frequently all across the land; 

All pointers seem to indicate that 
the mystery disease sweeping Cuba may originate from 

One needs to ask the question: “How could the 
VMA Committee approve Monsanto’s BGH, when $30 
million worth of BGH stockpiles rotted on company 
shelves? could the FDA approve a product that 
rots the udders of milk cows, when it does not know 
what the effect is on milk contaminated in this man- 
ner?” There can little doubt that the residue of 
antibiotics fed to dairy cows does enter milk and this 
alone could be the of illness. I cannot say that 
this is absolutely the case because, incredibly, no stud- 
ies have been done, or if there have been any studies, 
the USDA and the FDA are not saying anything about 

them. So be that also, for we will have done what we came to 
Monsanto’s GBH is injected into dairy cows to do and choices will be very, very limited as to what my 

increase milk production, which it does in a dramatic team can do beyond our instructions. 
way, but, as mentioned, it causes mastitis, an infection Until some of you speak out, step forward and bring 
of cows’ teats. I have learned that if the product is your own counter-moves against the adversary, even to 
passed by the full FDA board (and it very likely will be the Green Brigade, YOU have not solved your major 
passed), milk and meat containing BGH will not be problem of how to move beyond the corruption and even 
required to bear. a warning label. How can one come to have the small things of progress and security. 
understand the reasoning here, unless, as my intelli- Just yesterday the news bore the fact that Medicare 
gence source indicated, “someone is trying to kill us”. will be totally gone by 2001 and Social Security will be 
Bearing in mind the provisions of Global 2000, this gone no later than 2026. No, it will all be GONE long 
does not appear to be an unreasonable question. before those dates. We can, yes, build a safe place and 

Meat consumption, especially the cheaper grades, be in quite a lot of security-but not ALONE! 
is up, as are sales at fast food restaurants with We have no need to build, for we have security and 
McDonald’s leading with millions of hamburgers, sold we can gain more from our very adversarial Kings. But 
each year. Add to that the sales of all other hamburger we have no need to do this if YOU do not care what 
outlets, and it does not take much to see that the happens to your children and grandchildren for per- 
possibility of a new plague of devastating proportions haps the best after all is to never allow them to be born 
could be in the making. Are the USDA and the FDA into such circumstances as lie ahead if you do not 

paying any attention to this potentially grave threat? change the course now set. 
Thus far, there is no indication that either agency is There is no longer question about my “being”. I 
about to undertake a detailed study of the t.hreat to have the most security records on file with your 
humans posed by meat tainted by BSE-BGH-CID, nor is rity Departments than any other one party. My files are 
there any indication that a warning bulletin will be placed in security beyond even the reach of your Presi- 
issued, at least, not in the immediate future. dent and National Leadership. Oh yes, indeed, if you 

have “insiders” -they most certainly CAN verify THIS 
[END OF QUOTING] INFORMATION. I DO NOT MAKE CONTACT PER- 

SONALLY FOR THE LAWS STATE THAT THOSE 
Still hungry? To knock out the virus cross in this WHOM I TOUCH WILL BE INCARCERATED AND/ 

diseasd requires heat high enough to knock out tits- OR SLAIN. 
nium-which withstands great heat temperatures, or, Therefore, to you who demand we “show up” and 
something with a “frequency” too high to allow the “prove” something or other-no thank you. We HAVE 
molecule holding the cap to the crystalline virus form NOTHING to PROVE! IT IS YOU WHO HAVE EV- 
to stay intact. “It is simple deduction, Dr. Watson!” ERYTHING TO LOSE-NOT ME! Therefore, go forth 

I would point out to you that among your dairy and pronounce or denounce me, throw stones, tell tales, 
herds these days one of the most prevalent problems is hug your trees and complain that God is unfair-it is of 
“inflamed udders” with concurrent decrease in milk no consequence to ME. Go right on soothing the 
production. Douching the udders with Gaiacol silver feelings of the offended thieves and robbers who get 
colloid will clear the problem IF you can also inject uncovered in their dirty little deeds-it is of no conse- 
some into the animal. The “usual” colloidal silver is quence to me. My soul is NOT IN QUESTION-but 
“im” because of the viral DNA structure of the new YOURS certainly Is. You who “betray” will not find 
man-made organisms. The “usual” silver colloid sim- solace within our shelter-ever again-for you cannot 
ply does not have sufficiently high frequency to take out be trusted. Neither will you be content in our space for 
titanium molecules. Worse, the bad guys in the black you shall ultimately wear the public mark of the be- 
hats are working on an even higher frequency “neck” trayer. Think hard upon these things, I urge you, before 
for the viruses. you take a move to damage further MY PEOPLE. Age 

Do “we” consider this circumstance? Oh indeed, is of no consequence for if you are elderly, SHOULD 
and catalyzed OxySol is used in great quantity in the HAVE LEARNED TRUTH AND INTEGRITY. If YOU 
Dria formulae in order to pick up the IRIDIUM fre- mislead the elderly and infirm in their errors of wise 
quency and DNA structure, which raises the colloid to judgement then you shall reap the rewards of that 
the 9th octave of frequency and residency. We also use further BETRAYAL, forevermore upon your souls. 
IRIDIUM in the Silver Colloidalization process. The You who follow and MORE 
Gold colloid is left unchanged except for the addition of THE TRAITOR THAN THE TRAITOR HIMSELF. 
a couple of drops of minerals per five gallon I would leave this now for we have many things to 
colloidalizing coniainer which will then pick ;p the accomplish this day. Thank you and good morning. 
proper “charge” and when added to the Gaiandriana 
will produce monatomic (mono-atom) gold. This is the 
source of LIFE, friends. 

It would seem imperative to me that we be allowed 
to continue to work on the grains and legumes which 
can feed you and do so properly-so, it would 
we could get more help in solving the problems abound- 
ing around my people. If we can’t do the research-you 
won’t have the products; it is that simple. Each may 
think this Green Brigade stuff is somehow just an 
argument between two parties in the courts. No, it is 
the difference in basic ability to have what you need to 
confront the days ahead-OR NOT. My team here is 
getting to the point that they dpn’t really care much any 
more one way or the other. 1 ani amazed at how much 
people to support bad habits which are killing you 
and yet can’t or won? help us in offering LIFE. You 

go 

begging and die on the vines’of drought. 
Remember that there is a very high price for turn- 

ing to our adversaries for help-for “they” will put 
‘limitations on our production and work. So be it. What 
they will do is put funds into our work and then when 
it is conipleted they wiil take it away’for their own use. 
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A A J Some On 
government almost came to an end in 
election. 

Had this happened, the Muslim fundamentalists 
would have formed yet another group targeting Israel, 
and the prospect of this happening was much on the 
minds of the Ankara government. Moreover, Turkey 
has its hands full with the Workers Party of Kurdistan 
(PKK) and, although there has been little publicity 
about it, 20,000 people have died since the army de- 

Here we have another sordid piece of Bush treach- 
ery. U.S. war planes routinely invade Iraqi air space, 
this without any authority from the legislature. Even 
though it is of little consequence, since the U.S. is NOT 

Order plans for the region. a member of the U.N., the U.N. declined to pass a 
* resolution authorizing such violation of Iraq’s air- 

INTERNATIONAL TERRORISM space. (Ed Note: Please remember, we are quoting.) 

Shortly after the marriage plans were announced, This was Bush at his worst; instituting these flights 
ISRAELI-TURKISH ALLIANCE using the Kurdish “problem” as an excuse, Pres. Ozal without the slightest authority from the Congress. The 

quietly ordered 10 divisions deployed along Turkey’s purpose is said to be to protect the Kurds from Pres. 
I am taking up this subject for our Greek friends, borders with Iran. An all-out war loomed large, but Saddam Hussein. Yet a scant few miles away, the 

seeing that they have been the most damaged nation by nothing was reported by the U.S. news media, but Turkish army is engaged in a war to exterminate the 
the Turks all along their more historically recent evolve- Istanbul’s largest daily newspaper reported Kurds, WITH the tacit approval of the Clinton admin- 
ment. It will be noted that Vina may well be right when the threat. Pres. Ozal told Syrian Pres. Assad that if istration. 
she says “ . ..well. all the Greek banks are headed by a needs be, Turkey would attack “terrorists” in the Bekka 
Turk and that bodes bad news for any nation...” We Valley-Syria’s military base of operations in Lebanon. 
shall see, won’t we? On April 14, 1992, Izmet Sezgin, who doubles as 

This information will go all the way back to mid foreign minister and personal envoy for Ozal, carried a 
1992 when John Coleman wrote about this alliance. secret message to Pres. Assad. The text of the message 

was never released, but my intelligence source told me I well remember the hue and cry when some poison 
[QUOTING April 199611 that it contained a threat by Ozal that the waters of the gas shells fell on a village, said to have been fired by 

Euphrates River “unless the terror- Iraqi gunners. The press was full of photos of dead 
. that original report is CONFIRMED by a ist training camps are closed down immediately”. women and children, “victims of Iraqi brutality” as it 

Syrian intelligence, possibly warned by Vatican was described. The whole thing turned out to be 
Turkey Intelligence, advised Pres. Assad to be ready for any- another Bush Big Lie. Iran was the guilty party in this 

from Turkish airfields. There are other thing, including deployment of its long-range SCUDS instance. The point is that there has been no protest, no 
aspects to this secret agreement which were not dis- supplied by China, some of which were known to be pictures of the dead Kurds, victims of Turkish brutality 
closed. The announcement by Gen. Cevik Bir of the TIPPED WITH CHEMICAL AND BACTERIOLOGI- in the establishment media. 
Turkish Armed Forces came at a closed-door meeting CAL WARHEADS. Although the attack did not mate- My source who called the Turkish embassy in 

held in March at the Washington-based Institute For rialize, nevertheless, the danger of war in the region Washington and spoke with third secretary, Levent 
Near East Policies think tank, chaired by Alan remains high. Iran was also threatened by Turkish Gumrucku, told me that Gumrucku said, “It is the same 
Makpovsky, who was billed as “an expert on Turkey”. troop movements along the border. type of agreement that Turkey has with the U.S. and 

Here are extracts from WIR of June 1992: The new announced is a logical several other countries.” 
extension of relations between Israel and Turkey which Both Khamenei and Rezai work very closely with 

*** began in earnest in 1992. The Clinton Administration Syria in controlling the actions ofthe Hezbollah, which 
“Ankara-Tel Aviv Betrothal Planned.” is said to have been “surprised” at the development, but is waging war on the Israeli “exclusion zone” inside 
Of all the strangest things that have happened in subscribers would not have been caught unawares, Lebanon under the direction of Syrian Army General 

the Middle East since the Gulf War, the suddenly thanks to our issue of June, 1992. [H: Neither Ali Aslane. Others who have threatened reprisals 

announced betrothal plans for Turkey and Israel tops against the Turkish government are Sobhi Tufaili, an 

the billing. How could two such ancient enemies think The agreement disclosed by Gen. Bir embraces the inner-circle member of Pres. Rafsanjani. They have 
of marriage? We hope to unravel the mystery in the exchange of intelligence information between the two denounced the agreement, saying, “It has brought Zi- 
course of these pages and show you how the stage is countries, is a slap at Syria, which does not enjoy good onism to Iran’s door.” Syrian officials have joined the 

being set for the long-desired war in the region. (The relations with Ankara’s secular administration. Tur- chorus, lambasting the Ankara regime and threatening 

Gulf War didn’t cut it; the reluctant Russian military key will allow units of the Israeli Mossad to “listen in” “countermeasures”. 
stepped back at the last minute.) on Iran from listening posts strung up along its border Seemingly startled by the ferocity of the verbal 

On April 27 this year (1992) a black tie dinner was withIran. TurkishjetswillbeabletoflyoverIsraelandIsraeli bombardment from Syria and Iran, the Turkish cabinet 
arranged by the newly-formed QUINCENNTENIAL planes will have “safe haven” status to land in Turkey. announced that there is “no significance” to the new 

FOUNDATION of New York, described as a bridge In Teheran, Pasdaran leaders have threatened to ties with Israel, and that “they themselves sought it” 
between East and West. The highlight of the evening attack the electronic eavesdropping posts on the bor- and strongly denied the report about listening posts 

was a double award of honor presented to President ders with Turkey. Guide of the Revolution, Khamenei, being made available to the Israeli Mossad. The agree- 

Turgot Ozal and Prime Minister Suleiman Demerril by and Pasdarans’ chief Moshen Rezai, threatened repris- ment will allow Israel vital elbow room in the skies 

Committee of 300 agent, Henty Kissinger. als against Turkey. “The secret is out. No wonder they which hitherto it has lacked, being surrounded by states 

What are the intentions of the newly-betrothed (the Turkish government) were so anxious about an mostly hostile to it. 
couple7 What does the Committee of 300 hope to Islamic victory.” 
achieve? Basically, it is the intention of the One World WHY the U.S. KURDISTAN 

Government-New World Order to use Turkey’s impres- 
sive military strength as a battering ram against any They knew that they had a dirty deal in motion To get a proper perspective of the war of extermi- 

alliance between Iran, Syria, Iraq, Lebanon and Jordan. which would noi have been continued if the corrupt nation being waged by Turkey against the Kurdish 
This is very much in the cards. Such an alliance would Ankara regime had been defeated. Rezai was even people, we can do no better than print more extracts 

pose a serious threat to Israel and menace U.S. oil stronger in his denouncement of the Israeli-Turkish from June, 1992 
supremacy in the Middle East. agreement. “They (the Turkish government) will find **+ 

The Turks do not yet know it, but once they have that we can strike anywhere. They are not immune The key to understanding the newly-proposed union 

served their purpose, they will find themselves on the from Islamic wrath.” of the House of Ankara is 

receiving end of the One World Government’s plans to Washington Institute would not respond our call OIL, LOTS OF OIL. To get to the heart of the matter 
topple all governments in the region (with the excep- for information, but my source told me that, generally; we need to examine where this oil bonanza is 

tion of Israel) who could be a threat to the new World the pact was spurred the fact that the Turkish secular located shall also look at the broker who 
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nation’s territory by another and then sanctifies such 
illegal occupation by favorable treatment and backing, 
political and financial, of the aggressor nation,” said 
Hassan Nasrallah. “Hezbollah has repeatedly stated 
that it would cease attacks on Israel if its forces would 

arranged the betrothal. of the Gulf War, U.S. intelligence agencies provoked verge of starvation, approached the U.S. for help, they 
The prologue to the marriage of convenience began the Kurds to revolt against Saddam Hussein. They did, were told by Margaret Tutweiler of the State Depart- 

in 1899 with the advent of Mr. William K. D’Arcy and and were promptly abandoned by the U.S. government ment they would get no help: “We cannot permit a 
Admiral William Chester. The prize they sought was when the rebellion failed. The Kurds still sat stub- violation of the Conference on Security and Coopera- 
the Mosul oil fields. D’Arcy got a huge concession bornly on the land over the most valuable Mosul fields. tion in Europe (CSCE) principles without strong con- 
from the Shah of Iran (for British oil interests) but demnation.” 
Sultan Abdul Hammid wouldn’t let go of the vilayets of At last in 1992, the Turks saw their long yearning 
Mosul and Baghdad to Admiral Chester. In the end, They believe for the control of Mosul coming closer to reality. But 
D’Arcy triumphed; the Sultan was swept out of power themselves unlike the Armenians and the Kurds, they could see 
by the Young Turks, thanks to the hidden hand of that Turkeywasbeingusedbyits Londonand Washing- 
British Intelligence MI6 and a company that later ton mentors. The glittering prize of the Mosul totally 
became known as British Petroleum. you well know what blinded the government in Ankara. 

There was much skullduggery on the go over the 
Mosul oil fields in 1914; the First World War had some [END OF QUOTING] 
if its causations here. Winston Churchill made no understand their position 
secret of acquiring not only the Mosul fields (which lie but then, Now it would appear there might well be interest 
under Kurdish lands) but all of the oil in Iraq...In 1913, neither do many of How much hope do you into the subject OfLebanonalso, since Lebanonisunder 
one year before WW-I broke out, the British govern- siege. What will now happen that the NEW power is in 
ment increased ownership in Ihe Turkish Petroleum Montana saving the day and living happily in Israel? Well, perhaps the Shadow knows but I would 
Company, completely shutting out the Turks who con- suspect that all of you can guess pretty accurately the 
trolled the Mosul area which is Kurdish-owned land. outcome of all nations regarding Israeli confronta- 

Now we know why seventy years later the Bush The wholesale slaughter of Kurds going on in tions. 
administration showed so much concern for the Kurds. Turkey and along its borders with Kurdistan (northern [QUOTING from the same source, April 1996:] 
The concerns over the fate of the Kurds were acts of Iraq) is an absolute disgrace. The Kurds are being 
sheer hypocrisies. Turkey struggled for fifty years to exterminated because of the oil greed of the U.S. and 
get back what it had lost in the Mosul region, not that Britain. They have long lusted after the rich prize of 
Turkey owned it in the first place-it is the homeland the Mosul. Turkey entered into its new agreement with 
of the Kurds. Israel on the promise of being rewarded a piece of the 

How about the rights of the Kurds? Stirred up to Mosul, once the Kurds are finished off-just as the 
revolt against the Turks by British Intelligence M16, Armenians were slaughtered when Turkey tried to grab There is more to what meets the eye in the current 

the Kurdish rebellion of February, 1925 ended in the the oil-rich Karabakh region-with the blessing of the war raging between the Hezbollah and Israel over the 
deaths of thousands of Kurds and the execution of their United States. so-called “exclusion zone” occupation of Lebanon. The 
leaders. The Kurds experienced generations of upris- Just as the war against the Kurds has intensified “zone” unilaterally established by Israel and which 

ings, never suspecting that their supposed mentors because of lust for the Mosul oil fields, so are the Hezbollah says is merely an Israeli excuse to occupy 
were indeed the cause of their problem. Armenians experiencing a new wave of terror for the oil part of Lebanon, has long been a bone of contention. “I 

Nothing has changed since the 1920s. In the wake in Karabakh. When the desperate Armenians, on the know of no other country in the world where the United 
States endorses and encourages occupation of one 

withdraw and end this unlawful occupation of Leba- 
non,” he added. 

My source in intelligence monitoring of economic 
events told me that the current round of fighting has as 
its ultimate goal the destruction of Lebanon’s economy 
and an end to its bid to become “Swiss bankers of the 
Middle East”, a goal it was fast realizing. “Israel has 
always feared competition to its export trade from 
Lebanon and is using the current fighting to deal a 
mortal blow to Lebanon’s booming economy,” he said. 
This is sad, because Lebanon has been struggling for 
many years to overcome the effects of the invasion by 
Israeli forces in 1983. 

Speaking on French television, Lebanon’s Presi- 
dent Hraoui said that Israel continues to defy a United 
Nations resolution to get out of Lebanon. He also 
disclosed that he had offered to place 35,000 Lebanese 
soldiers along Israel’s border with Lebanon, once the 
Israelis left Lebanon. “We told them (the Israeli gov- 
ernment) that we would stop any and all attacks against 
Israel coming from this region,” he added. The Leba- 
nese ambassador to Washington also mentioned the 
offer, which, he said, has thus far been declined by 
Israel. He concluded that Israel will have to come to 
understand that their presence in Lebanon is the reason 
why Hezbollah attacks have increased. “If you have an 
occupation the occupied will resist,” was the gist of his 
remarks on French television. 

There are voices being raised in Israel for the recall 
of former Defense Minister Ariel Sharon, who was put 
out to pasture following the withdrawal of Israeli forces 
at the end of the war that began 1983 with the invasion 
of Lebanon. Sharon appeals to certain sections of the 
Israeli political scene because of his willingness to 
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massive military fire power against any nation he per- 
ceives as a threat to Israel. Muzzled and kept on a leash 
for years, Sharon’s revival may not be that far off, and 
if he is recalled we may expect to see a much wider 
conflict come out of the present struggle by Hezbollah 
to dislodge Israel from its self-proclaimed “security 
zone”, he told me. 

According to Seth Gittel, a Jewish reporter, Sharon 
told him, “Israel is in a war in Jerusalem, in Tel Aviv, 
along the northern border.” Gittel says that “a recent 
rash of suicide bombers has put the spotlight on Mr. 
Sharon.” Another Israeli writer Rae1 Isaa, said, “He 
(Gen. Sharon) has a proven record, better than anyone 
else’s in dealing with terror. I don’t think there are any 
questions about that.” 

Gittel quotes Sidney Zion, a columnist 
as saying, “Prime Minister Peres must make Mr. Sharon 
his tsar in the war against terrorism. There is a 
longing to get a guy in there who will know how to deal 
with this issue. People want the thing to end. You can’t 
have a country where you can’t even walk on Dizengoff 
Street.” Commenting on what Sharon thinks, Gittel writes: 

“When asked what he would do to end violence, Mr. 
Sharon, a member of the Knesset, zeroed in on the “B” 
areas where Israel shares responsibility with the Pales- 
tinians, Arabs. Israel should immediately regain full 
control of these areas, exactly according to the agree- 
ment (The Oslo Agreement). I think severe 

and 

n 

“We know the targets, we have to act... I don’t 
believe this international meeting will save even one 
human’s life, because most of the things are known. 
Altogether it seems this international conference, which 
will take place one day, is more in order to help Mr. 
Peres win the elections.” Complaining at having been 
silenced and sidelined for all of these years, Sharon 
said, “I believe that I could have been a real help to 
solve this problem. I think I’ve got more experience 
than anyone else in this field, but I was not asked.” 

Sharon says his main task is to help Benjamin 
Netanyahu win the election, “because the main goal is 
to remove this dangerous government... It is the current 
government that ties the hands of the army and security 
services because of the agreement that they signed.” 

If Sharon is returned to power, look for 
a which is likely to 
spread through the entire Middle East like an out-of- 
control brush fire. 

The Jewish Telegraphic Agency (JTA) reports that 
serious in-fighting between Orthodox and Reform Jews 
in Israel has spilled over to the United States. The JTA 
report states: 

In another salvo in the battle between Orthodox 
and non-Orthodox leadership over religious plurality 
in Israel, Rabbi Eric Yoffte called for the Israeli gov- 
ernment to dismantle the office of the chief rabbinate. 
“The chief rabbinate is a foreign implant established by 
the British (in pre-state days) to gain greater control 
over the Jewish population,” Rabbi Yoffie said. “It is 
now part of the corrupt political and religious bureau- 
cracy. The chief rabbinate has no legitimacy, no reli- 
gious standing in Israel. Have the truly distinguished 
rabbinical leaders of Israel in recent years served as 
chief rabbis? No. Because it’s all a corrupt political 
process,” said Rabbi Yoffie. 

LIBYA 

In the face of repeated accusations that Libya was 
involved in the bombing of Pan Am 103 over Lockerbie, 

Scotland, the People’s Congress-Libya’s parliament- 
voted to keep Colonel Abubaker Younes as its defense 
minister and chief of the armed services. Col. Muammar 
Qaddafi is concerned about preserving the so-called 
“second generation” of the revolution in top posts in his 
cabinet. 

These men are now in their 40s and 50s and they are 

unswerving in their loyalty to Qaddafi. Chief of the 
Revolutionary Committees is Mohammed al Mabzub. 
The Security Battalions which patrol all cities and 
which are equipped with the best equipment Libya’s oil 
revenues can buy, are under the command of Khalifa 
Ahneiche while the Jamahariya Security Agency is 
under the command of Col. Abdallah Sanussi al Migrahl. 

Clearly, Libya’s leadership is upset by the continu- 
ing threats against its security, the latest coming from 
the U.S. Secretary of Defense William Perry who claims 
that Libya is building some kind of an underground 
nuclear facility near Rabat. As far as the U.S. Consti- 
tution is the law of the land, it does not allow for the 
kind of threat BEING MADE BY PERRY 

RUSSIA 

All the big guns are being thrown behind Boris 
Yeltsin, Like Peres, facing a crucial election in Israel, 
Yeltsin must win in June. If Yeltsin fails, it will be at 
total disaster for Clinton, while even if Peres does not 
make it Clinton’s strong alliance 
with leaders of the two main political parties in that 

country will see him through. Hence Clinton’s trip to 
Moscow and the meeting of G7 held in the Russian 
capital a few weeks ago. 

Though not on his public agenda, Clinton will try 
to find out what is going on at the huge complex under 
control of the military, said to have been “recently 
discovered”, presumably by the NRO and the NSA. 

subscribers will know that this is not a new 
facility. In March, 1995 gave a good deal of 
information about what the Russians are doing in this 
regard. 

on 
The latest intelligence report we were expecting 

concerning the Russian facility allegedly just recently 
discovered by the U.S. did not arrive in time for this 
issue. It will appear later. I believe this complex is 
being used to carry out advanced chemical and biologi- 
cal warfare experiments, work on the megajules trans- 
mitters and even hydronuclear testing. 

MEXICO 

A secretive Carlos Salinas, former president of 
Mexico and chief architect along with George Bush of 
the NAFTA trade agreement is apparently in semi- 
seclusion in Ireland. Salinas was accosted by a reporter 
for the Mexican newspaper when he attended 
a board meeting of Dow Jones stockholders of which he 
is a member. The reporter asked Salinas point 
blank, “Where are you living now?” To which Salinas 
responded, “I live in Ireland now.” has re- 
peatedly accused Salinas of conduct that did harm to 
Mexico during his term of office and his name is today 
reviled throughout Mexico, where the country’s 
economy remains on a knife-edge. 

With the murder of Jose Arturo Ochoa, the Zedillo 
Administration is in deeper trouble than ever. Ochoa 
was shot several times while jogging in a Tijuana park 
on Wednesday, April 17th (1996). Ochoa was the lead 
investigator into the murder of Louis Donald0 Colosio 
and the affairs of a former prosecutor, Mario Ruiz 
Massieu, said to have benefited from large “donations” 
from Mexican drug trade kingpins. 

SYRIA 

There is much diplomatic activity centered on Syria 
mostly in an effort to bring a halt of the dueling by 
Israeli 155 mm artillery and 500 pound ariel bombs and 
Katyusha rockets fired by the Hezbollah. Katyusha 
rockets are supplied by Iran which turns out a version 

ofthe type developed by the Soviets during WW-II. The 
rockets are fired in salvos from mobile launchers. 
Generally, they are notoriously inaccurate and make 
more noise than their warhead has punch. Unlike the 
U.S.-supplied 155 howitzers, they can only be aimedby 
pointing the launch vehicle in the direction of the 
target. The present fighting is a result of a breakdown 
of the Hezbollah-Rabin 1993 agreement when the par- 
ties agreed to stop shelling civilian targets in both 
states. It seems that Hezbollah began to escalate at- 
tacks on the northern border of Israel, after moving its 

bases out of reach of Israeli gunners, but not their 
bombers. 

Israel has to seriously consider withdrawing from 
the so-called “occupied zone” to avoid direct confron- 
tation with Syria. If there is progress in this direction 
then there is hope that Assad will call off Hezbollah 
fighters and come to terms with Israel. According to 
my source, this sticking point is one of the main reasons 
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why Warren Christopher’s shuttle visits to Damascus 
have thus far come up empty-handed. Assad will also 
have to make significant concessions if a trade-off is to 
be arranged and my sources say the price for an Israeli 
withdrawal from the occupied zone will be costly in 
political terms for the Syrian president. 

GREAT BRITAIN 

Prime Minister John Major is hanging onto power 
by one vote. A recent bi-election saw the Tory candi- 
date defeated by a huge margin. It seems as though 
John Major will be obliged to call for general elections 
in a few weeks, because two Tory MPs have threatened 
to quit the party. If they do, that would be the end of the 
Major government. 

[END OF QUOTING] 

1 think it must be apparent that we have access to 
information, readers, but we don’t plan to carry this 
load along without support. have to make choices 
as to what material we publish and it is, confound it, 
difficult for my writer to be shot at, bashed and bad- 
gered, and then go forth and tell you the insider news. 
Until Green got greedy we had Dr. Coleman as a 
neighbor, literally, and supplied him and his comput- 
ers, etc. Green even GAVE the computer setup, which 
belonged to Phoenix Institute, purchased by Ekker 
specifically for John, and then when John took the gift 
away with him, let John take the brunt of the “removal 

of property”. Indeed, Green fails at almost every test of 
integrity and loyalty. I cannot help the confrontations 
of others against one another-I can only accept what 
are the choices of individuals. It seems John had 
enough problems without getting the shaft from Green, 
however. He (John) certainly did know where to hit 
back-but alas, that too, fell to Ekker-Ekkers-but, 
readers, Ekker-Ekkers are getting a bit tired of the 

tedium and insult upon their senses and property- 
AND I PLAN TO FULLY HELP THEM PUT A HARD 
STOP TO THIS GARBAGE ONGOING FOR EIGHT 
YEARS. 

There is an old Biblical saying that needs attend- 
ing: The Christ is supposed to have said, “Deny me and 
I shall deny you to and before my Father”. So be it and 
consider it done! 1 don’t have to go very FAR to pull 
that off for we weary of the evil in intent calling upon 
the name of God to save their sorry assets. And to you 
who cling to that dying vine: A PERSON IS KNOWN 
FOR THE COMPANY HE KEEPS AND THE MASTER 
HE SERVES! 

* 2533 

N. Carson, Carson City, NV 89706. 
I apologize, readers, for having no further informa- 

tion but I should explain to all of you that the informa- 
tion does not come from John. It is sent to “me” 
via Australia. We are indebted to Mr. Smith. We have 
standing permission to use any of John’s work and one 
day before long perhaps we can reward him greatly for 
his risks that YOU might KNOW. It is certainly NOT 
an easy task to be in this age of Kali. 
While check out’ 

Because of security there is NO 
CONTACT AT ALL with John or any of his connec- 
tions and Dharma. There is great respect and, for now, 
that suffices. 

Thank you, Dharma, for a long, long day. And to 

go your 
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More On: 

on 

29 517196 CONTACT; 
j/31/96 CONTACT on p. 48. 

5. 

Because this will be a very short week for writing 
and long on other mind-boggling judicial harangues, 
let us get part of Calvin Burgin’s book to use as this 
“Foreword” and also to allow us to not get too far in 
arrears in offering this information. I want you to 
realize that we are always asking that you gain knowl- 
edge and WISDOM, not take up arms. If, however, you 
stand forth and speak-let it be with informed knowl- 
edge and not just more lies and false perceptions. 

A lie which is foisted off by good men in their false 
beliefs does NOT A TRUTH MAKE! Slavery exists 
when and where MAN does not KNOW truth. 

by Calvin C. Burgin 

[QUOTING, PART 5:] 

CHAPTER 4 

SOME ORIGINAL BELIEFS 

CATHOLIC PAGANISM 

The Roman Catholic religion is a nearly perfect 
copy of the older”pagan” religions, substituting”Chris- 
tian” names, with it’s pontifex maximus, college of 
high priests, cardinals, primates, archbishops, bish- 
ops, parsons, curates, priests, vestals/nuns. One order 
of ancient pagan priests, now called chaplains, was 
originally called parasati (parasites). In the original 
Aramaic alphabet, PRST could be spelled PRBIST or 
“PARASITE”; it was the same word either way. 

[H: who Dharma 
to be anti-Jewish will carefully 

research into truth because if you have ignorantly 
dubbed us “anti-Semitic” (which actually 
the Angel realms), youerr if you the 
with ‘Jewish”.] 

The Original Bible Project, headed by James Tabor 
of the University of North Carolina at Charlotte (Tabor 
was the consultant to David Koresh of Waco, helping 
Koresh translate his description of the Seals of Revela- 
tion), and Robert L. Kuhn, (yes, as in Kuhn/Loeb) are 
now making an up-to-date translation of the Bible. 
James D. Tabor is an associate professor in the Depart- 
ment of Religious Studies at the University of North 
Carolina at Charlotte; has taught at the University of 
Notre Dame and the College of William and Mary; has 
been quoted as a Biblical language expert by US News 

and 
You can contact him at The Origi- 

nal Bible Project, 408 S. Pasadena Avenue, Suite 4, 

Pasadena, CA 91105. I have been involved with The 
Original Bible Project from before its official incep- 
tion, going back 20 or 30 years. The project was 
conceived by Ernest Martin, who was my pastor, be- 
cause he saw that the Bible was badly and 
needed to be corrected. Martin is often mentioned in 

magazine. 
They have recently completed a preliminary new 

translation of the In this translation, 
4:l says, speaking of Eve’s comment on the 

conception of Cain: “I have gotten a man by YHVH”, 
then the footnote says the Hebrew literally says 

2:18), showing that the He- 
brew literally says that YHVH (elsewhere defined as 
Satan, 3:12) got her pregnant. Verse 2 says, 
“And she continued to bear his brother, Abel,* then the 
footnote says, “The expression possibly implies that 
they were twins.” How could a black child and a white 
child be twins? The only explanation (unless it is a 
total hoax) is they had the same mother at the same 
time, but had different fathers! Cain was the original 
Tammuz, as this word means “twin”, and later shows 

up as Thomas (Tammuz) and in the New as 
Thomas Didymas “Thomas the Twin”. Is this THE 
TRUTH, or is it messed up? The preachers do not dare 
tell you the truth about what these scriptures actually 
say, so they have to argue over “interpretations”. 

Among the Dead Sea Scrolls is a document called 
This is translated in a book 

called and on p. 216: 
“Behold, I thought then within my heart that concep- 
tion was due to the Watchers and the Holy Ones... and 
to the Giants... and my heart was troubled within me 

because of this child. Then I, Lamech, approached 
Barthenosh [my] wife in haste...” She then protests 
that the child was not conceived by an angel/Watcher 
but u . ..that this seed is yours and that [this] conception 
is from you. This fruit was planted by you... and by no 
stranger or Watcher or Son of Heaven...” Here is more 
proof of the fact of angels (Watchers, aliens, extra- 
terrestrials, or whatever you wish to call them) giving 
birth to half human, half alien children. Or facts of the 

of such events. Most of the Dead Sea 
Scrolls have been locked away for over 40 years in the 
Rockefeller Museum in Jerusalem and their contents 
have never been revealed to the public. I have docu- 
ments from people who say that the reason for this is 
that the contents have to with extraterrestrials deal- 
ing with humans, and with flying “saucers”, and give 
proof that the Jews are NOT who they claim to be. The 
information would upset Jews, Christians, scientists, 
everybody; so for the “good of mankind” they have been 
kept secret. The documents that are now being revealed 
‘to the’ public have had 40 years of secret manipula- 
tions-who can trust their translations? The transla- 
tors themselves are highly brainwashed! 

BEASTS OF THE FIELD 

The speaks of “beasts of the field” as being 
different from animals, as having hands, as speaking 

and worshipping God, etc. These “beasts of the field” 
should have been translated as pre-Adamic humans! 
Apparently, Adam and Eve were NOT the first humans, 
they were merely an advanced type of human, who were 
to RE-plenish the earth! 

In 25; 30; 2:19, 20, etc., the “beasts of 
the field” are presented as different from the cattle or 
other animals. In Satan is said to be “more 

subtle” than any other “beast of the field”. Does this 
mean that Satan is smarter than a mule? Or does it 
mean that Satan is a very smart “beast of the field”? or 
what? 

In 2: 19 God brought the “beasts of the field” 
before Adam to see if a suitable wife could be found. Do 
you really think He brought a toad, giraffe, elephant, 
warthog, even a monkey to Adam to see if he found 
them attractive? Could this be a bad translationof what 
was really going on here? 

In Gen. 3~14 beasts of the field are presented as 
different from cattle, and in Verse 15 it says that there 
would clearly be two genetic lines with enmity towards 
each other, the seed of the woman (Eve) and the seed of 
the Serpent1 If you think you understand what the seed 
of Eve was, then explain to me what the other “seed” 
was that was to be the enemy! Oh, I have heard all the 
attempts by preachers to “spiritualize” the explanation. 
There are two, and only two, genealogies given before 
the Flood, the serpent/satanic seed of Cain in 
4 and the authorized “seed of God” through Seth in 

5! Read it! These genetic lines got mixed up 
through race-mixing, so God destroyed humanity with 
a Flood, except for Noah whose “generations” were 
“perfect”, according to the ancient stories. 

The Hebrew word for “cattle” or four footed beasts 
is “behemah”. The word for pre-Adamic humanoids is 
“chaiyah”, a word which means a living being and 
sometimes, but not always, can include sub-hums.n 
animals. 

5:23 speaks of the beast of the field being at 
peace. 4: 16 tells of Nebuchadnezzar being given 

the heart of a beast, in 5:21 it says that other 
beasts fed him like they feed oxen, in God 
makes a covenant with the beasts of the field separate 
from creeping animals, in 2:14 it is said that 
beasts make up nations, etc. 31:27: “Behold, the 
days come, saith the Lord, that I will sow the House of 
Israel and the House of Judah with the seed of man, and 
with the seed ofbeast.” What is this “seed ofbeast” that 
is being mixed with the “seed of man”? 

The is not at all clear on what the “beasts of 
the field” really are, but in view of other information it 
seems likely that has purposely been doctored to hide 
the truth, the truth of what the original documents said, 
which may or may not have been in themselves true. 

MORE BEASTLY EXPLANATIONS 

The “seedline” preachers say that in some instances 
when the speaks of “beasts of the field” it is 
referring to nonwhite humans. Some say this is really 
getting far out! But what about I:24: “And God 
said, Let the earth bring forth the living creature after 
his kind, cattle, and creeping thing, and beast of the 
earth after his kind: and it was so.” It would seem that 
“living creature” and “cattle” and “creeping thing” 
would just about cover everything, but then the 
adds “beast of the earth”. The Hebrew word here 
translated “beast”: is “chaiyah”. 
deliver not the soul of thy turtledove unto the multitude 
of the wicked...” The Hebrew for “multitude of the 
wicked” is again “chaiyah”, here referring to humans 
and in other places translated “beast”. says 
the term can be translated “alive”, “beast”, “company”, 
“congregations”. “troop”, etc. [H: Oops! And 
%ult”???] 

There are several Hebrew words translated as “mat?, 
which confuses the issue. For instance, 
“Thou turnest man [enosh] to destruction; and sayest, 
Return, ye children of men [adam].” 34~31: “And 
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ye my flock, the flock of my pasture, are men [adam], 
and I am your God, saith the Lord God.” Deuf. 
“Certain men [enosh], the children of Belial....” 
28:5: “Evil men [enosh] understand not judgment...” 

2: 7: “And the Lord formed man of the dust of 
the ground, and breathed into his nostrils the breath of 
life; and man [adam] became a living [chaiyah] soul.” 

“Ye shall be hated of all men for my name’s sake” 
(MM IO:22). “Then shall they deliver you up to be 
afflicted, and shall kill you: and ye shall be hated of all 
nations for my name’s sake” (Mutt. 24:9). 

These are but two of the many scriptures saying 
that true disciples of God will be hated and persecuted. 
Are you a Christian? If you answer, yes, then I ask you, 
are you hated and persecuted, is anyone trying to kill 
you? If not, what’s the problem? 

cuted people is (or was) a belief in varying degrees of a 
doctrine commonly called the “Seed of Satan” doctrine. 
This is a belief that Satan produced physical offspring 
through Eve and Satan’s fallen angels produced off- 
spring through human females at the time of Noah. 

I have read much literature condemning this doc- 
trine, yet without exception the writers who condemn 
the doctrine obviously do not even understand the 

doctrine in the first place, and thus are certainly not 
qualified to disprove it. 

And EVE 

1:27 tells of God’s creation of male and 
female man, and v. 28 (He) commands them to “Be 
fruitful, and multiply, and replenish the earth.” My 

says “plenish: to 
fill up, stock, furnish and repleni. II’ LO make complete 
or full AGAIN”. So for Adam and Eve to REplenish the 
earth, there had to be humans or humanoids before 

Look a little closer. “Then shall THEY deliver you them, right? 
up to be afflicted, and shall KILL you: and ye shall be Therefore Eve may not have been the mother of 
HATED of ALL NATIONS for MY NAMES SAKE.” I ALL the races, as it generally is taught. As a matter of 
ask you, what people, who have the name of Christians, fact, the word “Adam” (See 
are hated, persecuted and KILLED for their beliefs7 #119, 120 & 12 1) means “to show blood (in the face), 
You may answer, oh, the Christians are hated by those i.e., flush or turn rosy”. The word “Adam” could only 
rotten A-rabs, the Islamic nations even persecute and have applied to the white race, other races do not flush 
kill Christians. If I had asked you this question a few (blush). If check Young’s will 
years ago, you would have said it was the Communists see that the word “Adam” is sometimes translated “be 
that were persecuting and killing Christians, but nowa- ruddy”, “be dyed red”, “be red”, “be made red”, etc. 
days the former “tommies” are our “friends” and it is The word “Edom” is a variant of “Adam” and also 
the dirty rotten camel-jockeys that kill“us Christians”. means “red”. Gesenius’ 

Who are “THEY” inMutt. 24~9 that “...shall KILL which is coded to the numbers in 
you”? “They” are not Arabs (and frankly, of says, “to be red, ruddy” and 
Americans do not even know what an “Arab” is), but says, “The Arabs distinguish two races of men; one red, 
are Identified a few verses earlier (v.5) as “many shall ruddy, which we call ‘white’, the other ‘black’.” 
corm in my name, saying, I am Christ; and shall under “Adam” says “the 
deceive many.” It is the MANY (false, deceiving) first man... (Heb.’ adam, red; hence adamah, the 
teachers of Christ, that come in Christ’s name, who ground)“. 
persecute and KILL the true believers! Josephus, Bk. I. Chap. I, v. 2 says “This man 

How can this be? you ask. What people claiming to was called Adam, which in the Hebrew tongue signifies 
oe Christians are persecuting and killing other Chris- one that is red, because he was formed out of red 
tians? No such thing exists, you say. The sad fact is, earth...” 

this situation really does exist and most people are f:27: “So God created man in His own image, 
totally unaware of it. Just ask the friends and families in the image of God created He him; male and female 
of Gordon Kahl, Randy Weaver, Richard Snell, the list created He them.” The word here translated Uman” is 
could go on and on but most of the names would mean the Hebrew word “adam’, so Eve was also called ‘adam’ 
nothing to most people. One thing these names and (Gen. 512: “Male and female created He them; and 
more I have not listed all have in common is the fact blessed them, and called THEIR name Adam...“) 
that they were all persecuted at one time or another by So how Adam and 
people claiming to be “Christians”. Eve, per the were clearly of the white (or more 

Something else common to many of these perse- accurately, RED) race. Later in the the word 

“man” means mankind in general, and includes various 
races, women, and children. Nowadays, the word 
“man” is considered by some to be a sexist term. [H: So 

Eve COULD have been created with the ovum 
necessary to give birth to the different races, but there 
is no proof of that. The clearly says “kind” 

reproduces after “kind” and for the white couple to 
produce a black child would seem to be violation of that 
natural law. The question then comes to mind, what is 
the origin of the black races’? Of course, if a white and 
a black were to cross-breed, then the progeny could be 
either or somewhere in between. 

Nevertheless, some insist that all races came from 
Eve: “And Adam called his wife’s name Eve; because 
she was the mother of all living,” I think 
you will agree that this verse does not really mean she 
was the mother of ALL living (was she mother of 
bacteria, worms, elephants, flowers; you get the point?). 
What you probably don’t know, though, is that there is 
some doubt that 3:20 is even part of the original 
manuscripts. The Moffatt translation of the for 
instance, puts the verse in double brackets, and ex- 
plains in the introduction that double brackets “de- 
noted, throughout the entire passages 
which are either editorial additions or later interpola- 
tions”. Frankly, if you can face it with an open mind, 
the evidence seems to indicate that the god of Adam and 
Eve was the creator of white (or red “ruddy” red faced, 
probably red-headed also) race. But let’s look at some 
more data before you start making decisions. 

[END QUOTING OF PART 51 

Is this look at historical FACT somehow a mean- 
ingful “hate” campaign against what other people you 
don’t reflect? Of course not, for you cannot judge 
anything or discern correctly, anyone, if you don’t have 
the slightest idea of what the TRUTH of presentation 
might Does THIS somehow mean that the “White” 
is somehow worse or better than the “Black”? What 
B.S.! There is absolutely NOTHING upon which to 
base such foolish consideration! MAN is in the IMAGE 
OF GOD-CREATOR. GOD CREATOR IS LIGHT! HE 
IS ESSENCE OF ENERGY IN AN ARRAY OF THE 
MOST PERFECT VIBRATION OF ALL COLORS, 
ALL TONES, ALL THINGS AND ALL BEINGS. THAT 
CANNOT BE DESCRIBED AS WHITE OR BLACK 
OR IN-BETWEEN. GOD IS! It doesn’t matter worth 
aq ice cube in Hell what Imight “druther” have it or 
YOU might “drather” have it. GOD Is! And by the 

BROTHERS, you had better start looking around 
you for when the snit hits de fan, you had better be 
wishing you had made some “OTHER” possible deci- 

sions about your own standing! 
Yesterday we had a small meeting to share some 

thoughts and we had some visitors who respected us 
enough to come and share an hour or so in friendship. 
They were of a different color than are most of those 
present (YOU CAN’T KNOW FOR SURE WHAT 
COLOR AM I) and it was so necessary to have shared 
reverence with them as “brothers” in the logical sense 
of the word-“fellow humans”. Dharma is having to 
FACE the fact that someone VERY CLOSE is betraying 
her at every move-while these people cared enough to 
come and share in respect and reverence for, at the 
least, our own brotherhood one to another. 

I’m sorry that local problems must be discussed at 
any meeting we might have but that is the only real 
reason WE, AROUND HERE, have meetings. We can 
then share other topics but we don’t have a church, or 
a gathering, or a cult, or a regularly-set meeting. We 
just ARE and those who wish to share whatever is the 
topic are welcome to “break cookies” with us. 

I found the report of a person yesterday quite fun 
and would share: It was said, “I always sleep through 
anything and especially through lectures or speeches- 
but I am a bit angry for I couldn’t even doze off and tune 
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out the truth.” How many of YOU are “just angry” with 
US because we interrupt your sleep? When we interrupt 
your heart-soul perceptions then, and only then, will 
we have offered worthy material for your digestion. 

And Dharma, please dear, remember that in all 
relay races-someone has to carry the baton for the 
FIRST few laps before the race is even under way! 

Good morning. 

a a 

From the very doctrine of equality and liberty and 
humanity comes our belief in the brotherhood of man, 
through the Fatherhood of God. Within God there are 
no bindings of ritual or fraternity of oaths and 
prattlings-only the truth of trust, faith and friendship. 
When that brotherhood is broken by even the most 
thoughtless deed, the trust is forever broken, while 
replaced with suspicion and doubts in ALL further 
connections. 

Ye who would betray us to suit some need for your 
own concern or, “1’11 show you...” attitudes are not kept 
covered by those you serve-for THEY TELL ALL, 
AND BOAST OF THE CONQUEST OF YOUR INTEG- 
RITY. 

1 remind all of you who would read this writing that 
NOBODY can abide a snitch for they, too, know that 
you will as quickly betray to whom you tattle. The 
one who sent legally private documents to the opposing 
legal “takers” are less respected than the outright 
thieves for there are NONE left who will trust you- 
especially those you served. This should always be 
considered because, in the ending, everyone needs 
someone upon whom to lean and share. To move in 
with ones who claim unconditional love while they 
destroy and hate are but players of charades to betray 
YOU also. Proof of this statement? You have already 
been “told on” and tossed into the arena. Just remem- 
ber also thatjuries do not like liars, fakes, or snitches- 
either. Remember it well for forgiveness is not in 
consideration here, remembering lessons is of all im- 
portance. To ask forgiveness to simply continue to 
cover the misdeeds is silly around these parts for no one 
is NOT FORGIVEN even before the act. Forgiveness of 
SELF may be considered, however, for the deed and 
damage is done when in the “thinking” stage for the 
thought is THE measurement of God-the acts only the 
silly, or wise, whichever, of physical people. 

Beyond all in considering your actions as in serv- 
ing information out of context, and when you tamper 
with client-attorney privilege-you SERIOUSLY err 
for YOU become the criminal in action 

bring hurt and damage to Dharma, for instance, you 
succeeded but not for the reasons you might think. She 
realizes that when you betray HER-you betray GOD 
for she serves no 

a 

necessary do and become.-Oliver 

presentation which is entitled 

with those who sit and share their tricks and proclaim, glory and in greatness among the trees of Eden? yet 
falsely, their innocence while the proof of their trickery shalt thou be brought down with the trees of Eden unto 
is all over the public desks and documents in the failure the nether parts of the earth: thou shalt lie in the midst 

of their own integrity. Go forth and share with those of the uncircumcised with them that be slain by the 
ones for they shall appreciate your cleverness and give sword. This is Pharaoh and all his multitude, saith the 
you accolades for your wisdom in choosing evil intent Lord God.” 
as your actions as you join into their brotherhood. 
When you betray your own brother there is nothing left 
over which to argue or even discuss. It is the time of 
“sorting” of selves into your chosen categories of This gets a bit hard to follow for most people, but 
growth-in or out of goodness, loyalty, honesty, integ- 1 am specifically writing for the “educated” preachers 
rity and direction of travel while in this brief state of and hard core, Bible-studying Christians who take to 
perception. You will end up walking quite alone for the heart the command to “study to show thyself approved 
one you betrayed is ever more your friend than those to unto God”. These verses in are comparing the 
whom you SeNed up the betrayed. They will NEVER Pharaoh of Egypt to “the Assyrian” who was a tree in 
want you among them for they know that if you will the Garden of Eden, a reference to Satan 
betray the good, you will more quickly betray the wrong the commentators. This is another example of how the 
intenders when THEY cross you for the cover of their translators lie, for the Hebrew actually does not say 
own greedy, guilty deeds. Remember always that those “the Assyrian”, it says The 
who practice in ungoodly matters expose a more pious correctly translates it: “You saw Ashur was a 
countenance and prattle than ever could an honest and cedar in Lebanon....the cedars in the garden of God 
goodly person struck dumb by the attackers. YOU shall could not hide him...” If you will check 
pay dearly who betray anyone for can up will find that word translate “the 
excuses for actions but SELF knows-SELF ALWAYS Assyrian’* in the 
KNOWS. “Ashur”, see s #804 and #806, the exact same 

word as translated in “I am that 1 am”, the Ashur who 
[QUOTING, PART 6:] gave Moses the ten commandments. Thus saith your 

inspired Masoretic text word of God. Bullinger’s 
CHAPTER 5 note on this verse says “the Assyrian. 

Ginsburg thinks this should read ashshur” and in the 
preface to his says, “In the all 
important readings will be given according to Dr. C.D. 
Ginsburg’s of the 

2: I7 says Adam and Eve not to eat of the 
tree of the knowledge of good and evil. Does a tree have Hebrew book.] 
knowledge7 Was this a real tree or was it symbolic of The rebellious angel we know as Satan Ihe Devil, 
something else? When someone says the does not the “tree” in the Garden of Eden (the fruit of which 
really mean what it actually says, 1 generally say, “hold caused Eve to become ashamed of her body), was the 
your horses” (well, something like that). It has been my god who gave Moses the IO commandments! Like it or 
experience that most often the people who say that not, that’s what is says and 1 DARE you to check !t out. 
really mean they don’t like what the says and But don’t check it out to prove me wrong; 1 would hope 
therefore will re-interpret it into whatever they want it you check it out to determine what is the truth! Can you 

to say. This is what has created so many different face the truth? 
churches. Yet, 1 have to agree, that sometimes the Satan (Ashur) is being talked about in 31, 

really is speaking symbolically and not in a and he is presented as a tree in the Garden of Eden that 
literal sense. was cast down to hell into the pit. In 

What about in this case, does the word tree ever Satan is represented by the King of Tyre, and is pic- 
mean anything except a literal tree? 31, start- tured as “Thou sealest up the sum, FULL OF WISDOM, 
ing in verse 3: “Behold, in and perfect in BEAUTY. Thou has BEEN IN EDEN the 
Lebanon with fair branches, and with a shadowing garden of God... thou was upon holy mountain of 

shroud, and of an high stature; and his top was among God...” 
the thick boughs.... Therefore his height was exalted tells of people who become “trees of 

above trees of the field... 
dwelt all great nations.. So we see that the word “tree” CAN apply to a 

fir trees were not like his person, and the specifically speaks of Satan as a 
boughs, and the chestnut trees were not like his branches; tree in the Garden of Eden, and says his name was 
nor any tree in the garden of God was like unto him in if you have eyes to see. If you study these 
his beauty, 1 have made him fair by the multitude of his mentioned chapters, you will see speaking of 
branches: so that all the trees of Eden, that were in the the rebellious Satan who was pictured as a tree in the 
garden of God, envied him. Therefore thus saith the Garden of Eden, full of wisdom and beauty, who was 

envied by other “trees” and other NATIONS, indicat- 
and he hath shot up his top among the thick boughs, and ing there were other nations in existence at 
his heart is lifted up in his height; I therefore Satan was in the Garden of 
delivered him into the hand of the mighty one of the say “Garden OF Eden”, actually the speaks of the 
heathen; he shall surely deal with him: 1 have driven 
him out for his wickedness. And strangers, the terrible bigger than the Garden. When Cain expelled from 
of the nations, have cut off, and have left him: upon Eden, he went to the land of Nod, where 

sound of fall, 
pit: 

with the ati like 
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Not only did he find a wife, but the same verse says he 
built a city! Who helped him build the city-did he 
build it all by himself7 Who occupied the city, his wife 
and children? 

Of course, we “know” that it was an uninhabited 
wilderness, so we reason around and come up with 
possible answers. But do we REALLY KNOW what we 
THINK we know, or are we overlooking the truth and 

reading something into the scripture that is not there? 
One preacher, who wrote an article condemning the 
“seedline preachers”, made a big deal of accusing them 
ofpracticing what educated preachers called “eisegesis” 
(reading something into the text that is not there). 
That word is so esoteric that it is not even in many 
dictionaries. Why do so many preachers try to impress 
the world with big words (I myself execrate such pre- 
hensile habitude and eschew the exorbitant obfuscation 
of eschatological exposition, electing the more prag- 
matic use of the exemplicative exemplum)? (H: 

Name-calling is another favorite practice of 
this love-your-neighbor-or-die crowd. These addlepated 
nincompoops have been sucked in by Satanic brain- 
washing and spew out slop (do I sound likea preacher?). 

In 3:3. Adam and Eve are forbidden to eat of 
the tree “in the midst of the garden... Ye shall not eat 
of it, neither shall ye touch it, lest ye die.” The next 
time the word “touch” is used in the is in 
20:6 where it refers to Abimelech the King of Gerar 
being prevented from having sex with (touching) 
Abraham’s wife/sister Sarah. 

The Hebrew word “naga” which is here translated 
“tou.;h”, according to is a 
euphzmism for “to lie with a woman”. 
he that goeth in to his neighbour’s wife whosoever 
toucheth her shall not be innocent.” Also see #5066, 
“nagash”, which also is a euphemism for “to lie with a 
wornann. 

times 

what deliberate 

Anybody reading for the first time will 
wonder why eating a fruit they were told not to eat 
would make Adam and Eve ashamed of their bodies. It 
seems obvious that there is some kind of sexual sin 
involved here. Having illicit sex has always been 
classified as eating “forbidden fruit”. 

Then the question arises, did Eve have sex with 
Satan? Some feel that this is the obvious explanation 
of the situation. Others are too highly brainwashed to 

on, try 

even consider such possibility. do not know for sure 
what the truth is, but I am willing to pursue the possi- The fact that the says Noah’s pedigree was pure 
bilities, including the possibility that the whole story is and for that reason he was saved from the Flood, is 
a total fabrication. All I know for sure is that SOME- proof that the other pedigree was mongrelized (mixed) 
BODY IS LYING. and thus deserved to be killed. 

Above 1 said that “nagash” #5066) means your 
“to lie with a woman”. Eve was beguiled by a serpent, 
which in Hebrew is “nachash”, #5175. An- 
other meaning of “nachash” is “enchanter” or 
ducer”. Eve said, “The serpent (nachash) beguiled 
(nasha - #5377) me” which seems to be a play 
on words. says “nasha” means “seduced”. 
Interestingly, says another meaning for “nasha” 
(“Beguiled”) is to “lend on interest” or “exact usury”. 
I’m not a Hebrew language scholar, but it certainly Wake up, people, if you are not too far gone al- 
appears to me that these words have common root, ready! destroyed the world once for race-mixing. 
and that they have to do with sexual sin. THAT IS, IF YOU WANT TO CONTINUE TO BE- 

LIEVE EVERYTHING YOU READ IN THAT 
SO WHO WAS CAIN’S FATHER? AND BELIEVE THAT IS WHAT THE ACTU- 

ALLY SAYS. Frankly, I believe (and remember that 

“And Adam knew Eve his wife; and she conceived, what I “believe” means nothing, especially to YOU) 
and bare Cain, and said, I have gotten a man from the that the story of Adam and Eve is all messed up and is 
Lord. And she again bare his brother Abel” probably not true at all. I am not preaching race hatred; 

I am searching for TRUTH. We take pride in the 
The “seedline” preachers say that Cain was the son pedigrees of our Clydesdales and Appaloosas, our Af- 

of Satan’s seduction of Eve. “Mainline” preachers say ghans and our Chihuahuas, even our chickens and our 
that this verse plainly says that Adam was the father. I pigs! But we seem to lose our sanity when we turn to 
say that we should not eieio, er, what was that oh human breeding, especially if we are white by some 
yes, eisegatr. Does this verse say Adam was the father7 quirk of our parent’s decisions. This race thing is all 
Perhaps only Eve knew for sure who the father was, and messed up now, and probably was also back “in the 
she blamed it on the Lord. beginning”. 

I remind you, “Behold the Assyrian was 

Do you think Adam bought it? Now if a cedar in Lebanon...” then in verse 8 it says “The 
the verse had said “Adam begat Cain,” there could have cedars in the garden of God could not hide him. . . nor 
been no argument. The is full of “begats” but the any tree in the garden of God was like unto him in his 
word is not used of Adam until 5:3: “And Adam lived beauty.” We saw that this represented Satan in type as 
an hundred and thirty years, and begat a son in his own a tree in the garden of God (also called the garden of 
likeness, after his image; and called his name Seth.” Eden in verses 16 and 18) who was later cast down into 

Please take note that when Cain was born, Eve said, hell and the pit (v. 16). Get out your concordance and 
“I have gotten a man from the Lord.” In almost the you will find the word “Assyrian” in from the Hebrew 
same breath, the says, “She again bare his brother then look up that word 
Abel.” Nothing is mentioned about another concep- #806) and you will see that the word means 
tion, just that she gave birth to Cain then she gave birth “Black”, from the root word ‘s #7835) “shachar” 

to Abel. Could Cain and Abel have been twins? There which means “to be dim or dark in color-be Black”. 
is a very good possibility that they were, in the original This Asshur was the God of Moses! Think about it! 
story, and some scholars have indicated such. But 

notice what was said of the next son: “Adam... begat a 
son in his OWN LIKENESS, after HIS IMAGE , and that all “Black” people 
called his name Seth.” It was not said of Cain that he 
was in Adam’s own image, and saying that of Seth 
indicates a contrast to what was said of Cain. 

I suggest that, if we assume the story to be true, 
there is a very real possibility that Cain and Abel were 
twins, with the same mother and different fathers. If 
you know your biology you know that, while relatively whatever, to fill the 
rare, this is something that can and does occur. Eve 
was specifically created to “be fruitful”. Cain may have 
been the son of Satan and may have been dark of color, 
part of the reason for the friction between Cain and 
Abel. The Seth line continued on down to Noah, who 
was “perfect in his generations” “And the Lord God said unto the ser- 

says “Heb. tamim, without blemish pent: Because thou has done this, thou art cursed above 
as to breed or pedigree” then in Appendix 26 he ex- all cattle, and above every beast of the field; upon thy 
plains that this refers to genetic perfection, not moral belly shalt thou go, and dust shalt thou eat all the days 
perfection, and says, “This shows that 6.9 does not of thy life: And I will put enmity between thee and the 
speak of Noah’s moral perfection, but tells us that he woman, and between THY SEED and HER SEED; it 
and his family alone had preserved their pedigree and shall bruise thy head, and thou shall bruise his heel.” 
kept it pure.. .” says the word :‘gen- This is the “Protevangelium” as taught in the semi- 
erations” means RACE. Let’s tell it like it is, shall we: naries. Don’t you love these big words? Seminaries are 
it means Noah was not polluted by race-mixing. The the same as other trade unions, with their words, 
other line listed in the at that time, the line of languages, rituals, ceremonies, etc., reserved for their 
Cain, was genetically crossed or, in the words of the elite. 
professors, “polluted”, and was destroyed by the Flood. Protevangelium: “the first gospel”. Many preach- 

ers agree that the promise of the seed of the woman in 
verse 15 refers to Christ (see as a physical 

but nearly everybody over- 
looks the part that says that the serpent (Satan) would 
also have physical seed. Or should we say that one part 
of the verse is literal and the other part figurative? 
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Isn’t that fudging? Henry Morris, in The 
explains it another way: “Neither Satan, who is 

a spirit, nor the woman would be able to produce 
seed; only the man was created to do this. 
These two seeds, therefore, must refer primarily to 
spiritual progeny” (p. 121). For some reason, most 
women have a hard time accepting that only men can 
produce seed. Perhaps because the dictionary says 
“seed” means descendants, offspring, children, ovum, 
etc. 

3: 12: “Not as Cain, who was of that wicked 
one, and slew his brother” (KJV). “We must not be like 
Cain; he belonged to the Evil One, and murdered his 
own brother” “Do not be 
like Cain, who belonged to the evil one and murdered 
his brother” “...not to be 
like Cain, who belonged to the Evil One and cut his 
brother’s throat;” “...unlike Cain, 
who was a child of the evil one and murdered his 
brother” “We are none of us to 

have the spirit of Cain, who was a son of the evil one 
and murdered his brother” 
Excuse me, am I eieioing again, or does the say 
that Cain was son of the Evil One? 

save 

In 6, we read “And it came to pass, when 

men began to multiply on the face of the earth, and 
daughters were born unto them. That the sons of God 
saw the daughters of men that they were fair; and they 
took them wives of all which they chose. And the Lord 
said, My spirit shall not always strive with man, for that 
he also is flesh: yet his days shall be a hundred and 
twenty years [from the time God spoke, until the Flood. 
This may have nothing to do with the normal lifespan 

of man, as some commentators say]. There were giants 
in the earth in those days; and also after that, when the 
sons of God came in unto the daughters of men, and 
they bare children to them, the same became mighty 
men which were of old, men of renown. 

And God saw that the wickedness of man was great 
in the earth, and that every imagination of the thoughts 
of his heart was only evil continually. 

“And it repented the Lord that he had made man on 
the earth, and it grieved him at his heart. And the Lord 
said, I will destroy man whom I have created from the 
face of the earth; both man, and beast, and the creeping 
thing, and the fowls of the air; for it repenteth me that 
I have made them. But Noah found grace in the eyes of 
the Lord: These are the generations ofNoah: Noah was 
a just man and perfect in his generations, and Noah 
walked with God.” 

Why should God destroy the world, because people 
were eating and drinking, and marrying and giving in 
marriage? 
eating or drinking worthy of sinful death penalties? Is 
marriage a sin? Some say that these verses are merely 
expressions meaning that people were “doing their own 
thing” and ignoring God, going their own way. 

If God destroyed the world for that reason, then 
should have destroyed it BEFORE Noah, and should 
have destroyed it a million or billions of times, since 
then. The only explanation that makes sense is the term 
“sons of God” refers to Angels some- 
times are shown to eat and drink, and appear as human 
men. tells of the sons of God, the same words 
used in including Satan, reporting to 

there was a day when the sons of God 
came to present themselves before the Lord, and Satan 
came also among them.” 2: “Again there was a day 
when the sons of God came to present themselves before 
the Lord, and Satan came also...” These sons of God 
were present at the creation of 
“When the morning stars sang together, and all the 
sons of God shouted for joy.” 

“STRANGE FLESH” 

6 tells of the “angels which kept not their first 
estate, but left their own habitation” and as a result “He 
hath reserved (them) in everlasting chains under dark- 
ness unto judgement of the great day, Even as Sodom 
and Gomorrah, and cities about them in like manner, 
giving themselves over to fornication, and GOING 

AFTER STRANGE FLESH, are set forth for an ex- 
ample, suffering the vengeance of eternal fire.” 

The Greek word here (and only here) translated 
“habitation” is “oiketerion”, #36 13, from the 
root “oikeios”, #3609, which says 
means “those of his own household”. Now, friend, look 
up the word “house” in find the 
entry for 2 Cor. 5:2 and you will see that the Greek word 
here translated “house” is #3613, exactly the 
same word translated “habitation” in 6. let’s 
read 2 Cor. 5:2: “For in this we groan, earnestly 
desiring to be clothed upon with our house which is 
from heaven: if so be that being clothed we shall not be 
found naked.” These are the only two places in the 

where this Greek word is used, and it refers to the 
physical and spiritual body. It does NOT refer to a 
building, a location, a situation, or any of the other 
false explanations of the term. The plainly, in the 
original, says that the (fallen) angels left their own 
bodies and went “after stranee flesh”. Vine’s 

says that the 
Greek word translated “habitation” means “figuratively 
of the spiritual bodies...” 

The Greek says the words translated 
“strange flesh” are really “flesh of another”, “sarx” 
(#456 1) “heteros” s says heteros means 
“other or different”. There is evidence that the humans 
were doing the same thing in principal as the angels 
were doing-the humans were going after “strange 
flesh” by having sex with animals (as well as with 
angels). 

Some brainwashed preachers say these verses mean 
“God-fearing men married the daughters of men who 
did not fear God.” Many commentators use this expla- 
nation, simply because they will not face-up to the truth 
of what is said. This is a stupid, sexist, explanation. 
How come the men were righteous, and the women were 
not’? Since when did mixed-faith marriages produce 
aberrant “giant” offspring? 

In 2 2:4, Peter writes of these fallen angels: 

“For if God spared not the angels that sinned, but cast 
them down to hell (Tartarus), and delivered them into 
chains of darkness, to be reserved unto judgement; And 
spared not the old world, but saved Noah the eighth 
person, a preacher of righteousness, bringing in the 
flood upon the world of the ungodly...” 

The fallen angels were taking human wives and 
fathering giants (IF we take the story at face value). 
They were also eating and drinking, which was forbid- 
den for them and thus a sin for them but not for humans. 
Some preachers say it is not possible for angels to 
reproduce with women, but the only says that they 
do not marry in Heaven. It does not say they cannot 
reproduce, it only says they are not allowed to marry in 
Heaven. Besides, if human men are involved here, why 
were they giving birth to giants and mighty men? 

6:4: “There were giants in the earth in those 
days; and also after that, when the sons of God came in 
unto the daughters of men, and they bare children to 
them, the same became mighty men which were of old, 
men of renown. And God saw that the wickedness of 
man was great in the earth... And it repented the Lord 
that he had made man on the earth.. . And the Lord said, 

I will destroy man... But Noah found grace in the eyes 
of the Lord... Noah was a just man and perfect in his 
generations [Noah’s genetic line was not polluted by 
the fallen angels. However, some of the wives carried 
the latent genes of the fallen angels and giants ap- 
peared for some time after the flood].” 

After all, God reproduced through a human woman 
and she gave birth to 

Emmanuel, whom we call Jesus. We are of the same 
“kind” as God, just as are the angels. “Of whom [God] 

whole family in heaven and earth is named” 

Is it possible for “angels” to have sex with humans, 
and produce offspring? Both Josephus 

Book I, Chap. 3, v. 1) and the the 
of the time of Christ, plainly say that fallen 

ANGELS were giving birth to giant men. They do not 
say “sons of God”, they say “angels”. This was the clear 
understanding prior to and during the time of the early 
Christians. 

Further proof that the common perception was that 
fallen angels were fathering children with human women 
is given in the 6:1,2: “And it 
came to pass, when the children of men had multiplied, 
in those days there were born to them beautiful and 
comely daughters. And watchers [angels, see 
4:13, 231, children of heaven, saw them and desired 
them, and lusted after them; and they said one to 
another, ‘Come, let us choose for ourselves wives from 
the daughters of earth, and let us beget us children.“’ 

a 
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washed to see it. I can tell you right now that I have more respect for 
the THINKING adversary than for the brainwashed and 

ANGELS OR DEMONS? still dripping, sheeple of the Lies. Does this NOT 
sound like a teacher of God? How would you know 

One preacher said, “Seedline preachers tell us that when you can only believe the garbage dumped upon 
DO YOU the ‘sons of God’ were angels... They assume that you from the opinions of usually “guilty of perversion” 

because the expression ‘sons of God’ is used of angels 

a few times in the it must be speaking 
of angels in this passage. However, they entirely 
overlook the fact that the expression ‘sons of God’ (or 
Children of God) is used far more often of HUMAN 

choices BEINGS-particular God-fearing human beings-than 
of Further, it never seems to occur to seedline 
proponents that ‘sons of God’ is hardly an appropriate 

foolish actions is insipid.] expression for demonic spirits!” (emphasis his) It 
Enoch “These (leaders) and all the rest (of seems totally appropriate to me to call demonic spirits 

the two hundred watchers) took for themselves wives “sons of God”, since that is what t: ey are, and that is 
from all whom they chose; and they began to cohabit what the calls them. May I ; : iind these preach- 
with them and to defile themselves with them, and they ers that the words “demon” or “demons” are not in the 
taught them sorcery and spells and showed them the the rebellious angels are called ANGELS and 
cutting of roots and herbs. And they became pregnant SONS OF GOD. 
by them and bore great giants of three thousand cubits; In the scriptures that existed during the time of 
and there were born upon earth off-spring. These Christ, what we call the the phrase 
devoured the entire fruits of men’s labour, and men “sons of God” occurs in only these places: Genesis 6:2 
were unable to sustain them. and 4, the verses we he have just read. 1:6 and 2:1, 

where the sons of God “came to present themselves 
perchance “the before the Lord, and Satan came also...” And 7, 

Then the giants treated them violently and while God was creating the earth, “When the morning 
began to slay mankind.” stars sang together, and all the sons of God shouted for 
the only slain That’s it, folks. Those are the only places the 

gods, phrase “sons of God” is used, and it ALWAYS means 
whatever angels. You might want to include the “Son of god” 

Granted, is not part of THE but Jude used in 3:25, speaking of an angel in the fiery 
considered it worth quoting from. We saw above that furnace with Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego. Can 
Jude told of the fallen angels “going after strange you show me any place in the where the 
fled “. 14 and 15 are direct quotes from the “sons of God” refers to humans? Switching from 

Jude said he was quoting from Hebrew to Greek and including the Greek terms for 
14). If Jude did not believe to be true, he would “children of God” is cheating and does not count. 
not have quoted from it. Parts of the Where in the does the term “sons of 
were found among the (dated to 100 God” EVER refer to humans (with the exception of the 
B.C.), proving that our modern copy is the same as the created son of God, Adam)? 
ancient one, and by comparing it to what Jude said, it There is one more verse I want to mention. 
proves he was quoting from it. This is explained in 32:B: “When the Most High divided to the nations their 

magazine, 1987, Vol. III, #2, article inheritance, when he separated the sons of Adam, he set 
“Don’t Let Pseudepigrapha Scare You.” in the same the bounds of the people according to the number of the 
issue is an article called “When the Sons of God Ca- childrenof Israel.” Since Israel did not exist until long 
vorted with the Daughters of Men”, in which the au- after this, and this is speaking of all nations (not just 
thor, Ronald S. Hendel, says “For thousands of years Israel), this verse does not make sense. However, some 
this story has scandalized the grain of our traditional authorities have recognized this problem and 
understanding of biblical religion, But the story is different reading: “...according to the number of the 
there, and since it is, perhaps our traditional under- Sons of “He as- 
standing is what’s wrong.” Hendel is assistant profes- signed the realms of the nations to the various deities” 
sor of religious studies at Southern Methodist Uni- “...how one by one he fixed 
versity. own the folks, each with its guardian angel” (Moffatt). 

“..,he set the bounds of the nations according to the 
number of the angels of This 

appears to me to be saying that each nation has its own 
god or angel, 

A fragment of was found among the 
Scrolls which contains this text and it says 

“the Sons of God”. texts use the words 
“sons of also in 32:43 and in thesame verse 
also calls them “angels of God”. So here are two more 

“For Christ also hath once suffered uses of the term “sons of God”, 
for sins... by which also He went and preached unto the angels. Bullinger’s says “This is why 
spirits in prison; Which sometimes were disobedient, angels are called ‘sons of in every other place 
when once the longsuffering of God waited in the days where the expression is used in the We 
of Noah, while the ark was a preparing...” This says have no authority or right to take the expressionin Gen. 
that while Noah was building the ark, Christ intervened 6, 2, 4, in any other sense.” 
and locked these particular rebellious angels in a con- 
dition of restraint (Tartarus, translated as hell in the [END QUOTING OF PART 61 
King until their time of judgement. [H: 

1 want you to consider WHO tells you not to read my 
was in Galilee.] presentations? Oh? Could it be the ones who have 

During the of Noah they further disobeyed, as is decided in their opinion WHICH of the myriads of 
evidenced by their being locked in Tartarus. What was “VERSIONS” of a bunch of MAN-CHOSEN documents 
their additional sin, if not the sin of taking women? to shower upon your thoughtless minds? Note that the 
The clearly (in the original languages) says what versions foisted off onto your non-thinking brain appa- 
their sin was if you are not too prejudiced and brain- ratus are NOT EVEN 

men? “Perversion’* also means “evil”-in iis most true 
perception because perversion, like evil, is simply that 

which “draws or pulls you away from your passage TO 
GOD OF LIGHTED TRUTH”. 

Always, readers, take careful note of that which 
you do in the secret darkness of desire to NOT be 
discovered-and you will find the “fallen angels” and 
I would suggest that you may well find yourself among 
MEN, not angels at all. Angels DO NOT FALL-they 
DELIBERATELY do that which they do and, please, 
stop confusing the two ideas. The Devil can’t make you 
do anything-in Spirit. If you allow him to mark your 
soul-that becomes YOUR problem as well. You can 
call the words anything you choose-just know that 

concept and meaning are not changed by your opinion. 
Thank you. Good morning 

6/5/96 #2 HATONN 

[QUOTING, PART 7:] 

CHAPTER 6 

KNOWLEDGE FROM THE ANCIENTS 
NEPHILIM 

The word “Nefilim” stems from the Semitic root 
NFL which means “to cast down”. The word “nefilim”, 
which is left untranslated in in some 
versions of the means “those who were cast down 
upon the earth”, or in other words, it means the fallen 
angels. says that the word 
“naphal” (from the root NFL) means be cast down, fall, 
fall down, be fallen, etc. These “sons of God” who were 
marrying “daughters of menn and producing giant chil- 
dren were fallen angels, what some now call demons. 

the word “nephilim” (#5303) 

comes from the root #5307, “naphal”, which he says 
means “fall” or “cast down”, and says the Chaldean 
equivalent (#5308) means “fall down”. Don’t take my 
word for it; look it up and prove it for yourself. 

Ronald Hendel, in the article previously quoted, 
says “nephilim literally means the ‘fallen ones”’ and 
said they were “half god, half human”. 

Think about what that means. The fathers of these 
beings COULD FLY! At one time, they attempted to 
take over God’s throne (according to the story). They 
were there when the earth was created! They knew 
about what we now call Australia and America. They 
knew how many planets were in the solar system. Noah 
talked to these beings. He knew them personally. He 
was one of them! The Babylonians said they learned 
about astronomy from the Sumerians, and the Sumerians 
were Noah’s family! Either this is true, or the stories 
are not true and you may as well throw away your 

In studying the archaeology of ancient Sumer and 
Babylon, you will find many statues and carvings of 
larger than normal men, some of them being depicted 
with wings. THESE WERE REPRESENTATIONS OF 
REAL PEOPLE. People such as Gilgamish, 
Utnapishtam, etc., really existed, and the so-called 
myths telling about these people were based on real 
events and facts. The ancient cuneiform tablets 
Gilgamish was part god and part human. This was 
truth, in the fact that his ancestor was an angel (fallen) 

C. Leonard Wooley was one of the world’s foremost 
archaeologists. He wrote-a book called 
in which he showed quite clearly that when Egyptian 
civilization was just beginning, Sumerian civilization 
was already old. He directed the excavation of Ur of the 
Chaldees and found many cuneiform tablets. Among 
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his finds were lists of the kings of Sumer. Larsa list # 1 

gives the names of one line of kings BEFORE the 
Flood! I shall list them here in the following order: 
Name, city, and length of reign. 

The tablet says, “When kingship was lowered from 
Heaven kingship was first in Eridu.” Then it lists the 
following: 
A-lu-lim, Nunki, 28,800 years. 

A-la(l)-gar, Nunki, 36,000 
En-me-en-lu-an-na, Bad-tabira, 43,200 
En-me-en-gal-an-na, Bad-tabria, 28,800 
Dumuzi “the shepherd” [thus was the original Tammuz], 

Bad-tabira, 36,000 
En-Sib-zi-an-na, Larak, 28,800 
En-me-en-dur-an-na, Sippar, 2 1,000 
(?)du-du, Suruppak, 18,600 

Then the list says, “The Flood came. After the 
Flood came, kingship was sent down from on high.” 
The Larsa list thencontinues with 23 more names of the 
kings of the First Dynasty of Kish, after the flood. 

Samuel Dramer, in 
Culture p. 92 said the Sumerians counted 
by sixes, not by tens. They had a particular character 
for the number 6, a different character for the number 
60, and another character for the number 600. For 
instance, to express 3600, they used another symbol, 
not 6 x 600 as we do. 

This 600, 60 and 6 can be traced from Sumer to 
Babylon and then on down to the Roman Empire (“Mys- 
tery, Babylon the Great” and “his number is six hun- 
dred threescore and six”). We still preserve this system 
with our 360 degrees in a circle, 60 seconds in a minute, 
and 60 minutes in an hour. 

THE ANUNNAKI 

Zecharia Sitchin in which was the 
first of a series of books he wrote on ancient Sumeria, 
tells of stories that have been translated about the 
ancient Anunnaki. Who were these people the 
Sumerians called the Anunnaki? 

Sitchin, in his second volume, p. 100, said the 

Anunnaki were “Those of Heaven Who Are On Earth”. 
Christian O’Brien makes it plainer. Christian was 
head of the Iranian oil industry when he retired in 1970 
and was an explorations geologist. He discovered and 
excavated the Tchoga Zambil ziggurat. He wrote a 
book called of and on page 37 he 
says: “The Anannage [also called Anunnaki], there- 
fore, were the Sumerian equivalents of the biblical 
Angels.” There are THOUSANDS of clay tablets that 
tell of these (“fallen”) angels. One group, the Library 
of Ashurbanipal, contained over 25,000 clay tablets, 
arranged in order by subject. Once you understand that 
these tablets tell stories about angels, you can learn 
some fascinating information about them. histo- 
rians consider these tablets to be mythological stories 
and are blind to the reality of what is before them. 

The fallen angels married human women and pro- 
duced offspring called “giants”, “Nefilim”, and “men 
of renown” in translations. Sitchin, p. 171, says: 
“What, then, does the term Nefilim mean? Stemming 
from the Semitic root NFL (‘to be cast down’), it means 
exactly what it says: It means those who were cast down 
upon Earth!” The term apparently at times applies both 
to the fallen angels and the offspring they produced. 

I had always been taught in church that angels 
could not have sex, and that no one knew for sure just 
what the Nefilim were. After doing my own research, 
I was surprised to learn that there are many thousands 
of written (cuneiform) records of these neftlim. Young S 

(and says the Hebrew word 
“naphal” means “cast down”, “to cause to fall”, “be cast 
down”, “fall down”, “be fallen”, etc., and Bullinger’s 

in Appendix 23 and 25 gives plenty 
of proof that the “sons of God” in were 
fallen angels and he says (p. 28 of Appendices) 
“nephilim, which means fallen ones (from Hebrew 

naphal, to fall).” the descendants of Abraham’s other wife Keturah are 
listed. And Jokshan begot Sheba, and Dedan. 
And the sons of Dedan were Asshurim....” Young’s 

says the word Asshurim means “mighty 

erhib- 

Bullinger also quotes the “There were depiction of aliens (space) 
Nephilim in the earth in those days (i.e., in the days of 
Noah); and also AFTER THAT, when the sons of 
came in unto the daughters of men and they bare 
children to them, the same became (the) mighty men 
(Heb. gibbor, the heroes) which were of old, men of 
renown (lit. men of the name, i.e., who got a name and ANCIENT KNOWLEDGE 
were renowned for their ungodliness).*’ When Bullinger 
says “men of the name” he is speaking of “men of shem” These fallen angels, called Nefilim (Nephilim, 
as he says shem means name, but Sitchin says it means Naphalim, Nafalim, etc.) in the and Anunnaki or 

space men or men of the rockets (or men of the planets, Anannage 
per Godfrey Higgins). in the clay tablets, 

The says 6:l: “Now when men passed on information to humans that was otherwise 

began to multiply over all the world and had daughters impossible for humans to know. One group of tablets 

born to them, the angels noticed that the daughters of told of three different ways of calculating distance 
men were beautiful, and they married any one of them between stars. Some told of Bode’s Law, a “modern” 
that they chose... (It was in these days that the Nephilim astronomical law by which one can predict the orbit of 
giants arose on earth, as well as afterwards, whenever planets. Our modern Zodiac was originated by these 
angels had intercourse with the daughters of men and beings. They identified constellations in the Southern 
had children born to them; these were the heroes who sky (as revealed by the ancient tablets), which they 

were famous in the days of old.)” (that is, normal humans in Mesopotamia) could not 
The have seen. The tablets show that they knew the world 

by Jacob 0. Meyer says: “And it came to pass, when was round. 
men began to multiply on the face of the ground, and 
daughters were born unto them, that the sons of Elohim 
saw the daughters of men that they were fair; and they 
took them wives of all that they chose. And Yahweh of 
said, My Spirit shall not strive with man for ever, for 
that he also is flesh, yet shall his days be a hundred and ME. 
twenty years. The Nephilim were in the earth in those 
days, and also after that, when the sons of Elohim came 
in unto the daughters of men, and they bare children to 
them; the same were the mighty men that were of old, 

the men of greater abilities than ordinary humans, they 
were not always of gigantic physical height, although 
they often were. Also, we count by tens because 

have ten fingers and ten toes. Some (many, all?) of the 
Nephilim had six fingers and six toes on each hand or 
foot (see 2 which would 
indicate why they counted by sixes and twelves, and 
where we got our number systems of dozens, 12 (and 
24) hours in a day, 360 degrees in a circle, why 
eggs by the dozen instead of tens, etc. This is the 
ultimate origin of the “666” system of Satan. 

One of the Nefilim 

name in Sumerian and Babylonian literature. 
was Goliath, who was slain by David. In 25, 
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Professor H.V. Hilprecht 
after studying 

several thousands of tablets, said that “all the multipli- 
cation and division tables from the temple libraries of 
Nippur and Sippar, and from the library of Ashurbanipal 
(in Nineveh) are based upon [the number] 12,960,OOO.” 
The precession of the equinoxes is called a Great Year 
and is a cycle of 25,920 years. The number 25,920 
divides into 12,960,OOO exactly 500 times. [H: Yes, 

This not only is 
evidence of their knowledge of the Great Year, but 
indicates that their numbering system was set up 
12,960,OOO years earlier. This is information that was 
“impossible” for the Sumerians to know, and was also 
totally useless information. So how did they learn it? 

The 25,920 cycle is also sometimes called the 
Platonian Year, which means Plato knew about it. 

He (Plato) no 
doubt learned it ultimately from the Sumerians. 

One tablet identified as A0.648 (Sitchin, p. 197) 
lists the twenty six major stars visible along the Tropic 
of Cancer, and gives the distances between them mea- 
sured in three different ways. One is measured by a unit 
called “mana shukultu” which means “measured and 
weighed”. Compare this with the ancient Aramaic 
ter;n “Mene” in 5:25, which means “God hath 
numbered thy kingdom” (v.26). Our word “money” can 
be traced back to the Sumerian word “mana” (through 
the goddess Moneta). The Sumerian term was related 
to the weight of escaping water over the passage of 
time. The second column of figures gave the distance 
between the stars in degrees of arc, and the third 
column gave the distance in “beru ina shame” each one 
of which was equal to 11,693 yards. 

28:13 says that Satan was in charge of the 
earth and there was commerce going on, perhaps musi- 
cal instruments were being made and gold and gem- 
stones were being mined. Sitchin, p. 
327, paperback edition, says: “The ancient texts de- 
scribed the Anunnaki as the rank-and-file gods who 
had been involved in the settlement of Earth-the gods 
‘who performed the tasks’,” then he has several pages 
of quotes from the tablets about the mining activities 
that were going 
minerals. 

4:22 says Tubalcain was “an instructor of 
every artificer in brass and iron”. Note that there was 
no such thing as a bronze age and an iron age-they 
were contemporary. There were bonze CULTURES 
and iron CULTURES, just like in modern Australia 
where there is, or at least was a few years back, a stone- 
age culture or pre-stone age culture along side a mod- 
ern iron age culture (perhaps we should call it a steel 
age culture). 

KHAR-SAG 

According to O’Brien, the Garden of Eden was 
called Khar-sag in the tablets. says: “Alto- 
gether, they were two hundred who descended in the 
days of Jared, on the summit of Mount Hermon.” Jared 
was ancestor of Noah. 

Kharsag 
of you?] was originally at Nippur, southeast of 

where the modern ruins of Babylon are now. Nippur 
was where the Garden of Eden was (according to most 
“authorities”). When they were driven from the Gar- 
den, Kharsag was moved to Mt. Hermon, a mountain on 
the northeastern border of Palestine near Lebanon and 

Syria. There is a modern village in Lebanon called 
Ehdin (Eden). 

People have wondered for ages where the Garden of 
Eden was located. This POSSIBLE answer is simple 
when you learn that the word for “heads” in 
2: 10 is what we now call People have been 
looking at the rivers backwards. 2~8: “And the 
Lord God planted a garden eastward in Eden...” The 
Garden of Eden faced to the East, that is you had to 
enter on the East side and I think that is what this verse 
means, “and a river went out of Eden to 
water the garden; from thence it was parted, and 
became into four heads. The name of the first is Pison: 
that is it which compasseth the whole land of Havilah, 
where there is gold; And the gold of that land is good: 
there is bdellium and the onyx stone. And the name of 
the second river is Gihon: the same is it that compasseth 
the whole land of Ethiopia. And the name of the third 
river is Hiddekel: that is it which goeth toward the east 
of Assyria. And the fourth river is Euphrates.” 

If you get a good map of Iraq, you will see a river to 
the right of the Tigris that intersects, best I remember, 
roughly about Basra. This was the Pison. If it is a really 
good map, you will see a Wadi to the left of the 
Euphrates that intersects at roughly the same area. 
This was the Gihon, and is now a river only when it 
rains. The Hiddekel is now called the Tigris. Havilah 
is located in Gen. 25:18 and I The rivers 
entered Eden then came to a head into one river which 
then exited Eden into the ocean. The shoreline is much 
farther away today than it was back then, because of 
silting. 

Ethiopia used to include Saudi Arabia. The Queen 
of Sheba, who was Queen of Ethiopia, actually lived in 
what is now called Yemen. My explanation of the 
Garden of Eden’s location is only a possibility, and I 
have some doubts. 

[END QUOTING OF PART 71 

I think this is a good place to break this writing for 
the chapter is too long to include in total in this writing. 
We will take up with the when we 
again have time to devote to this topic. 

I ask that all of you have patience before you draw 
undue conclusions. 

You close to me have already been waiting for the 
return of the Anunnaki, haven’t you? Well, own up to 
what you think! I weary of you hopping to conclusions 
and then denying that you did so. Does return of the 
Anunnaki mean the return of GOD’S PEOPLE (hosts)? 
Does the return of such as the Anunnaki mean-return of 
Space cadets? Does it actually mean anything at all and 
will the Anunnaki even represent anything at all that 
you EXPECT? Are they nice people or dastardly drag- 
ons of some kind7 Does ancient history make a thing 
“right”? Does contacting a spirit soul in another 
dimension mean you have a GOOD AND PERFECT 
contact? Of course not. Are you next going to turn 
around and ask GOD to deliver and save you from those 
awful (or goodly) Anunnakis? Do you remember the 
book that Nora writes ABOUT? It is called the 

You had better be finding out 
about these travelers because the “GAMES” are about 
to begin and it would behoove you to find out to which 
team you are assigned! Will you be on the Christian- 
Zionist Biblicist list, The Christian-Zionist Talmudic 

list, The Zionist Talmudic Khazarian list of disaster 
seekers, or just drifting in a stupor trying to chase 
rainbows and hug trees? This doesn’t even include the 
Islamic, Hindu, et al. of all religions-just the ones you 
hear squeaking the most. Will your next raper be tall 
like Bush or little like Shamir? Will you have a 
to protect a a or a of some kind 
like the hundreds of versions to thrust against your 
visitors-OR WILL YOU HAVE GOD? Oh yes, in- 
deed, you DO have a choice. You who live in constant 
reference to the worldly greed and physical expression 
shall be consumed by it. It is exactly THAT SIMPLE. 

It does not matter WHO IS RIGHT OR WRONG in 
assigning historical data to this one that one-it 
matters only WHAT IS RIGHT AND WHAT IS WRONG 
AND WHAT mD0 WITH IT. WHAT AND WHO IS 
god VS. GOD? A “god” will enslave you-GOD OF- 
FERS FREEDOM. The choice is up to you individu- 
ally. I can give you a clue as to recognition as to name 
versus truth-Aton and Amun are very different terms. 
One serves the physical and dark side of form-Aton is 
the One Light of Source. “G-o-d” is simply a label, 
nothing more. It is for identification just as is king, 
diety, jackrabbit or turkey buzzard. So why do we 
bother you with Sumerian texts and myths’? Because it 
is a long time past WISE to not know your roots and 
your history! Trust me! 

God creates and never “destroys”. He can and does 
“uncreate” in that the doing is lost to all data-all 
recordings. GOD DOES NOT MAKE MISTAKES! 
You can KNOW you have error in source if someone 
touts that God said He erred in, for instance, making 
“man”. GOD DOES NOT MAKE MISTAKES! MAN 
MAKES MISTAKES. GOD DOES NOT JUDGE- 
MAN JUDGES. 

Will man change enough while casting off the evil 
intentions sufficiently to allow God to divert the planet 
of Bitterness from your place? We shall see for when 
the return of the brothers comes again it shall be a bitter 
cup indeed. And brethren, you 

can lay 

quite comfortably on a bed of two-foot spikes if they be 
glued together in quantity enough-but to lie upon 
ONE two-foot spike in the area of the heart-you shall 
surely find pain and die. All you have gained in your 
failure to 
the laying upon a bed of nails wherein you cannot note 
the offensive ONE which kills. You have become 
people upon a sea of ever-changing illusions and shift- 
ing tales which you come to believe simply because they 
are presented unto you. You fail to place your anchor 
in TRUTH so that you can stablize and glean from the 
water your sustenance and LIFE. If your soul be not 
anchored in its source-it is but another dingy on the 
sea of shifting waters waiting in the lost vastness of the 
wilderness. Where do you cast your anchor this day? It 
behooves you to consider that very carefully. You can 
have a very long tether to your anchor and rise and fall 
as the tides wash in and out-but if you are solidly 
anchored you shall not drift far from your chosen 
station. May you come to use wisdom in all your 
choices. 

Thank you and good day. 

&&ify your point of view, but I’m going 
@‘have circulation problems, not to 
r;riention the public’s short attention 
Span, so we’ll have to condense them 
ti?-a-aydown.” 
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Nevada Corporations 
The IBenefits Of Incorporating 

A corporation is an entity in and of itself and can be 
thought of as an artificial person, a child that resides in 
the state of its birth (incorporation). It has its own 
identity, rights and relationship with respect to the 
laws of its birthplace, separate and apart from its 
“parents,” or incorporators. Further, a corporation is a 
distinct legal entity separate and apart from its mem- 
bers: stockholders, directors, officers and agents. 
Despite its separate identity, a corporation can not act 
“on its own”, but only through its members. 

A stockholder is the holder of shares of stock 
representing ownership of the corporation, and is iso- 
lated from liability in excess of his “share” of the 
corporation. A stockholder is not considered to be the 
employer of those working for the corporation, nor is 
the stockholder the owner of corporate property. 

The corporate “child” is a citizen of the state in 
which it was created. 

a 

As a creature of statute law, the powers of 
a corporation are derived from the statutes of the state 
in which it was incorporated. As an artificial person, 
a corporation is considered to have its “home”, or 
domicile, in the state of its “birth” or incorporation. 
The “parents” of the corporation can live anywhere 
they choose, in any state or country. 

A corporation is inherently immortal. The ongoing 
existence of the corporation is not affected by the death 
or bankruptcy of a shareholder, officer or director. The 

corporation remains immortal for as long as it con- 
forms to the requirements of the state in which it 
resides. unless its owners choose to dissolve it. 

If you have ever wondered if you have anything to 
gain by incorporating, then the odds are high that 
forming a corporation could be a good move, or a great 
one. i 

If you are a a a 
a a or a an an 

a of any kind or a if you 
want more legal tax deductions for your 
business, your business or almost any other 
kind of business; if you’re an over-taxed professional in 
need of some relief, a a a an 

or -in short, if you have any measure 
of control over your income, and your income is not 
earned solely in the form of employee wages - you 
probably should incorporate to take advantage of the 
tremendous benefits afforded only to corporations. 

When To Incorporate? 
Some say that you should only incorporate when 

the income of the business exceeds a certain level, or 
when potential liabilities are excessive. 

The plain truth is that most people throw away 
thousands of dollars in lost taxes, unfortunate liabili- 
ties and opportunities before finally setting up a corpo- 

ration. Indeed, with the very low cost of forming a 
corporation relative to its potential benefits, the real 
answer to this question is, most often, “yesterday”. 

If you’re looking for the benefits that incorporating 
has to offer, such as limiting your personal liability, 
increasing tax-free benefits, and raising capital through 
the sale of stock-taking just 5 miniutes of your time to 
explore the benefits of forming a Nevada Corporation 
could save you and your company thousands of dollars. 

Las 

Unlike a sole proprietorship or even a partnership, 
the corporate business structure provides liability pro- 
tection to everyone involved in corporate activities, 
except in the case of outright fraud. The debts of a 
corporation are not the debts of the participants in the 
corporation, and faults of the corporation do not weigh 
against its members beyond the value of their invest- 
ment. Officers and directors of the corporation are 
isolated from the corporation’s liabilities. 

Many strategies have been developed to protect 
assets of businesses with potential lawsuit risk. Other 
strategies have been designed to protect the assets of 
individuals from our increasingly litigious society. 

Corporations are entitled by law to many tax deduc- 
tions that are not available to individuals. Virtually 
any expense incurred in the operation of a business is 
deductible against the income of the business. Many of 
the tax benefits that accrue to a corporation can end up 
greatly benefiting corporate owners. In addition, cor- 

a 

The law states that it is the responsibility of each 
individual to structure their business affairs in such a 
manner as to minimize the amount of tax payable. The 

use of a corporation is very often the best tool available 
for accomplishing this end. While tax evasion is a 

serious crime, legal tax avoidance saving thousands of 
dollars in taxes is the duty of the individual. There are 
many proven and effective strategies that can be easily 
employed through the corporate business structure to 
save large amounts of taxes worth many times the cost 
of incorporating. Because the corporation is a creature 
of the statute laws of the state in which it is formed, it 
makes sense to incorporate in a state that does not tax 
its corporate citizens. There are only four such states 
in the United States today: Nevada, South Dakota, 
Washington and Wyoming. Other states that do not 
have an income tax have other taxes based, for in- 
stance, on the value of the corporation. 

Another primary purpose for a corporation is the 
function of raising capital for a business or a project. 
Corporations allow investors an opportunity to partici- 
pate in the day-to-day workings of the business, and 
without liability beyond their investment. Through the 
sale of stock to investors, a corporation is able to raise 
capital at all phases of its life cycle. 

A corporation provides a well-defined business 
structure, as the articles and bylaws of the corporation 
precisely define the powers and limitations ofpower for 
the corporation and each of its members. The 

corporation’s bylaws define the role of each of the 
officers. This well-defined structure has the advantage 
of eliminating many misunderstandings that could oth- 
erwise occur in the operation of a business. 

Nevada has no corporate or personal income tax, no 
franchise tax, no capital stock tax, no stock transfer fee 
or tax, no succession taxes, and no tax on corporate 
shares. 

Nevada-based corporations are still subject to fed- 
eral income tax, which is only 15% on the first $50,000 
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of income. 

Many creative estate planning strategies have been 
developed to take advantage of the unique characteris- 

Nevada is a small state in terms of population, and tics of Nevada corporations. Certain strategies allow 
makes no real effort to keep track of its natural or an estate to be passed on to the heirs without going 
corporate citizens. through probate. 

- State statutes do not require stockholders to Estate plans where trusts have traditionally been 
register with the state. used can often be restructured more effectively using 

- Nevada is the only state that allows the use of Nevada corporations. Remember, a corporation never 
bearer shares for privacy of ownership. dies - it just gets a new President! 

- The state does not require a corporation to list the 
position of vice-president. A vice-president using 
bearer shares can have complete control and ownership 
while remaining anonymous. Nevada is unique in that it not only offers a high 

- The Supreme Court of Nevada has consistently degree of privacy, but also ready access to your capital 
taken a very strong stand to protect corporate privacy. that is not likely to be denied in even the most extreme 

In his 900-page book, turmoil that COULD develop in the world’s financial 
Stephen B. Presser, an attorney who specializes in such markets. It is entirely possible that, in a real emer- 
matters, devotes just 7 pages to the state of Nevada, gency, offshore funds would be inaccessible, depriving 
with good reason. In his evaluation of the Nevada the owners of those assets the use of their capital 
Supreme Court case of Rowland v. Lepire (1983), precisely when they most need it. 
Presser concludes: By contrast, it is possible to set up voice-activated 

wire transfer of funds from your corporation’s Nevada 
had a bank account, and many banks now offer inter-state 

no banking services. For any situation where ready access 
no to your capital is required, and especially if you wish to 

work with your capital, the Nevada corporation is THE 
no answer. 

. 

a an 

a Unlike Nevada, Delaware: 
and has a state corporate tax amounting to 8.7%; re- 

quires disclosure of the principal places of doing busi- 
do. ness outside of the state; requires the corporation to 

report the actual number and value of its stock; freely 
exchanges information with the IRS; and Delaware 
does NOT have bearer shares for privacy. 

Nevada does not set any minimum amount required 
for startup capital. 

Exciting, sunny Las Vegas has long been a favored 
destination for relaxation and some fun in the sun. 
Who says you can’t mix business with pleasure? 

- Directors need not be stockholders. 
- Nevada corporation may purchase, hold, sell or 

transfer shares of its own stock. 
- Nevada corporations may issue stock for capital, 

services, personal property or real estate, including 
leases and options. The directors may determine the 
value of any of these transactions, and their decision is final 

PHOENIX JOURNALS: (#4) Spiral To Economic 

Disaster, (#lo) Privacy In A Fishbowl, (#la) You Can 

Slay The Dragon, and (# 17) The Naked Phoenix. See Back 

Unlike most other states, Nevada has steadfastly 
refused to exchange confidential information regard- 
ing its corporate citizens with the IRS. 

Nevada’s laws insulate all corporate representa- 
tives from liability except in the case of outright fraud. 
The privacy inherent in Nevada corporations, and 
backed up by the state Supreme Court, takes asset 
protection to a new level. Strategic possibilities for 
asset protection through a Nevada corporation are al- 
most limitless! 

Unlike many other states, Nevada allows for only 
one person to form the corporation and to be all of its 
officers and directors. 

You don’t have to live in Nevada to incorporate in 
Nevada, and you don’t even have to visit Nevada to set 
up your corporation-it can all be handled over the 
telephone. 

The business of incorporating is a money-making 
proposition for this tax-free state, and the Secretary of 
State’s office openly encourages out-of-state incorpo- 
rations. 

Annual fees for operating your corporation in Ne- 
vada are just $85, versus S 1200 or more in a state such 
as California. 

The Microwate? Series One machine produces a healtfil and refreshing high altitude, 

electron-rich, free radical scavenging, alkaline water. It also breaks up larger-clustered water. 

It is actually “wetter”, and therefore able to go to more places in the body, nurturing the 

organs, while removing acid wastes, one of the causes of numerous diseases. This type of 

water is usually found only in high-altitude mountain streams, twisting and turning, bubbling 

over rocks, where it picks up its electrons. Microwater is alive, and it tinctions as a powerful 

antioxidant. In Japan, this water has been successfblly used to treat high blood pressure, diabe- 

tes mellitus, constipation and diarrhea, acidosis, and a wide variety of skin conditions. Al- 

though we make no medical claims, try the water for yourself and see what happens. 
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It E, 

And The New World Order 
There is to be observed today a great unhappiness 

and unrest among the general population with the way 
things are in the world: wars, famine, disease, vio- 
lence, plagues, murder, suicide, unemployment, hate, 
chaos and confusion, etc., in most places. It might 
actually be more accurate to say: unhappy with the 
way things have been intentionally created for us. It 
is most interesting to note (and this paper is an ex- 
amination of it) that a mere 3% of the world’s popula- 
tion has done (and is doing) this to the other 97% of us. 

The Federal Emergency Management Agency 
(hereinafter F.E.M.A.) was orginally formed as a na- 
tional executive branch agency at the very end of the 
Carter Administration. Its purpose was to do noth- 
ing more than coordinate national flood relief, hurri- 
cane relief, the Red Cross, etc. These various relief 
agencies would now all be under one umbrella to bet- 
ter coordinate their functions in the event of a na- 
tional emergency. 

After Ronald Reagan was elected to the presidency 
he installed Louis Giuffrida as the head of F.E.M.A. 
Giuffrida was an old cold warrior from Reagan’s Cali- 
fornia days, whose specialty was supervision of un- 
rest and dissent. Giuffrida, U.S.M.C. Lt. Col. Oliver 

North and Vice President George Bush began to turn 
F.E.M.A. into an instrument of domestic anti-terrorism. 

During the early 1980s when plans were discussed 
for a possible direct military strike into Central 
America (remember the Sandinistas were running 
Nicaragua, with the U.S. supporting the Contras), 
there were concomitant plans for the United States 
involving domestic military exercises or a war games 
scenario called “REX 84”, or Readiness Exercise, 
1984. The operational plan of REX 84 was under- 
taken under F.E.M.A. The main rationale of REX 84 
was to round up 400,000 undocumented Central 
American aliens, and then incarcerate them in ten 
military detention camps. 

This plan was thoroughly rehearsed. However, if 
you have rehearsed the rounding up of half-a-million 
aliens, you have also rehearsed the rounding up of 
half-a-million critics of the administration or the gov- 
ernment. We must remember that those who would 
conduct this sort of activity comprise a group of people 
who have equated political dissent with treason. It 
would appear they are apparently unable to differen- 
tiate between emergency procedures, which everyone agrees 
are necessary, and suppressing political dissent. 

Recall, if you will, the Iran-Contra Hearings held 
by Congress and aired nationwide on television. At 
one point in the hearings, Representative Jack Brooks 
of Texas was questioning Lt. Col. Oliver North as fol- 
lows: 

[QUOTING:] 

Rep. Jack Brooks: 

“Col. North, in your work at the N.S.C. were you 
not assigned at one time to work on plans for the conti- 
nuity of government in the event of a major disaster? 

“I believe that question touches on a highly sensi- 
tive and classified area, so may I request that you not 
touch upon that, sir?” 

Rep. Jack Brooks: 
“I was particularly concerned, Mr. Chairman, be- 

cause I read in Miami papers and several others, that 
there had been a plan developed by that same agency, 
a contingency plan in the event of an emergency that 
would suspend the American Constilution, and I was 
deeply concerned about that. I’m wondering if that 
was the area in which he had worked. I believed that 
it was...” 

Sen. Daniel Inouye: 
“May I most respectfully request that that matter 

not be touched upon at this stage. If we wish to get 
into this, I’m certain that arrangements can be made 
for executive session.” 

[END OF QUOTING] 

And, of course, we know that executive session 
means they go behind closed doors to discuss what they 
don’t want the general public to hear about. But if 
they are discussing suspending the 

doesn’t every citizen have a 
full right to know exactly what they are talking about, 
right now? We would have that right if we were func- 
tioning under the What most people have 
not yet realized is that we have been functioning in 
the New World Order (hereinafter N.W.O.) for many 
years, and, as such, we function under the United Na- 
tions Charter, within the Treaty Power of the 

(Please see the case of Sei Fuiii v. State, 217 
P.2d 48 1, from California, 1950) 

Those who are aware of what is happening will 
know that they were talking about REX 84 and the 
F.E.M.A. plans. So what was operation REX 84, re- 
ally? Silencing of all dissidents. Mass detention fa- 
cilities, otherwise known as concentration camps, have 
been set up in a number of major U.S. military instal- 
lations on the secret order of ex-President Reagan. The 
Executive Orders which established these camps have 
been canceled because the camps are now in place. The 
White House issued a highly classified National Secu- 
rity Decision Directive (N.S.D.D.) which set forth ur- 
gent instructions which “activated” 10 huge prison 
camps at key defense command locations across 
America. 

Two trustworthy sources (career Army officers) 
revealed that this would involve an unprecedented 
roundup of “security suspects”, coast to coast. They 
also said this vast police operation would apply “C&C” 
(capture and custody) measures against political op- 
ponents, resisters, and outspoken critics whom our 
government considers “dangerous”. 

Four of the principle civilian concentration camps 
are located at Ft. Chaffee, Arkansas; Ft. Drum, New 
York; Ft. Indiantown Gap, Pennsylvania; and, Camp 
A.P. Hill, Virginia. Each camp is designed to hold at 
least 25,000 prisioners. Additional facilities are be- 
ing readied at Oakdale, California; Eglin A.F.B., So. 
Florida; Vandenburg A.F.B., California; Ft. McCoy, 

Federal agencies involved would include F.B.I., 
C.I.A.,U.S. Marshals, I.N.S., U.S. Customs, U.S. Coast 
Guard, National Guard, and local and state police. 
According to a military source, it will begin with aliens 
and refugees, but that may expand quickly. Another 
source close to the program claims another target will 
be “major, organized tax resisters”. 

Through his own sources, the author of this paper 
has confirmed this as very valid information. The 
information is not intended to scare us, but rather to 
enlighten us into action which might reverse this. 

Not a single one of the sources just mentioned could 
cite a constitutional or legal precedent for such a stag- 
gering mass roundup of civilians by American authori- 
ties during “peacetime”. Of course, most informed 
people know we are not in peacetime but rather in full 
Martial Law. Note the gold-fringed flag the next time 
you are in or near a courtroom, or notice it in the Sen- 
ate and House of Representatives. You will see it be- 
hind the President when he speaks. This is not the 

flag of the United States of America, which is red, white 
and blue. The gold-fringe denotes the Admiralty/Mari- 
time flag and it definitely confers a jurisdiction alien 
to the U.S. of A. It is the “Executive” flag of Martial Law. 

The majority of Americans have lived all their lives 
under Martial Law and don’t even know it. Under the 
powers delegated to the President in a declared state 
of emergency the office of the Presidency wields pow- 
ers ordinarily exercised only by Congress. This vast 
range of powers confers enough authority to rule the 
country without reference to normal constitutional pro- 
cesses. 

To better understand how all of this fits into the 
N. W.O. and the United Nations (hereinafter U.N.) it is 
necessary to first examine an extremely powerful or- 
ganization called the Council on Foreign Relations 
(hereinafter C.F.R.). 

On May 30, 1919, several members of the delega- 
tions to the Paris Peace Conference(which was domi- 
nated by Baron Edmond de Rothschild of France) met 
at the Hotel Majestic in Paris to discuss setting up a 
group which would advise their respective governments 
on international affairs. At a subsequent meeting on 
June 5, 1919, it was decided that it would be best to 
have seperate organizations cooperating with each 
other. Consequently, these planners organized the 
C.F.R. which would be based in New York. It was not 
officially founded until July 29, 1921. 

Money for the founding of the C.F.R. came from 
J.P. Morgan, Paul Warburg and John D. Rockefeller, 
among others. This was the same group of wealthy 
men who were instrumental in forming the Federal 

The C.F.R. was, and still is, the most power- 
ful private organization which advises the government 
of the United States on foreign policy. It is worth not- 
ing that all of President Bill Clinton’s cabinet mem- 
bers are current active members of the C.F.R. Have 
you ever even heard the C.F.R. mentioned in public? 

In 1945, at the founding conference of the U.N., 
held in San Francisco, California, 47 members of the 
C.F.R. were in the United States delegation. To make 
certain that the United States would not back out of 
joining the U.N., as it did with the League of Nations, 
the international body would this time be located on 
American soil. It was determined that this would make 
the American public less resistant to the move. The 
land for the U.N. building was “graciously” donated 
by John D. Rockefeller, Jr. The land had been a slaugh- 
terhouse and the soil where the U.N. buildings now 
stand had been fully saturated with the blood of slaugh- 
tered animals. If we fully understand the real purpose 
of the U.N., we will realize that no place else could be 
more fitting. 

With the establishment of the U.N., the C.F.R. had 
accomplished a major step toward the eventual achieve- 
ment of a one world government (the N.W.O.). Thus, 

Col. North’s Attorney: 
“Mr. Chairman!” 
Sen. Daniel Inouye(Chairman): 

Wisconson; Ft. Benning, Georgia; Ft. Huachuca, Ari- the immediate purpos< of the U.N. was merely to warm 

zona; and in the Justice Lept. detention and interroga- Americans up to the idea of global government. Many 

tion center at Camp Krome, Miami, Florida. Americans today continue to view the U.N. as a “good 
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organization”. It is truly’ amazing what a thorough 
media publicity campaign can accomplish. Anyone 
who may still think the U.N. has any good intentions 
should read the U.N. Charter in its entirety. 

The term New World Order has been used privately 
by the C.F.R. since it was founded to describe the com- 
ing one world government. In the last few years, how- 
ever, C.F.R. members, for the first time, began using 
the term publicly to start the conditioning process nec- 
essary so that the unsuspecting public might brace and 
prepare themselves for what lies ahead. The C.F.R be- 
lieves that if the American people hear the term often 
enough, they will be less likely to resist or feel threat- 
ened when that fateful day arrives. 

How many people realize that one of the symbols 
portraying the term “New World Order” was placed on 
the back of our one dollar bill during the Franklin D. 
Roosevelt Administration? Check it out, it’s still there 
today. It consists of a multipart message including the 
pyramid containing the eye of Osiris. Under the pyra- 
mid, written in Latin, we find the words “Novus Ordo 
Seclorum”. Translated from the Latin it means “New 
World Order”. 

David Rockefeller, one of the directors of the C.F.R. 
from 1949 to 1985, speaking in June 1991, at a 
Bilderberger (another N.W.O. group) meeting in Ger- 
many, stated, “We are grateful to the 
the New magazine and other great 
publications whose directors have attended our meet- 
ings and respected their promises of discretion for al- 
most forty years”. He went on to explain, “It would 
have been impossible for us to develop our plan for the 
world if we had been subject to the bright lights of 
publicity during those years. But, the world is now 
more sophisticated and prepared to march towards a 
world government. The supranational sovereignty of 
an intellectual Elite and world bankers is surely pref- 
erable to the national autodetermination practiced in 
past centuries”. 

The complicity of the media in concealing the plans 

of the C.F.R. from the public is easy to understand when 
we realize that C.F.R.‘s 2,670 current active members 
include the top echelon of all the major media organi- 
zations (including, along with those already mentioned, 

magazine, the 
C.B.S., N.B.C., A.B.C., C.N.N., P.B.S., A.P., 

U.P.I., Reuters, the 
the Sun and the Times-have we 
missed anyone?). 

The membership of the C.F.R. also includes the top 
echelon from all the major oil companies, major in- 
dustry (including the Big 3 automakers), all the major 
banks, college and university presidents, major figures 
from all the branches and affiliations of the military, 
the Dept. Of State, foreign ambassadors, many agen- 

cies of our government, as mentioned before, all of the 
President’s cabinet members, and, of course, the Fed- 
eral Reserve System, the House of Representatives, and 
the U.S. Senate! 

As far as enforcing the plans of the N.W.O., the 
National Guard has been enlisted into the plan as well 
as all other police and government agencies, all in the 
name of maintaining the peace, of course. People will 
certainly be upset and should be expected to retaliate. 
But as more people have become aware of these evil 
plans it became obvious that some of our own people 
in these different policing agencies could not be 
counted on to cooperate with such illegal and uncon- 
stitutional activities of government. Thus, the final 
card has now been played, the United Nations Peace 
Keeping Force, an international police force. It has 
long been known that foreign troops could do what resi- 
dent troops could not or would not do-arrest and im- 
prison their own innocent friends and neighbors. How 
many Americans realize that for some time now there 
have been stationed on American soil, foreign U.N. 
troops including, among others, Chinese soldiers? Just 
don’t expect any officials to ever admit this. But they 
are there when they need them. 

As James Paul Warburg, foreign agent of the to be everywhere, again, ostensibly for emergency pre- 
Rothschilds, in his testimony before the U.S. Senate paredness, but we know what the government really 
on February 17, 1950, stated confidently, “We shall has in mind for them, and us. 
have World government, whether or not we like it. The To conclude this, and to show that the “One World 
only question is whether world government will be Controllers” have missed nothing in orchestrating their 
achieved by conquest or consent.” plans, here is a quote from the Thursday, September 

Those who follow what is happening in the 23, 1993, issue of the “The 

(which is more often than not exactly the opposite of United States is one of the most dangerous places in 
what they tell us) should have noticed that on October the world for young people, according to a United Na- 
22, 1993, President Bill Clinton announced that he tions report released last week. And while many other 

would like to use National Guard troops to help fight places are getting better, the United States is getting 
crime in the streets of Washington, D.C. He also sug- worse. A report from the United Nations Children’s 
gested that this is not the only place where this could Fund called ‘The Progress of Nations’ said that 9 out 
be done. He said he would like to strengthen police of 10 young people murdered in industrialized coun- 
forces in cities nationwide by 100,000. He requested tries are slain in the United States.” 
the Justice Dept. to determine if his actions would be While the U.N. report may not be accurate (statis- 
legal. With the understanding you should now have tics are almost always manipulated and fabricated to 
from reading this far, think of the implications of Bill Clinton’s produce a desired public opinion), don’t be too sur- 
remarks. By the way, he is a member of the C.F.R. prised when the President requests those U.N. troops, 

For those who may wonder about the expansion of and the National Guard, and others, to police the streets 
emergency plans under F.E.M.A., persons living in of America. The Founders of the United States of 
Pennsylvania, for example, should realize that there is America could never in their wildest nightmares have 
a Pennsylvania Emergency Management Agency imagined a One World Government based upon the 
(P.E.M.A.) which will coordinate under F.E.M.A. Also, enslavement of its peoples. It would do well for every 

for example, for those who live in Bucks County, Penn- one to get informed, and then inform others, as to what 

Sylvania, there is a Bucks County Emergency Manage- is actually happening to our country. We must tell our 
ment Agency (B.E.M.A.), which will coordinate un- government that we want them to govern with our con- 

der P.E.M.A. These State and Local agencies appear sent. 

From the May 30 issue of 
[quoting:] 

JORDAN, Mont-The FBI ordered reporters and 
cameramen to leave their hillside vantage point over- 
looking the Freeman compound Wednesday but said it 
was 
good a to a move against the 

Officials said they decided to evict the media after 
a Fox Television news crew went to a fence around the 
compound Tuesday night and negotiated for interviews 
with the Freemen without telling the government be- 
forehand. But Fox Chairman Roger Ailes claimed the 
journalists were being used as scapegoats, adding in a 
statement that the FBI had planned to remove the media 
well before his staff made contact with the Freemen. 

The very next day, the same newspaper reports the 

arrival of black armored cars and a rescue heliconter to 
its staging area, including this 
statement, [quoting: ] 

A source familiar with the 
FBI strategy said the highly pub- 
licized arrival of the armored 
vehicles and helicopter was not 
a sign that authorities plan to 
move on the Freemen immedi- 

ately. 

The FBI says it does not want news crews interfering in the negotiations. 

recent Associated Press 
articles makes this report, [quot- 
ing:] 

WASHINGTON-Insect in- 
festation, fetid air and stacked 
bodies plague 
of the District of Co- 
lumbia morgue, the latest city 
office to fall victim to the mount- 

ing cash shortage in the nation’s 
capital, City officials said that 
it will cost about $800,000 to 
make immediate repairs and that 
$3 million will ultimately be 
needed to improve conditions at 
the morgue. But that maybe hard 
to come by for a city with an 
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accumulated deficit of $378 million. “We should have 
these body bags, but we don’t,” said autopsy technician 
Andrew Mason. “What is a morgue without a body bag? 
We have to use sheets.” 

reported Saturday that be- 
cause the facility’s crematorium broke down a month 
ago, 74 corpses, more than three times the facility’s 
intended capacity, were stockpiled throughout the fa- 
cility. The cash-strapped city has no other way to 
dispose of corpses and this week the air conditioning 
went out in the facility. Many bodies were stored on 
tattered fiberglass racks or rusted gurneys, the 
said. One body was on the floor, and some were in body 
bags that had split open, exposing the faces of the dead. 

From the June 2 issue of 
[quoting:] 

The HIPPOCRATIC oath has been revised exten- 

sively for political correctness and other purposes in 
recent years, and some doctors charge this has weak- 
ened and stripped the oath of the “father of medicine” 
of its focus. Dr. Paul R. McHugh,‘ Henry Phipps 
professor and director of the department of psychiatry 
,and behavioral sciences at Johns Hopkins, expressed 
his concerns about oaths being recited in medical school 
commencements in a commentary published this May 
in the journal He argued that some of 
the revised versions of the 2,500-year-old oath, includ- 
ing those now in use at the Johns Hopkins School of 
Medicine and Harvard, tend to be more self-centered” 

than patient-centered and are ridden with a lot of 
“vague precept”. Dr. McHugh’s commentary examines 
deletions his institution made in the Hippocratic oath, 
beginning in the ‘6Os, and scrutinizes substitute ver- 
sions drafted at Johns Hopkins in- 1985 and 1994. His 
analysis also looked at revised versions of the 
Hippocratic oath that were recited by Harvard Univer- 
sity medical school students beginning in 1989 and 1994. 

Dr. McHugh said the “custom of amending” the 
Hippocratic oath at Johns Hopkins was prompted by the 
“uproar” that followed the 1968 medical school gradu- 
ation, when students recited the original Hippocratic 
oath, in which they pledged “not to give a woman an 
abortive remedy”. 

Dr. [Bernard] Nathanson said Dr. Louis Lasagna, a 
former professor of medicine, pharmacology and ex- 
perimental therapeutics at Hopkins, “sanitized the clas- 
sic oath, eliminating the reference to abortion.” 
“Lasagna’s version...also purged the strictures against 
euthanasia, sexual relations with patients, specific ob- 
ligations to those who taught him...and the crystalline 
sense of obligation to do good and avoid harming those 
in his charge,” said Dr. Nathanson, a former abortion 
doctor who now is a leading abortion foe. 

Dr. McHugh also cited one big change in language 
between Johns Hopkins’ 1985 and 1994 oaths. In the 
earlier oath, doctors promised they will perform “no 
operation,for a criminal purpose”. But in 1994, they 
changed that to say they will perform “no operation 
without a justifiable purpose.” 

He criti- 
cizes Harvard’s decision, at the start of its 1989 and 
1994 oaths, to “replace the Hippocratic aim-the ben- 
efit of the sick-with the ‘service of humanity”‘. Serv- 
ing humanity may conflict with “the benefit of the 

sick”, he said, particularly if sick people are identified 
as burdens. 

From the May 28 issue of 
[quoting:] 

LONDON-A farmer hit by the mad cow ban on 
British beef put his cows to work Monday as billboards. 

“This is a bit of a gimmick but an interesting one,” said 
Harry Goode as he fitted eight cows with specially made 
plastic coats. The cows, who are advertising ice cream, 
graze in a field beside a highway near Birmingham so 
they are seen daily by thousands of motorists. Goode 
has been unable to find a buyer for his cattle as the 
European Union has slapped a worldwide ban on Brit- 
ish beef in fear of mad cow disease. 

From the May 22 issue of the (South 
Dakota) [quoting:] 

PINE RIDGE-A white buffalo calf reportedly has 
been born on the Joe Merrival ranch near Oglala. 
Merrival doesn’t pretend to understand how or why his 
small herd has given life to what Great Plains tribes 
regard as the most rare and sacred of animals. He 
knows only this: lt has now happened twice within two 
weeks. His first white buffalo calf was born on April 
27. It soon developed scours, a diarrhea-like condition, 
and died 25 hours later. The second, born 13 days later, 
is healthy and nursing at the side of its 1,200 pound mother. 

Before April 27, two white buffalo calves had been 
born this century. The first, a white buffalo bull named 
Big Medicine, was born in Montana in 1933 and died 
26 years later in 1959. The second, a female calf named 
Miracle, was born Aug. 20, 1994 in an exotic-animal 
farm in Janesville, Wis. 

Merrival’s two white 
buffalo calves are said to 

be the first born on Indian 
lands in an Indian herd 
owned by an American In- 
dian rancher. It is an event 
not lost on the elders and 
spiritual leaders of the Pine 
Ridge Reservation. The 
White Buffalo Calf Woman 
legend holds that she is 
one of their most sacred 
symbols. She gave the tribe 
the Sacred Buffalo Calf 
Pipe and taught the Lakota 
their seven sacred ceremo- 
nies and four great virtues: 
courage, wisdom, generos- 
ity, and fortitude. Accord- 
ing to traditional Lakota 
beliefs, the people, the 
buffalo and White Buffalo 
Calf Woman all came from 
Wind Cave in the Black 
Hills. 

The first calf left the 
people, said the medicine 
men, because the people 
are weak and divided. The 
second white calf is a sym- 
bol for unity, a message 
for Indian people, and all 
people, to repair life’s Sa- 
cred Hoop. It is also a 
reminder, they said, that 
all nations must stop the 
destruction of Mother 

Earth and that Indian 
people must begin healing 
themselves by returning to 
traditional ways. 

In the rush of stories 
following the 1994 birth 
of the Wisconsin calf, some 
reported the odds of a white 
buffalo birth to be one in 6 
billion. Others said it w?.s 
10 million to one or a mil- 
lion to one. 

FIRED HOUSE HISTORIAN 
SUES GINGRICH 

From the May 26 issue of the 
[quoting:] 

Fired House historian Christina Jeffrey has tiled 
suit against Speaker Newt Gingrich and three House 
Democrats for $16.7 million, accusing them of falsely 
portraying her as harboring Nazi sympathies. The 
lawsuit, filed May 15 in U.S. District Court in Wash- 
ington, seeks damages from Mr. Gingrich, his press 
secretary, Tony Blankley, and three Democratic repre- 
sentatives, Charles E. Schumer of New York, Barney 
Frank of Massachusetts, and Maxine Walters of Cali- 
fornia. It demands a jury trial. 

Mr.Gingrich had no immediate comment on the 
lawsuit, which also accuses him of breach of contract 
and violating Mrs. Jeffrey’s constitutional rights. Mr. 
Gingrich hired Mrs. Jeffrey, then a history professor 

at Kennesaw State College in Georgia, for the 
SSS,OOO-a-year historian job shortly after he was 
elected speaker in 1995. He fired her a few days 
later after complaints that her 1986 review of a 
Holocaust course for the Education Department had 
criticized it for not presenting Nazi and Ku Klux 
Klan views. The Anti-Defamation League of B’nai 
B’rith, which attacked her at the time, has since 
become an ally in her drive to reclaim her reputation 
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